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Abstract
Voiculescu’s notion of asymptotic free independence is known for a large class
of random matrices including independent unitary invariant matrices. This notion
is extended for independent random matrices invariant in law by conjugation by
permutation matrices. This fact leads naturally to an extension of free probability,
formalized under the notions of traffic probability.
We first establish this construction for random matrices. We define the traf-
fic distribution of random matrices, which is richer than the ˚-distribution of free
probability. The knowledge of the individual traffic distributions of independent
permutation invariant families of matrices is sufficient to compute the limiting
distribution of the join family. Under a factorization assumption, we call traffic
independence the asymptotic rule that plays the role of independence with respect
to traffic distributions. Wigner matrices, Haar unitary matrices and uniform per-
mutation matrices converge in traffic distributions, a fact which yields new results
on the limiting ˚-distributions of several matrices we can construct from them.
Then we define the abstract traffic spaces as non commutative probability
spaces with more structure. We prove that at an algebraic level, traffic indepen-
dence in some sense unifies the three canonical notions of tensor, free and Boolean
independence. A central limiting theorem is stated in this context, interpolating
between the tensor, free and Boolean central limit theorems.
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Introduction
Presentation of the Article
Motivated by the study of von Neumann algebras of free groups, Voiculescu
introduces [33] free probability theory as a non commutative probability theory
equipped with the well known notion of free independence. Voiculescu shows [34]
that free independence describes the global asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues of
independent unitarily invariant matrices and Wigner matrices. Asymptotic free
independence holds for a large class of matrices, see for instance [3, 6, 16, 28, 29].
Recall that in free probability theory, a non commutative probability space
pA,Φq consists in is a unital (non commutative) algebra A equipped with a linear
form Φ playing the role of the expectation and called the sate (satisfying mild as-
sumptions, see Definition 4.1). This context is considered together with the notion
of free independence which replaces the classical notion of tensor independence. It
is a canonical rule that, given two probability spaces pA1,Φ1q and pA2,Φ2q, asso-
ciates a state Φ “ Φ1 ˚ Φ2 on the free product algebra A1 ˚ A2 whose restriction
on Ai is Φi for i “ 1, 2. Speicher proves in [30] that tensor independence and
free independence are the only universal notions of independence (symmetric and
associative, and satisfying a universal calculation rule), and that in the non unital
case the third notion of Boolean independence appears.
In the first part of this article we introduce a general method to study random
matrices which are not invariant by conjugation by unitary matrices: we start
by considering independent families A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N of random matrices which are
invariant by conjugation by permutation matrices (Definition 0.1). We consider
the problem of characterizing the limiting joint ˚-distribution of the collection of
all matrices A
p1q
N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ApLqN when the size of the matrices goes to infinity (the˚-distribution is the expectation of normalized trace of polynomials in the matrices,
see Section 1.1). If the families are not unitarily invariant, in general the knowledge
of the limiting ˚-distribution of each Ap`qN is not sufficient to characterize the limiting
˚-distribution of Ap1qN Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN .
This question is studied in [27] when the matrices are independent and have
independent and identically distributed entries. In particular if the matrices have
size N ˆ N and their entries are Bernouilli random variables with parameter pN ,
p fixed, then the matrices are not asymptotically free. In another direction, an
interpolation of the classical and free convolutions is introduced and studied in [4]:
given two distributions µ and ν on the real line, the distribution µ‘t ν, t ě 0 is the
limit of the empirical spectral distribution of matrices AN `U ptqN BNU ptqN where U ptqN
is a diffusion on the unitary group starting from a uniform permutation matrix, and
AN , BN are diagonal matrices that converge in moments to µ and ν respectively.
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The strategy therein is to consider more observables on matrices, and then to
define a more general setting that free probability theory where we need to enrich
the notion of ˚-distribution. For a family AN of matrices, we define the traffic
distribution as a linear functional on finite connected directed graphs whose edges
are labelled by matrices (Definition 1.2). It contains more information than the
data of the normalized trace of monomials of AN . Hence the convergence in traffic
distribution of a family of random matrices implies its convergence in ˚-distribution,
but it is possible that two random matrices have the same ˚-distribution but not
the same traffic distribution. Equivalently, the convergence in traffic distribution
of AN is the convergence in
˚-distribution of the matrices of the so-called traffic
space generated by AN (Lemma 1.6).
In the main result Theorem 1.8, we prove an analogue of Voiculescu’s theorem,
by giving a formula for the limiting traffic distribution of independent permutation
invariant families of matrices A
p1q
N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN , knowing the limiting traffic distri-
bution of each one. Our method extends the moment method in a similar fashion
as in the first chapter of [15] and applies for a large class of random matrices.
In Theorem 1.8, the limiting traffic distribution of A
p1q
N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN is called the
product of the limiting traffic distributions of the A
p`q
N ’s. We will also say that the
random matrices A
p1q
N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN are asymptotically traffic independent.
With Theorem 1.8 and several propositions stated in the article, we illustrate
new ways to test the asymptotically freeness of independent random matrices. We
consider Wigner, unitary Haar and uniform permutation matrices, as well as ma-
trices obtained from several operations on them (transpose, entry-wise product).
We also point out new examples of matrices that are not asymptotically free inde-
pendent. Other models are considered in [5, 20, 21].
In the second part of the article, the notion of non commutative probability
space is enhanced to consider the limits in traffic distribution of random matrices.
The notion of operads (see e.g. [22]) formalizes the idea that a given set of opera-
tions with good compatibility conditions defines an algebraic structure. We define
the operad of graph operations, which is a slight modification of Jones’ planar al-
gebras [18, Example 2.6] and Spivak’s wiring diagram algebras [31]. An algebraic
traffic space is an algebra over the operad of graph operations endowed with a linear
form playing the role of the expectation (satisfying mild assumptions). An element
of a traffic space are simply called a traffic. In particular, a traffic space is a non
commutative probability space. Roughly speaking, traffics have the property that
we can compose them not only by linear operations, but thanks to schemes given
by finite connected graphs with an input and an output.
The interest in defining traffic spaces is that we can consider traffic indepen-
dence in a universal way and state the usual limit theorems of probability. Traffic
independence is a notion more general that the notions of independence in non
commutative probability. As the ˚-distribution is just a part of the traffic distri-
bution, traffic independence encodes a large class of relations for non commutative
random variables. In particular, it encodes both the tensor and the free indepen-
dence of ˚-distributions: we exhibit two different classes of traffics for which the
traffic independence is equivalent to the tensor or free independence. Moreover, the
additional structure of observables of traffic spaces implies the existence of another
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linear form than the usual trace. For a third class of traffics, with respect to this
linear map, traffic independence encodes the notion of Boolean independence.
This connection with Boolean independence is actually deduced from the limit
theorems. Let panqně1 be a family of independent identically distributed self-adjoint
traffics. We prove a law of large number for the sum a1`¨¨¨`ann , and assuming
the variables are centered in a certain sense, we prove the convergence in traffic
distribution of a1`¨¨¨`an?
n
and interpret the limit. We prove that a1`¨¨¨`an?
n
converges
in ˚-distribution to the sum x ` z of a semicircular variable x free independent
from a Gaussian variable z (the two limits in the central limit theorems for free
and tensor independence). The degree of freedom between the classical and the
free worlds is possible thanks to the wealthy of information contained in the traffic
distribution.
Nonetheless, the limiting traffic distribution of a1`¨¨¨`an?
n
is actually the distri-
bution of the sum of three variables x` y` z. Seen as a non commutative random
variable, the variable y has variance zero, which explains why it does not appear
in the convergence in ˚-distribution. But it has a nonzero traffic distribution, and
can actually be interpreted as the limit in the central limit theorem for Boolean
independence. Remarkably, the variables x, y and z in the central limit theorem are
not traffic independent in general. We give a matrix model pXN , YN , XN q which
converges in traffic distribution to px, y, zq.
In parallel to the evolution of this paper, Gabriel gives in [12, 13, 14] another
answer to Theorem 1.8 motivated by the Schur-Weyl duality. His approach involves
the partition algebras instead of the test graphs defined in this article. Gabriel’s
theory is essentially equivalent to the one introduced in this article. A dictionary
[11] between the two approaches is in preparation.
The organization of the article is the following. In Chapter 1, we define the
traffic distributions of large random matrices and present our main result (The-
orem 1.8) and its applications. In Chapter 2 we define traffic independence and
prove a simple criterion to prove that random matrices are not asymptotically free
independent. We also prove the main result Theorem 1.8. Chapter 3 is dedicated
to applications of this theorem for Wigner matrices, uniform permutation matrices
and unitary Haar matrices. In Chapter 4 we introduce the general traffic spaces.
In Chapter 5, we relate traffic independence with the three universal notions of
independence. The law of large numbers and the central limit theorem for traffic
independence are stated in Chapter 6.
Notations and Preliminaries
While considering a matrix AN , we implicitly mean a sequence pAN qNě1, the
matrix AN being of size N . We study large matrices and the term ”asymptotic“
refers to the limit when N goes to infinity. We consider random matrices AN
whose entries admit moments of all orders, that is @K ě 1,@n,m “ 1, . . . , N ,
E
“|AN pn,mq|K‰ ă 8. We denote by IN the identity matrix and for AN a complex
matrix we denote by AN˚ its conjugate transpose. We often consider families of
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matrices, denoted by bold characters e.g. AN “ pAjqjPJ . For a family AN of
matrices, we denote by AN˚ the family of their complex transpose.
Definition 0.1 (Unitary random matrices and invariances).
(1) A unitary matrix UN is a matrix such that UNUN˚ “ UN˚UN “ IN . A uni-
tary Haar matrix UN is a random unitary matrix distributed according
to the Haar distribution on the unitary group, that is the unique probabil-
ity measure on the unitary group invariant by right and left multiplication
of elements of the group.
(2) A permutation matrix VN of size N is a unitary matrix for which there
is a permutation σ of t1, . . . , Nu such that the entry pi, jq of VN is one
if i “ σpjq and zero otherwise. A uniform permutation matrix is a
random permutation matrix uniformly chosen among all the N ! choices.
(3) A family of random matrices AN “ pAjqjPJ is said to be unitarily in-
variant whenever it is invariant in law by conjugation by unitary matrix,
that is for any unitary matrix UN
AN
Law“ UNANUN˚ :“ pUNAjUN˚ qjPJ .
Equivalently, AN has the same law as UNANUN˚ , where UN is a unitary
Haar matrix independent of AN .
(4) A family of random matrices is said to be permutation invariant when-
ever it is invariant in law by conjugation by any permutation matrix.
Equivalently, AN has the same law as VNANVN˚ where VN is a uniform
permutation matrix independent of AN .
Definition 0.2 (Wigner matrices). A (centered) complex Wigner matrix is
a Hermitian matrix XN “
`xi,j?
n
˘
whose sub-diagonal entries are independent and
centered random variables such that:
(1) the diagonal entries pxi,iqi“1,...,N , respectively the sub-diagonal entries
pxi,jqjăi, are identically distributed,
(2) the distribution of xi,j does not depend on N , has finite moments of all
orders (Er|xi,j |ks ă 8 for any k ě 1) and Erxi,js “ 0 for any i, j “
1, . . . , N .
We call parameter of XN the common value pα, βq of pEr|xi,j |2s,Erx2i,jsq for i ‰ j.
A real Wigner matrix is a complex matrix with real entries.
Note that a complex Wigner matrix is almost surely a real Wigner matrix if
and only if α “ β.
Lemma 0.3. A unitary Haar matrix, a uniform permutation matrix and a real
Wigner matrix are permutation invariant. A complex Wigner matrix is permutation
invariant if and only if the entries have the same distribution as their complex
conjugate (i.e. xi,j
Law“ xi,j).
Proof. Let UN be a unitary Haar matrix. For any permutation matrix VN ,
the matrix VNUNVN˚ has the same distribution as UN since VN is unitary and UN
is Haar distributed.
Let WN “
`p1pi “ σW pjqq˘i,j be a uniform permutation matrix, associated to
a uniform permutation σW of t1, . . . , Nu. Then for any permutation matrix VN
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associated to a permutation σ, one has
VNWNVN˚ “
ˆÿ
k,`
1
´
i “ σpkq, k “ σW p`q, j “ σp`q
¯˙
i,j
“
ˆ
1
´
σ´1piq “ σW pσ´1pjq
¯˙
i,j
“
´
1
`
σ ˝ σW ˝ σ´1piq “ j
˘¯
i,j
Law“ `1`σW piq “ j˘˘i,j ,
so VNWNVN˚ has the same distribution as WN .
Let XN be a Wigner matrix. Denote by Ei,j “
`
1pk “ i, ` “ jq˘
k,`“1,...,N ,
the elementary matrix for each i, j “ 1, . . . , N . For any permutation matrix VN
associated to a permutation σ, the Hermitian matrix VNXNVN˚ has independent
sub-diagonal entries since
VNXNVN˚
“
ÿ
i,j
´
XN pσp´1qpiq, σp´1qpjqq
¯
Ei,j
“
ÿ
i
Eσpiq,σpiqXN pi, iq `
ÿ
iăj
´
Eσpiq,σpjqXN pi, jq ` Eσpjq,σpiqXN pj, iq
¯
.
The distribution of its diagonal entries is the distribution of those of XN . The non
diagonal entry pk, `q for k ă ` is distributed as Xσpkq,σp`q if σpkq ă σp`q and as
Xσpkq,σp`q if σpkq ą σp`q. The invariance in distribution by complex conjugation
of the non diagonal entries of a Wigner matrix is then a necessary and sufficient
condition for the permutation invariance of XN . 

Part 1
The Asymptotic Traffic
Distributions of Random Matrices

CHAPTER 1
Statement of the Main Theorem and Applications
1.1. Asymptotic free independence of large matrices
The random matrices under consideration are assumed to have entries with
finite moments of all orders, that is Er|AN pi, jq|Ks ă 8 for any K ě 1. The
(mean) empirical spectral distribution of a random matrix HN is the probability
measure
LHN : f ÞÑ E
” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
fpλiq
ı
,
where λ1, . . . , λN are the eigenvalues of HN and f : CÑ C are integrable functions
in λ.
In random matrix and free probability, a common notion is the ˚-distribution,
which extends the notion of empirical spectral distribution for several matrices.
Denote by Cxx,x˚y the space of ˚-polynomials, i.e. finite complex linear combina-
tions of words in symbols x “ pxjqjPJ and x˚ “ pxj˚ qjPJ . The ˚-distribution of a
family of random matrices AN is defined by
ΦAN : P P Cxx,x˚y ÞÑ E
” 1
N
Tr
`
P pAN q
˘ı P C,
where Tr is the usual trace of matrices. The family AN converges in
˚-distribution
whenever ΦAN converges pointwise as N goes to infinity. The convergence in
˚-
distribution of AN is actually equivalent to the convergence in moments of the
empirical spectral distribution of any Hermitian random matrix HN “ P pAN q.
Voiculescu’s asymptotic freeness theorem and its extensions [1, 8, 10, 34, 35]
give a characterization of the limiting ˚-distribution of a collection of unitarily
invariant independent families of matrices.
Theorem 1.1 (Asymptotic free independence).
Let A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N be independent families of N ˆ N random matrices. Make the
following hypotheses:
(1) Each family, except possibly one, is unitarily invariant (Definition 0.1).
(2) Each family converges in ˚-distribution, namely
Φ`pP q :“ lim
NÑ8E
” 1
N
Tr
“
P pAp`qN q
‰ı
exists for each ` P t1, . . . , Lu and any ˚-polynomial P .
(3) For each ` P t1, . . . , Lu, either the matrices of Ap`qN are uniformly bounded
in operator norm and 1NTr
“
P pAp`qN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 Φ`pP q almost surely for any
` and P , or A
p`q
N is of the form UNA˜
p`q
N UN˚ where UN is a Haar unitary
random matrix and A˜
p`q
N is deterministic.
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Then the families A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically free independent, namely:
(1) They have a limiting joint ˚-distribution: denoting AN “ Ap1qN Y¨ ¨ ¨YApLqN ,
for any ˚-polynomial P the limit
ΦpP q :“ lim
NÑ8E
” 1
N
Tr
“
P pAN q
‰ı
exists.(1.1)
(2) They limiting joint ˚-distribution Φ is the free product of the limiting
distributions Φ`: for any n ě 1 and any indices `1, `2, . . . , `n in t1, . . . , Lu
such that `j ‰ `j`1,@j “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, for any ˚-polynomials P1, P2, . . .
where Pj P Cxx`j ,x˚`j y satisfies Φ`j pPjq “ 0,@j ě 1, one has
ΦpP1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pnq “ 0.(1.2)
Moreover, the conclusion of the theorem remains valid if a family consists in inde-
pendent Wigner matrices.
Nica [25] and Neagu [24] proved that independent permutation matrices uni-
formly distributed are asymptotically free independent and asymptotically free from
independent Wigner matrices. See [1, 26] for more details.
1.2. Convergence in traffic distribution
Our motivation is to state an analogue of Theorem 1.1 where the independent
families of matrices A1, . . . ,AL are only assumed to be permutation invariant rather
than unitarily invariant (Definition 0.1). For that task, we need more than the ˚-
distributions of the families to compute their limiting joint ˚-distributions.
1.2.1. Definition. We introduce a generalization of ˚-polynomials in matri-
ces. These operations are given by combinatorial graphs for which we now fix the
notations. The considered graphs are directed and can have multiple edges in any
directions and loops. Formally, a graph is a couple pV,Eq, where V is a non empty
set, called the set of vertices, and E is a multi-set (elements appear with a certain
multiplicity) of ordered pairs of vertices e “ pv, wq P V 2. The set E is possibly
empty and is called the set of edges. We point out that graphs with no edges are
allowed, but a graph must always have at least one vertex. A graph pV,Eq is finite
if both V and E are finite. Graphs are considered up to isomorphisms. Two graphs
G1 “ pV1, E1q and G2 “ pV2, E2q are identified whenever there exists a bijection
φ : V1 Ñ V2 preserving the adjacency of vertices, the orientation of edges and their
multiplicity.
Definition 1.2 (Graph polynomials and traffic distributions). Let J be an
index set and consider two families of formal variables x “ pxjqjPJ and x˚ “
pxj˚ qjPJ , i.e. pairwise distinct symbols.
(1) A ˚-test graph in the variables x is a finite, connected, oriented graph
whose edges are labelled by xj and xj˚ , j P J . Formally, it consists in a
quadruple T “ pV,E, γ, εq, where
(a) pV,Eq is a finite connected graph,
(b) γ is a map E Ñ J ,
(c) ε is a map E Ñ t1, ˚u.
The maps γ and ε indicate that an edge e P E has the label xεpeqγpeq. For
multiple edges, each edge has its own label. We simply call T a test graph
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Figure 1. Left: the linear composition of operators. Right: the
composition according to a graph monomial.
when ε is constant to one and denote it T “ pV,E, γq. Similarly, a ˚-test
graph in one variable is denoted T “ pV,E, εq.
(2) A ˚-graph monomial is a ˚-test graph with two given vertices: an input
and an output. It consists in a triplet g “ pT, in, outq where T is as above
and in, out P V are possibly equal. We denote by CGxx,x˚y the space
of finite linear complex combinations of ˚-graph monomials in variable x
(graphs are considered up to isomorphisms of graphs preserving labeled
and in/outputs).
(3) Denote rN s :“ t1, . . . , Nu. For any ˚-graph monomial g “ pT, in, outq,
T “ pV,E, γ, εq, in the variables x “ pxjqjPJ , and for any family AN “
pAjqjPJ of matrices, we define the matrix gpAN q whose pi, jq-entry is
gpAN qpi, jq “
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
φpoutq“i,φpinq“j
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘.(1.3)
This definition is extended for g P CGxx,x˚y by linearity. Note that for
the graph monomial consisting in a simple line g “ p ¨
out
xε1γ1Ð ¨ . . . ¨ x
εK
γKÐ ¨
in
q,
then gpAN q is the product of matrices Aε1γ1 . . . AεKγK , see Figure 1.
(4) The traffic space generated by AN is the sub-space of MN pCq consisting
in all matrices gpAN q for g P CGxx,x˚y. The traffic distribution of AN is
the map
Φ¯AN : g P CGxx,x˚y ÞÑ E
” 1
N
Tr
“
gpAN q
‰ı P C.
We say that a family AN of random matrices converges in traffic distri-
bution (implicitly when N Ñ 8) whenever lim
NÑ8Φ¯AN p g q exists for any˚-graph polynomial g.
The term traffics refers to the matrices AN and is formalized abstractly in
Section 4. Definition (1.3) is considered in [23]. The traffic distribution of family
AN is denoted Φ¯AN , to not be confused with the
˚-distribution ΦAN .
Example 1.3. Consider AN “ pAjqjPJ a family of matrices and let us describe
gpAN q for the following ˚-graph monomials g in variables x “ pxjqjPJ (see Figure
2).
(1) Identity: Let g be the graph monomial with two vertices in and out and
one edge from in to out labelled xj . Then gpAN q “ Aj . We denote in
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short g “ p ¨
out
xjÐ ¨
in
q “ p¨ xjÐ ¨q, with the convention that the vertex out is
on the left and the vertex in is on the right. This is the same convention
as for a matrix entry Ak,`, where the indices ` and k indicate the element
of the basis for the source and target spaces respectively of the associated
linear map CN Ñ CN .
(2) Constant: For p¨q the graph with a single vertex in “ out and no edge,
one has that p¨qpAN q “ IN the identity matrix.
(3) Product: For p¨ xj1Ð ¨ xjÐ ¨q the graph with three vertices out, v, in, one
edge from in to v labelled xj and another one from v to out labelled xj1 ,
one has p¨ xj1Ð ¨ xjÐ ¨qpAN q “ Aj1 ˆAj .
(4) Transpose: For p¨ xjÑ ¨q the graph with two vertices in and out and one
edge from out to in labelled xj , p¨ xjÑ ¨qpAN q is the transpose Atj of Aj .
(5) Projection on the diagonal: For pöxj q consisting in a single vertex
in “ out and one loop labelled xj , then pöxj qpAN q is the diagonal ma-
trix of diagonal elements of Aj . We denote it ∆pAjq. Note that ∆ is a
projection.
(6) Degree: For
` Ó
.
xj
˘
consisting in two vertices in “ out and v and an
edge from v to in “ out labelled xj , then
` Ó
.
xj
˘pAN q “ diagp Nÿ
m“1
An,mqn“1,...,N
is the diagonal matrix, that we denote degpAjq, whose n-th diagonal ele-
ment is the sum of the entries of Aj on its n-th row. It is also a projection.
(7) Entry-wise products: For p¨ xjÐ
xj1
¨q with two vertices in and out, two
edges from in to out, one labelled xj and the other one labelled xj1 , one
has p¨ xjÐ
xj1
¨qpAN q “ Aj1 ˝ Aj , where ˝ denotes the entry-wise product of
matrices (also known as Hadamard or Schur product)
(8) Complex transpose: For p¨ x
˚
jÐ ¨q with two vertices in and out and one
edge from in to out labelled xj˚ then p¨
x˚jÐ ¨qpAN q “ Aj˚ . Note also that
for any ˚-graph monomial g, we can write
`
gpAN q
˘˚ “ g˚pAN q where g˚
is obtained by interchanging the input and the output of g, reversing the
orientation of its edges and reversing labels xj and xj˚ . We also denote
gt obtained similarly without reversing labels xj and xj˚ , which satisfies`
gpAN q
˘˚ “ gtpAN˚ q.
The following lemma tells that ˚-graph polynomials permute with the action
by conjugation by permutation matrices, which is a crucial ingredient for our main
Theorem 1.8.
Lemma 1.4. Let AN “ pAjqjPJ be a family of N by N matrices. For any
permutation matrix VN , denote VNANVN˚ :“ pVNAjVN˚ qjPJ . Then, for any ˚-graph
operation T and any permutation matrix VN , one has gpVNANVN˚
˘ “ VNgpAN qVN˚ .
In particular, AN and VNANVN˚ have the same traffic distribution.
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Figure 2. Example of graph monomials.
Proof. If σ denotes the permutation associated to VN , then the entry pn,mq
of a matrix VNAjVN˚ is Aj
`
σp´1qpnq, σp´1qpmq˘. Hence, we obtain the results thanks
to the change of variable φ1 “ σp´1q ˝ φ below:´
gpVNANVN˚ q
¯
pi, jq “
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
φpinq“j, φpoutq“i
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
σp´1q ˝ φpwq, σp´1q ˝ φpvq˘
“
ÿ
φ1:VÑrNs
φ1pinq“σp´1qpjq,
φ1poutq“σp´1qpiq
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φ1pwq, φ1pvq˘
“
´
VNgpAN qVN˚
¯
pi, jq.

Note that gpUNANUN˚ q ‰ UNgpAN qUN˚ in general for an arbitrary unitary
matrix UN . Hence the traffic distributions of two matrices of a same linear map
in two different basis can be different. For instance, the matrices A “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
and B “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
are both the matrices of a reflexion in C2, but ∆pAq “ A and
∆pBq “ 0, degpAq “ A and degpBq “ I2, etc.
1.2.2. Link with other notions of convergence. The traffic distribution
of AN encodes its
˚-distribution, as well as many other statistics on the matrices.
Example 1.5. Let AN be a family of random matrices.
(1) The graph operations in matrices contain the ˚-polynomials, and so the
traffic distribution Φ¯AN of AN encodes the
˚-distribution
ΦAN : P ÞÑ E
“ 1
N
TrP pAN q
‰
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by restriction of Φ¯ on ˚-graph polynomials consisting in linear combina-
tions of simple lines p ¨
out
xε1γ1Ð ¨ . . . ¨ x
εK
γKÐ ¨
in
q.
(2) The traffic distribution of AN induces the bilinear form
pP,Qq ÞÑ E
” 1
N
Tr
“
P pAN q ˝QpAN q
‰ı
,
where ˝ denotes the entry-wise product of matrices.
(3) The diagonal matrix degpAN q is a linear function of the matrix AN “
pAi,jqi,j , so the map
ΨAN : P ÞÑ E
” 1
N
Tr deg
`
P pAN q
˘ı
is a linear form. It plays an important role later in the second part of the
article, Chapter 5, in the context of asymptotic Boolean independence.
Let us compare the convergence in traffic distribution, the convergence in ˚-
distribution and the convergence in spectral distribution.
Lemma 1.6. Let AN be a family of random matrices. The following are equiv-
alent.
(1) The family AN converges in traffic distribution, i.e. Φ¯AN converges point-
wise on CGxx,x˚y.
(2) The family of matrices
`
gpAN q
˘
g
indexed by all g P CGxx,x˚y converges
in ˚-distribution.
(3) For any ˚-graph polynomial g P CGxx,x˚y such that the matrix gpAN q is
Hermitian, the mean empirical spectral distribution of gpAN q converges
in moments.
To prove the lemma we use the following fact, that will be important in all
the paper. There is a composition law for graph operations consisting in replacing
variables of a ˚-graph monomial g by ˚-graph monomials.
Definition 1.7 (Substitution of edges of graph monomials). For a ˚-graph
monomial g in the variables py1, . . . , ynq and for ˚-graph monomials g1, . . . , gn in
the variables x, the ˚-graph monomial gpg1, . . . , gnq in the variables x is the graph
obtained from g by replacing each edge e of g labeled yi by the graph gi, the input
of gi identified with the source of e and the output of gi with the target of e.
This operation of substitution is compatible with the evaluation of matrices:
with g, g1, . . . , gn as above, for any families of matrices AN , we have
g
`
g1pAN q, . . . gnpAN q
˘ “ `gpg1, . . . , gnq˘ pAN q.(1.4)
This property implies a lot of relations between the graph polynomials, that
can be see easily by drawing associated graphs, without writing a formula in terms
of the entries of the matrices. For instance, the relation
∆
`
ANdegpBN q
˘ “ deg`∆pAN qBN˘,(1.5)
valid for any AN and BN , is obtained in Figure 3 below.
Proof of Lemma 1.6. Assume first (1) and let us prove (2). Let g1, . . . , gK
be ˚-graph monomials and let M “ yε1i1 . . . yεLiL be a ˚-monomial, where i` Pt1, . . . ,Ku and ε` P t1, ˚u, @` “ 1, . . . , L. One can write
M
`
g1pAN q, . . . , gKpAN q
˘ “ gi1pAN qε1 . . . giLpAN qεL “ g˜pAN q
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b
( ) = aa b = ( )a b
Figure 3. The substitution of edges of graph by ˚-graph mono-
mials that gives equality (1.5).
where g˜ “ p¨ y1Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ yLÐ ¨qpgε1i1 , . . . , gεLiL q with the notations of Definition 1.7. By
assumption, AN converges in traffic distribution so
E
“ 1
N
TrM
`
g1pAN q, . . . , gKpAN q
˘‰ “ E“ 1
N
Tr g˜pAN q
‰
converges. Hence the convergence of
`
gpAN q
˘
gPCGxx,x˚y by multilinearity.
We now prove that (2) implies (3). Consider a Hermitian matrix of the form
BN “ gpAN q where g is a ˚-graph polynomial. We can write g “ ři αigi for a
finite complex linear combination, where the gi’s are
˚-graph monomials. For any
integer L ě 1, we can write BLN “
`
gpAN q
˘L “ ři1,...,iL αi1 . . . αiL g˜i1,...,iLpAN q,
where g˜i1,...,iL “ p¨ y1Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ yLÐ ¨qpgi1 , . . . , giLq. So the convergence of Er 1NTrg˜pAN qs
for all ˚-graph polynomials g˜ implies the convergence of Er 1NTrBLN s for each L, and
hence the convergence in moments of the empirical spectral distribution of BN .
Let conclude by proving that (3) implies (1). For any g P CGxx,x˚y, one can
write gpAN q “ g1pAN q` ig2pAN q where g1pxq “ gpxq`gtpx˚q2 and g2 “ gpxq´g
tpx˚q
2i .
The matrices g1pAN q and g2pAN q are self-adjoint, so E
“
1
NTr gipAN q
‰
converges for
each i “ 1, 2. Hence the convergence for gpAN q. 
1.3. Statements of the results of Part 1
We can now state the main result, omitting for the moment the explicit char-
acterization of the limit.
Theorem 1.8 (Asymptotic traffic independence).
Let A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N be independent families of N ˆ N random matrices. Denoting
A
p`q
N “ pAp`qj qjPJ` for each ` “ 1, . . . , L, we consider indeterminates x` “ pxp`qj qjPJ` .
Make the following hypotheses:
(1) Each family (except possibly one) is permutation invariant (Definition
0.1).
(2) Each family converges in traffic distribution (Definition 1.2), namely: for
any ` “ 1, . . . , L and any ˚-graph polynomial g P CGxx`,x˚` y one has
Φ¯`p g q :“ lim
NÑ8E
” 1
N
Tr
“
gpAp`qN q
‰ı
exists.(1.6)
(3) Each family A
p`q
N satisfies the ”factorization“ property: for all ` “ 1, . . . , L,
for any ˚-graph polynomials g1, . . . , gK P CGxx`,x˚` y, K ě 2,
E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr
“
gkpAp`qN q
‰ı ÝÑ
NÑ8
Kź
k“1
Φ¯p gk q.(1.7)
Then the families A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically traffic independent, that is:
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(1) They have a limiting joint traffic distribution: for any ˚-graph polynomial
g P CGxx`,x˚` yL`“1,
Φ¯
`
g
˘
:“ lim
NÑ8E
” 1
N
Tr
“
gpAp1qN , . . . ,ApLqN q
‰ı
exists.(1.8)
In particular, AN “ Ap1qN Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN has a limiting joint ˚-distribution.
(2) The limiting traffic distribution Φ¯ of AN depends only on the marginal
limiting traffic distributions Φ¯` of the A
p`q
N ’s. It is called the product of
the distributions Φ¯` and is given explicitly in Definition 2.11.
Moreover, the family of matrices AN also satisfies the factorization property.
The proof of the theorem is given in Section 2.4
Theorem 1.8 is applied for the matrix models of Definitions 0.1 and 0.2. In
particular, it extends in a unified way known results of asymptotic ˚-freeness in the
setting of Theorem 1.8.
Corollary 1.9. Let consider DN ,VN ,UN ,XN ,AN , independent families of
random matrices where
‚ DN are independent diagonal matrices with independent and identically
distributed diagonal entries whose moments of all orders exist.
‚ VN are independent permutation matrices,
‚ UN are independent unitary Haar matrices,
‚ XN are independent Wigner matrices whose entries are invariant in law
by complex conjugation,
‚ AN is a family of random matrices satisfying the assumptions (2) and (3)
of Theorem 1.8.
Then the matrices of DN ,VN ,UN ,XN and the family AN are asymptotically traf-
fic independent. Moreover, the matrices of UN ,XN and the family DNYVNYAN
are asymptotically free independent.
Corollary 1.9 is the consequence of several results stated in Chapter 3. We
summarize its proof in Section 5.3.
We prove two general criterions that are useful for a large class of matrices.
Proposition 1.10. Let AN and BN be two asymptotically traffic independent
matrices.
(1) Denote ΦN pAN q “ E
“
1
NTrAN
‰
. If there exist two ˚-polynomials P,Q
such that
K
`
P,Q, pAN qNě1
˘
:“ lim
NÑ8
´
ΦN
“
P pAN q ˝QpAN q
‰´ ΦN “P pAN q‰ΦN “QpAN q‰¯
is nonzero, and the same holds for BN , then AN and BN are not asymp-
totically free independent.
(2) If AN has the same limiting traffic distribution as a unitarily invariant
families of matrices, then AN and BN are asymptotically free indepen-
dent.
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Remark 1.11. A partial reciprocal is true for this criterion: for two asymptot-
ically traffic independent families AN and BN , if for any P,Q one has
K
`
P,Q, pAN qNě1
˘ “ K`P,Q, pBN qNě1˘ “ 0,
then AN and BN they are asymptotically free independent. This is proved in [7]
and relies on an equivalent formulation of traffic independence. If for any P,Q one
has K
`
P,Q, pAN qNě1
˘ “ 0 but for some P,Q one hasK`P,Q, pBN qNě1˘ ‰ 0, then
different scenarios are possible.
The first point is proved in Section 2.3 and the second point in Section 5.3.
Theorem 1.8 and these two propositions are used in [5, 20, 21] for several
matrix models. We apply Proposition 1.10 in the context of Corollary 1.9 as follow.
Corollary 1.12.
‚ Asymptotic free independence with the transpose: Independent
complex Wigner matrices X
pjq
N , j P J , with parameter of the form pαj , 0q,
independent Haar matrices U
pj1q
N , j P J 1, and the transposed matrices
X
pjqt
N , U
pjqt
N , j P J, j1 P J are asymptotically free independent.‚ Entry wise product of matrices: Let WN “ pωi,jqi,j“1,...,N be a ran-
dom matrix with i.i.d. entries whose moments are finite and indepen-
dent of N . For an independent unitary Haar matrix UN and an indepen-
dent uniform permutation matrix VN , consider the entry-wise products
MN “WN ˝UN and M˜N “WN ˝VN . If ωi,j is centered then independent
copies of MN are asymptotically free circular elements. If the modulus of
ωi,j is not constant then independent copies of M˜N are not asymptotically
free.
Illustration: the convolutions. Let us point out some cases of applications
for limiting distribution of the sum of two matrices. Consider two independent
Hermitian random matrices AN and BN . Assume that AN is diagonal with in-
dependent entries identically distributed according to some distribution µa. Note
that AN is permutation invariant. Assume now that BN converges in traffic distri-
bution. In particular its mean empirical spectral distributions converges to some
measure µb. It follows from Theorem 1.8, Corollary 1.9 and Remark 2.23, that AN
and BN are asymptotically traffic independent.
In particular, the empirical spectral distribution of the matrix HN “ AN `BN
converges to some measure µh, which depends on µa, µb, and on the limiting traffic
distribution of BN .
(1) If BN is a diagonal matrix, then µh is the classical convolution µa ˚ µb
of µa and µb, that is the distribution of the sum of a random variable
distributed according to µa and an independent (in the classical sense)
random variable distributed according to µb. Indeed it is straightforward
to see that the empirical spectral distribution of HN is actually the con-
volution of the empirical spectral distribution of AN and BN for each
N ě 1.
(2) If BN is unitary invariant, then µh is the so-called free convolution µa‘µb
of Voiculescu by consequence of their asymptotically free independence.
In the setting of free probability [26], it is the distribution of the sum of a
non random variable distributed according to µa and a free independent
random variable distributed according to µb.
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(3) For many examples of matrix models, it happens that AN and BN are
asymptotically traffic independent but the limiting distribution of AN `
BN is neither the classical or the free convolution (see for example [21].
In conclusion, at the level of the limiting ˚-distribution of large matrices, traffic
independence encodes both the free and the classical notions of independence, but
also a large class of operations.
CHAPTER 2
Definition of Asymptotic Traffic Independence
We first introduce some combinatorial tools to manipulate the traffic distribu-
tions. Then we define asymptotic traffic independence, and prove natural properties
we can expect from a notion of independence. We illustrate this notion with a com-
putation, which leads to a criterion of lack of asymptotic free independence for
matrices. We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem 1.8.
2.1. Combinatorial form of traffic distributions and injective version
Recall that a ˚-test graph in variables x “ pxjqjPJ is a collection pV,E, γ, εq
where pV,Eq is a finite connected graph with at least one vertex (but possibly no
edges), whose edges are labelled by symbols xj and xj˚ . An edge e has label x
εpeq
γpeq,
where γ : E Ñ J and ε : E Ñ t1, ˚u.
Definition 2.1. The set of ˚-test graphs in variables x is denoted T xx,x˚y and
the space of finite linear complex combinations of elements of T xx,x˚y is denote
by CT xx,x˚y.
Recall that a ˚-graph monomial g is the data of a ˚-test graph Tg and two
vertices in, out of Tg and that the traffic distribution of AN “ pAjqjPJ the data
of the map Φ¯AN : g P CGxx,x˚y ÞÑ E
“
1
NTr gpAN q
‰ P C. Given such a ˚-graph
monomial g “ pTg, in, outq, note that Φ¯AN pgq “ Φ¯AN
`
∆pgq˘ where ∆pgq is obtained
from g by identifying its input and output. Moreover, this quantity does not depend
on the position of the input of ∆pgq, but only on the ˚-test graph T such that
∆pgq “ pT, in, inq.
Definition 2.2 (Combinatorial form of traffic distributions of matrices).
(1) For any family AN “ pAjqjPJ of matrices and any ˚-graph monomial g
in variables x “ pxjqjPJ , we define τAN
“
T s “ Φ¯AN pgq where T is the ˚-
test graph obtained by identifying the input and output of g and forgeting
their position in the new ˚-test graph. We use the notation τN
“
T pAN q
‰
:“
τAN
“
T s.
(2) Equivalently, given T “ pV,E, γ, εq a ˚-test graph in variables x “ pxjqjPJ
and AN “ pAjqjPJ a family of random matrices, then τN
“
T pAN q
‰
:“
E
“
1
NTrT pAN q
‰
where
Tr
“
T pAN q
‰
:“
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘.
Such a quantity is called the trace of the ˚-test graph T in the matrices
AN . For any matrix AN , denoting by ö the ˚-test graph with a single
loop, we then have
TrAN “ Tr
“
ö pAN q
‰
.
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(3) The combinatorial distribution of AN is the linear map
τAN : T P CT xx,x˚y ÞÑ τN
“
T pAN q
‰ P C.
Remark 2.3. (1) Notation Tr
“
T pAN q
‰
and terminology are abusive since
we do not define the object T pAN q and Tr is not the trace of matrices.
Hence the name combinatorial distribution for τAN .
(2) As in Definition 1.7, for a ˚-test graph in variables y1, . . . , yn and ˚-graph
monomials g1, . . . , gn, we define the
˚-test graph T pg1, . . . , gnq by replacing
edges labeled yi of T by the graph gi. Then we have the compatibility
property
τN
”
T
`
g1pAN q, . . . , gnpAN q
˘ı “ τN”T pg1, . . . , gnqpAN qı.
In the l.h.s. the ˚-test graph is T and the matrices are the gipAN q, whereas
in the r.h.s. the ˚-test graph is T pg1, . . . , gnq and the matrices are those
of AN .
Example 2.4. Example 1.5 continued. Let AN be a family of random matrices.
(1) Let M be a ˚-monomial M “ xε1γ1 . . . xεnγn . Then one has TrMpAN q “
Tr
“
T pAN q
‰
where T is the ˚-test graph consisting in a simple oriented
cycle, with vertex set t1, . . . , nu and edges pi`1, iq labeled xεiγi , i “ 1, . . . , n
(with indices modulo n).
(2) Let M 1 be a second ˚-graph monomial and let T 1 the ˚-test graph with
vertex set t11, . . . , n1u defined as T is defined from M in the previous
item. Recalling that ˝ denotes the entry wise product of matrices, then
Tr
“
MpAN q ˝M 1pAN q
‰ “ Tr“T˜ pAN q‰ where T˜ is the ˚-test graph consist-
ing in the bunch of two simple oriented cycles obtained by identifying the
vertices 1 and 11 of T and T 1.
(3) Recall that degpAN q is the diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal matrix is
the sum of the elements of AN over the i-th row. Then Tr
“
degpAN q
‰ “
Tr
“
T pAN q
‰
where T is the ˚-test graph consisting in a simple edge.
We can now introduce the following transformation of traffic distributions.
Definition 2.5 (Injective trace of matrices). Let T “ pV,E, γ, εq be a ˚-test
graph in variables x “ pxjqjPJ and let AN “ pAjqjPJ be a family of matrices,
possibly random. We call injective trace of the ˚-test graph T in the matrices AN
the quantity
Tr0
“
T pAN q
‰ “ ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
injective
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘.(2.1)
and we set τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
:“ E“ 1NTr0 T pAN q‰, where the expectation is relative to
the matrices when they are random. The injective traffic distribution of AN is the
linear map
τ0AN : T P CT xx,x˚y ÞÑ τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ P C.
Combinatorial distributions and their injective versions are related each other.
Let T be a ˚-test graph with vertex set V and let PpV q denote the set of partitions
of V . For any pi P PpV q, we denote by Tpi the ˚-test graph obtained by identifying
vertices in a same block of pi (the edges link the associated blocks). See an example
Figure 1. Then for any ˚-test graph T , one has
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Figure 1. Left: a test graph with vertex set t1, . . . , 12u. Right:
the quotient graph Tpi for the partition pi “  a “ t1, 3u, b “
t2, 4, 8u, c “ t5, 7u, d “ t6u, e “ t9, 11u, f “ t10u, g “ t12u(.
Tr
“
T pAN q
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
Tr0
“
TpipAN q
‰
.(2.2)
In this formula, the different cases of equality for the indices of the matrices
in the definition of Tr
“
T pAN q
‰
are classified by choosing the partition of indices
whose values are equal. Reciprocally, it is possible to write Tr0 in terms of Tr using
a generalized inclusion-exclusion principle (see [26, 32]).
Lemma 2.6. Let T be a ˚-test graph with vertex set V . For any partition pi
of V , denote µV ppiq “ śBPpip´1q|B|´1`|B| ´ 1˘!. Then one has, for any family of
matrices AN ,
Tr0
“
T pAN q
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
µV ppiqTr
“
TpipAN q
‰
.(2.3)
Proof. Note that PpV q is a partially ordered finite set where pi ď pi1 if and only
if the blocks of pi contain the blocks of pi1. Moreover, for any T and any partition
pi one has Tr
“
TpipAN q
‰ “ řpi1ěpi Tr0“Tpi1pAN q‰. Hence by dual Mo¨bius inversion
formula [26, Lecture 10], there exists a map µV : PpV q Ñ Z such that (2.3) holds.
One has µV ppiq “ µPpV qp0V , piq, where µPpV q is the Mo¨bius map associated to the
poset PpV q and 0V is the partition with only singletons. The values of µV are given
in [32, Example 3.10.4]. 
This relation between the trace and the injective trace of ˚-test graph is used
below as a definition in the general case.
Definition 2.7 (Injective trace, general case). Let τ : CT xx,x˚y Ñ C be a
linear map. We call injective version of τ the linear map τ0 : CT xx,x˚y Ñ C
defined for any ˚-test graph T by
τ0rT s “
ÿ
piPPpV q
µV ppiqτ rTpis,(2.4)
where µV and T
pi are as in (2.3), which implies that for any ˚-test graph T
τ rT s “
ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0rTpis.(2.5)
Remark 2.8. (1) There is no meaning for an expression like Tr0AN or
Tr0 gpAN q, the injective trace is always defined for ˚-test graphs.
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(2) A relation exists between the injective trace and the notions of free cumu-
lants, but in the particular case of unitarily invariant matrices. It is the
main motivation of [7] to state and use this relation.
(3) With notations as in the second item of Remark 2.3, in general we have
τ0N
”
T
`
g1pAN q, . . . , gnpAN q
˘ı ‰ τ0N”T pg1, . . . , gnqpAN qı,
see Lemmas 2.15.
Let us formulate the assumptions of Theorem 1.8 in terms of the injective trace.
Lemma 2.9. Let AN be a family of random matrices. There is equivalence
between
(1) The convergence in traffic distribution of AN , namely the pointwise con-
vergence of Φ¯AN : g P CGxx,x˚y ÞÑ E
“
1
NTr gpAN q
‰
,
(2) the pointwise convergence of τAN : T P CT xx,x˚y ÞÑ E
“
1
NTrT pAN q
‰
(3) the pointwise convergence of τ0AN : T P CT xx,x˚y ÞÑ E
“
1
NTr
0 T pAN q
‰
Assuming this convergence, then AN satisfies the factorization property, as-
sumption (3) of Theorem 1.8, if and only if for any ˚-test graphs T1, . . . , TK , K ě 2,
E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr
“
TkpAN q
‰ı ÝÑ
NÑ8
Kź
k“1
τ rTK s,(2.6)
which is also equivalent to the same property for the injective trace, namely for any
˚-test graphs T1, . . . , TK , K ě 2,
E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TkpAN q
‰ı ÝÑ
NÑ8
Kź
k“1
τ0rTK s.(2.7)
Proof. The equivalence of the formulations in terms of Φ¯AN and τAN is clear
by definition. The equivalence between convergence in traffic distribution and
pointwise convergence of τ0AN is a consequence of Formulas (2.1) and (2.2). Let
T1, . . . , TK be
˚-test graphs whose vertex sets are denoted V1, . . . , VK respectively.
The factorization property implies
E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TkpAN q
‰ı “ ÿ
pikPPpVkq
k“1,...,K
Kź
k“1
µVkppikqE
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr
“
Tpik pAN q
‰ı
“
ÿ
pikPPpVkq
k“1,...,K
Kź
k“1
µVkppikq
ˆ Kź
k“1
τN
“
Tpik pAN q
‰
`εpTpikk qk“1,...,K
˙
,
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GCC(T ) =
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
y1
y2
y3 y1
y2 y3
z1z2
z3
z4
z1
z2
z3
z4
T = =
Figure 2. An example of construction of T¯ . The graph GCCpT q
is not a tree since T¯ has a cycle. Removing the edge labelled z4 or
x5 in T , the graph of colored components becomes a tree.
where for each k “ 1, . . . ,K and N large enough the term εpTpikk q ď 1 tends to
zero. Since τN
“
Tpik pAN q
‰
is bounded for each pi1, . . . , pik, we get
E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TkpAN q
‰ı “ ˆ ÿ
pikPPpVkq
k“1,...,K
Kź
k“1
µVkppikqτN
“
Tpik pAN q
‰˙` ε˜
“
Kź
k“1
τ0N
“
Tpik pAN q
‰` ε˜
where ε˜ is bounded by a constant times the maximum of the εpTpikk q for any
pik P PpVkq, k “ 1, . . . ,K. The reciprocal is true by the same computation where,
starting with the trace instead of the injective one, we omit the terms µV ppikq in
the above computation. 
2.2. Asymptotic traffic independence, properties
Definition 2.10 (Graph of colored components).
(1) Let T be a ˚-test graph in variables x “ x1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y xp, where the xj ’s are
families of pairwise disjoint variables (a variable appears at most in one
family). A colored component of T with respect to x1, . . . ,xp is a maximal
connected subgraph of T , with at least one edge, whose edges are labeled
by variables in only one family among x1, . . . ,xp. We denote by CCpT q
the set of colored components of T with respect to x1, . . . ,xp.
(2) The graph of colored components of T with respect to x1, . . . ,xp, denoted
GCCpT q, is the following bipartite undirected graph.
‚ The first kind of vertices are the colored components T1, . . . , TK of
T .
‚ The second kind of vertices are the vertices v1, . . . , vL of T that belong
to at least two graphs among T1, . . . , TK .
‚ There is an edge between Ti and vj if vj is a vertex of Ti, i “ 1, . . . ,K,
j “ 1, . . . , L.
In the leftmost picture of Figure 2, we draw a ˚-test graph in three families,
represented by three colors x,y and z. In the intermediate figure, we have encircled
the colored components of T , and drawn in the rightmost one its graph of colored
components.
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Definition 2.11 (Asymptotic traffic independence). For each ` in t1, . . . , Lu,
let τ` : CT xx`,x˚` y Ñ C be a linear map sending the graph with no edge to one. Up
to a renaming of the symbols, we assume that the variables of the different families
x` for ` “ 1, . . . , L are pairwise distinct and we denote x “ x1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y xL.
The product1 of the maps τ1, . . . , τL is the linear map τ : CT xx,xy Ñ C defined
by the following:
(1) for each ` “ 1, . . . , L and any ˚-test graph T in the variables x`, τ rT s “
τ`rT s with the abuse of notation that x are considered as the variables of
T , with no edges labeled x`1 , `
1 ‰ `.
(2) for any ˚-test graph T in the variables x1, . . . ,xp,
τ0rT s “ 1`GCCpT q is a tree ˘ ź
SPCCpT q
τ0rSs,(2.8)
where GCCpT q (resp. CCpT q) is the graph (resp. the set) of colored com-
ponents of T with respect to x1, . . . ,xp.
We say that A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically traffic independent whenever AN :“
A
p1q
N Y¨ ¨ ¨YApLqN converges in traffic distribution and its combinatorial distribution
converges to the product of the limiting distributions of the A
p`q
N ’s.
Hence the asymptotic traffic independence of A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N is equivalent to
the convergence for any ˚-test graph T with vertex set V ,
τN
”
T
`
A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N
˘ı
ÝÑ
NÑ8
ÿ
piPPpV q
s.t. GCCpTpiq
is a tree
ź
SPCCpTpiq
lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
”
S
`
A
p`pSqq
N
˘ı
,(2.9)
where `pSq is the index of the labels of the colored component S. Since the injective
traces in the product can also be written in terms of (non-injective) traces, asymp-
totic traffic independence entirely characterizes the limiting traffic distribution of
A
p1q
N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN in terms of the traffic distributions of the Ap`qN ’s.
Specified for graphs T consisting in simple oriented cycles (Example 2.4), For-
mula (2.9) gives an expression for the limiting ˚-distribution of Ap1qN Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YApLqN .
Proposition 2.12. The product of Definition 2.11 is symmetric and associa-
tive, in the following sense. Let τ1, τ2, τ3 denote three linear maps τi : CT xxi,xy Ñ
C sending the graph with no edge to one. Then the product of τ1 and τ2 is the prod-
uct of τ2 and τ1 (interchanging the variables). Moreover, the product τ of τ1, τ2, τ3
is the product τ3|1,2 of τ3 with the product τ1|2 of τ1 and τ2. In particular, three large
families of matrices AN ,BN ,CN are asymptotically traffic independent whenever
AN and BN are asymptotically traffic independent and AN Y BN and CN are
asymptotically traffic independent.
We shall need the following lemma, now and in the sequel of the article.
Lemma 2.13 (Number of edges and vertices in a connected graph).
Let G “ pV, Eq be a finite connected graph. Then, one has |V| ď |E |`1, with equality
if and only if G is a tree.
1This product should be called ”free product“ as it satisfies a universal property, see [7].
Nevertheless we do not use this term to avoid confusion with free independence.
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Proof of Lemma 2.13. If G is a tree, we count the difference between the
number of edges and vertices by removing its branches successively until it remains
a single vertex, this yields the formula. If G is not a tree, then we can remove edges
until it becomes a tree which yields the inequality. 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. The symmetry is a immediate consequence of
the definition. Let T be a ˚-test graph in the indeterminates x “ Y3i“1xi. Denote by
G “ pV, Eq the graph of colored components (GCC) of T with respect to x1,x2,x3.
Denote by G1 “ pV 1, E 1q the GCC of T with respect to x1 Y x2 and x3. For each
colored component S of G1 with label in x1Yx2, we denote by GpSq “ pVpSq, EpSqq
the GCC of S with respect to x1 and x2. Denote by CCpxiq, i “ 1, . . . , 3, the set of
colored components of T labeled xi.
We prove that G is a tree if and only if G1 is a tree and the GpSq’s are trees.
Denote by
(1) a the number of vertices of T that belong both to an element of CCpx3q
and to a single other element of CCpx1q Y CCpx2q,
(2) b the number of vertices of T that belong to an element of CCpx3q, of
CCpx1q and of YCCpx2q,
(3) c the number of vertices of T that belong both to an element of CCpx1q
and of CCpx2q, but not of CCpx3q,
(4) |CCpx1 Y x2q| the number of colored components of G1.
One can enumerate easily the following quantities
|V| “ a` b` c`
3ÿ
i“1
|CCpxiq|, |E | “ 2a` 3b` 2c,
ÿ
S
|VpSq| “ b` c`
2ÿ
i“1
|CCpxiq|,
ÿ
S
|EpSq| “ 2b` 2c,
|V 1| “ a` b` |CCpx3q| ` |CCpx1 Y x2q|, |E 1| “ 2a` 2b.
Since |CCpx1Yx2q| is the number of colored components S of G1 labeled in x1Yx2,
this results in the equality
|V| ´ 1´ |E | “ `|V 1| ´ 1´ |E 1|˘`ÿ
S
`|VpSq| ´ 1´ |EpSq|˘,
telling by Lemma 2.13 that G is a tree if and only if G1 is a tree and the GpSq’s are
trees.
If we assume that G, G1 and the GpSq are trees, it is clear that
3ź
i“1
ź
SPCCpxiq
τ0rSs “
ź
S CCpx3q
τ0rSs ˆ
ź
S CC of G1
ź
S˜PCC of S
τ0rS˜s.

Proposition 2.14. Asymptotic traffic independence of a family of matrices is
a property of the traffic space it generates, in the following sense. Let A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N
be asymptotically traffic independent families of matrices. For each ` “ 1, . . . , L,
let B
p`q
N be a family of matrices in the traffic space generated by A
p`q
N , that is
B
p`q
N is a collection of matrices of the form gpAp`qN q for g ˚-graph polynomials in
CGxxp`q, xp`q˚y. Then Bp1qN , . . . ,BpLqN are asymptotically traffic independent.
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In particular, if matrices AN,1, . . . , A˜N,L are asymptotically traffic indepen-
dent, then the families of matrices pAN,`, A2N,`, AtN,`, DiagpAN,`q, DegpAN,`q, AN,`˝
AN,`, . . . q, ` “ 1, . . . , L are asymptotically traffic independent.
In order to prove the proposition, let us first state a property of the injective
version τ0 of a map τ . It is an analogue for traffics of the formula for the free
cumulants whose entries are products of random variables [19]
Lemma 2.15. Let τ : CT xx,x˚y Ñ C be a linear form. For a ˚-test graph T in
variables y “ py1, . . . , ynq and ˚-graph monomials g1, . . . , gn in variables x, recall we
define the ˚-test graph T pg1, . . . , gnq in variables x by replacing in T the edges labeled
yi by the graph gi. We define τ˜ : CT xy,y˚y Ñ C by τ˜
“
T s “ τ“T pg1, . . . , gnq‰.
Let us fix T˜ “ T pg1, . . . , gnq and denote by V˜ the vertex set of T˜ . To each
vertex v of T is associated a vertex fpvq of T˜ which gives the position of v in the
new graph. Note that this map f : V Ñ V˜ is not necessarily injective since some
vertices of T can be identified in T˜ . For a partition p˜i P PpV˜ q, we define a partition
p˜i|V P PpV q via p˜i|V :“ f´1pp˜iq. We denote by 0V the partition whose blocks are
singletons. We then have
τ˜0
“
T
‰ “ ÿ
p˜iPPpV˜ q
s.t.p˜i|V “0V
τ0
“
T˜ p˜i
‰
.
Note that if there is an edge labeled yi which is not a self loop and such that ∆pgiq “
gi, then there is no p˜i in PpV˜ q such that p˜i|V “ 0V , so τ˜0
“
T s “ 0.
This lemma is actually an observation for the trace of ˚-test graphs in matrices.
We will need this general version only later in Section 4, using only the definition
of the injective trace.
Proof. We have clearly
τ˜
“
T
‰
:“ τ“T˜ ‰ “ ÿ
p˜iPPpV˜ q
τ0
“
T˜ p˜i
‰
“
ÿ
piPPpV q
« ÿ
p˜iPPpV˜ q
s.t.p˜i|V “pi
τ0
“
T˜ p˜i
‰ff
.
Note that the term in the bracket depends only on Tpi, and not on T : each T˜ p˜i,
where p˜i is as in the sum inside the bracket, is obtained from Tpi by constructing
pTpiqpg1, . . . , gnq (replacing each edge yi by the graph gi) and then identifying some
vertices of the latter graph according to a partition σ of its vertex set, namely`
T pg1, . . . , gnq
˘p˜i “ `pTpiqpg1, . . . , gnq˘σ.
Hence the term in the bracket is indeed a linear form on elements of CT xx,x˚y.
This implies by uniqueness of the injective trace that this term is τ˜0rTpis, and we
get the result since τ˜0rT s “ τ˜0rT 0V s.

Proof of Proposition 2.14. It is sufficient to prove the result for L “ 2,
the general case follows by associativity and by a simple induction on the number
of families of matrices. We denote AN “ Ap1qN \ Ap2qN (the union of the families
remembering their origin ` P 1, 2). In the sequel we prove the following. Let g
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be a ˚-graph polynomial and denote B “ gpAp1qN q. Then pB,Ap1qN q and Ap2qN are
asymptotically traffic independent. By induction and same reasoning for matrices
of the form B “ gpAp2qN q, we then obtain: for families Bp1qN and Bp2qN as in the
statement of the lemma, the families A
p1q
N YBp1qN and Ap2qN YBp2qN are traffic inde-
pendent. Hence B
p1q
N and B
p2q
N are asymptotically traffic independent (heredity of
traffic independence is immediate).
Hence in the following we introduce several times a matrix B in the traffic space
generated by A
p1q
N . For any
˚-test graph in variables b,ap1q,ap2q, we denote τ
“
T
‰ “
lim
NÑ8τN
“
T pB,Ap1qN ,Ap2qN q
‰
. We prove the asymptotic independence of pB,Ap1qN q and
A
p2q
N , namely that τ
0 satisfies Formula 2.8,
τ0
“
T
‰ “ 1`GCCpT q is a tree˘ ź
SPCCpT q
τ0
“
S
‰
,(2.10)
where the notion of colored components is with respect to pb,ap1qq and ap2q.
1. Consider a matrix A of AN and a complex number λ, and set the ma-
trix B “ λA. The map τ0 is anti-multilinear with respect to its edges in the
following sense. For a ˚-test graph T in variables b,ap1q,ap2q, denote T˜ the ˚-
test graph in the variables ap1q,ap2q obtained from T by replacing the label of
the edges labeled b (respectively b˚) by a (respectively a˚). Let us set p (re-
spectively q) the number of edges of T with label b (respectively b˚). Then
τ0
“
T
‰ “ λpλ¯qτ0“T˜ ‰. Moreover, by asymptotically traffic independence of Ap1qN
and A
p2q
N , we have τ
0
“
T˜
‰ “ 1`GCCpT˜ q is a tree˘śC˜PCCpT˜ q τ0“S˜‰, where the no-
tion of colored components of T˜ is with respect to ap1q and ap2q. Furthermore, we
have λpλ¯q
ś
S˜PCCpT˜ q τ0
“
S˜
‰ “ śSPCCpT q τ0“S‰ since the total number of edges with
first label remains unchanged. Hence asymptotic traffic independence is stable by
multiplication by scalars.
2. Let us consider now another matrix A1 in the same family as A, and denote
B “ A ` A1. Fix a ˚-test graph T in variables b,ap1q,ap2q and denote by E1 the
set of edges of T with label b. For any map γ : E1 Ñ ta, a1u, we denote by T˜γ the
˚-test graph in variables ap1q,ap2q obtained from T by replacing the label b of all
e P E1 by γpeq. We then have τ0
“
T
‰ “ řγ:E1Ñta,a˜u τ0“T˜γ‰. Since both matrices
A and A1 are in a same family, then the graph of colored components of T˜γ is
the same as T for any γ. For a colored component S of T corresponds a colored
component S˜γ of T˜γ . With E1,S denoting the set of edges of S with label b, we haveř
γ:E1,SÑta,a˜u τ
0
“
S˜γ
‰ “ τ0“S‰. Hence asymptotic traffic independence is stable by
linear operations.
3. It remains to prove the stability under graph monomials. We first consider
a matrix of the form B “ ∆pAq, i.e. B consists in the diagonal elements of a matrix
of AN . Let T be a
˚-test graph in variables b,ap1q and ap2q. Assume there is at
least one edge pv, wq labelled b which is not a self loop. Then, by the last remark
of Lemma 2.15, τ˜0rT s vanishes, and as well τ0rSs “ 0 for the colored component of
T containing pv, wq, so Formula (2.10) is valid. On the other hand, if all the edges
labeled b in T are loops, then with T˜ is obtained from T by replacing b by a, one
has τ˜
“
T
‰ “ τ“T˜ ‰, and so the same equality is true for non-injective trace. Hence
the formula.
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4. At last we consider a matrix B “ gpAp1qN q where g is a ˚-graph monomial
such that the input and the output are distinct (g ‰ ∆pgq). By Lemma 2.15, with
T˜ obtained from T by replacing edges labeled b by the graph monomial g, we have
τ0
“
T
‰ “ ř p˜iPPpV˜ q
s.t.p˜i|V “0V
τ0
“
T˜ p˜i
‰
. We know by asymptotic traffic independence of A
p1q
N
and A
p2q
N that τ
0
“
T˜ p˜i
‰ “ 1`GCCpT˜ p˜iq is a tree˘śSPCCpT˜ p˜iq τ0“S‰, where the notion
of colored components is with respect to ap1q and ap2q. Let p˜i P PpV˜ q such that
p˜i|V “ 0V . In other words, the vertices of V , which are not identified in V˜ , are not
identified in V˜ p˜i neither. We see from now V as a subset of V˜ p˜i.
We claim that GCCpT˜ p˜iq is a tree only if GCCpT q is a tree. To prove this claim, in
the graph T˜ (where the edges labeled b are replaced by g) we chose an enumeration
of the vertices tv1, . . . , vQu of V˜ zV (there are copies of the vertices of g that are not
the input nor the output). For each q “ 0, . . . , Q we denote Vq “ V Y tv1, . . . , vqu
(V0 “ V ). Moreover, denoting the partition p˜i “ tB˜1, . . . , B˜F˜ u, we set the partition
p˜ipqq “  B˜1XVq, . . . , B˜F˜XVq(. We have p˜ipQq “ p˜i by definition. Moreover, we have
GCCpT˜ p˜ip0qq “ GCCpT q since p˜ip0q is made of singletons (we can replace g by every
connected graph labeled in the same family without changing GCCpT˜ q). Denote
by |Vq| and |Eq| the number of vertices and edges respectively of GCCpT˜ p˜ipqqq. By
Lemma 2.13, we will get the claim if we prove that the sequence |Vq| ´ |Eq| is non
increasing.
Passing from T˜ p˜ipqq to T˜ p˜ipq`1q means choosing a possible identification of the
vertex vq`1 with the vertices of T˜ p˜ipqq different from vq`2, . . . , vQ. If vq`1 belongs
to a colored component S P CCpT˜ p˜ipqqq and is identified with a vertex w of T˜ p˜ipqq
which is not in S, we see that we always have |Vq`1| ´ |Eq`1| “ |Vq| ´ |Eq| ´ 1 by
the following enumeration:
(1) if w is in a colored component of T˜ p˜ipqq of the same color as S then we
merge the two colored components in T˜ p˜ipq`1q, and so |Vq`1| “ |Vq| ´ 1,
|Eq`1| “ |Eq|;
(2) otherwise, w is not in a same colored component as vq`1 in T˜ p˜ipq`1q.
Identified in T˜ p˜ipqq, the fusion of the vertices creates a new connector
vertex with degree two between S and the colored component of w, and
so |Vq`1| “ |Vq| ` 1, |Eq`1| “ |Eq| ` 2.
Assume now that vq`1 is identified with a vertex w of T˜ p˜ipqq in S. This does not
modify the graph of colored components. We then get the claim that if GCCpT˜ p˜iq
is a tree, then GCCpT q is a tree.
We also see that the p˜i (such that p˜iV “ 0V ) for which GCCpT˜ p˜iq is a tree are
given by the choice for each colored component S of T of a partition p˜iS (with
same restriction on V ). Denote by VS the vertex set of S, by V˜S its image in T˜ .
Moreover, for a partition pi of the vertex set V of T , denote by p˜iS|VS its restriction
to S. We get the expected result as
τ0
“
T pbq‰ “ 1pGCCpT q is a treeq ź
SPCCpTpiq
ÿ
p˜iSPPpV˜Sq
s.t.p˜iS|VS“0VS
τ0
“
S˜p˜iS
‰
“ 1pGCCpT q is a treeq
ź
SPCCpTpiq
τ0
“
S˜
‰
.
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“ τ0
«
`
“ τ0
«
ˆτ0
«
`b1
a1
a2
b2
ff ff
ff
lim
NÑ8E
”
1
N Tr
`
A1B1A2B2
˘ı
ff
`τ0
«
ff
`τ0
«
a1
b1
a2
b2
a1
a1
a1
a1
a1
a2
a2
a2
a2
a2
b1
b1
b1
b1
b1
b2
b2
b2 b2
b2
ff
ˆτ0
«ff
ˆτ0
«ff
ˆτ0
«ff
ˆτ0
«ff
“ τ
«
Figure 3. Computation of (2.11)

2.3. A criterion of lack of asymptotic free independence
Let AN “ pA1, A2q and BN “ pB1, B2q be two asymptotically traffic indepen-
dent families of matrices. Let us first manipulate the definitions to understand how
to compute
lim
NÑ8E
“ 1
N
TrA1B1A2B2
‰
.
We denote for all ˚-test graph T and all ˚-polynomials P,Q,
τ
“
T pa,bq‰ “ lim
NÑ8E
“ 1
N
TrT pAN ,BN q
‰
,
Φ
“
P pa,bq‰ “ lim
NÑ8E
“ 1
N
TrP pAN ,BN q
‰
,
Φ
“
P pa,bq ˝Qpa,bq‰ “ lim
NÑ8E
” 1
N
Tr
“
P pAN ,BN q ˝QpAN ,BN q
‰ı
,
where we recall that ˝ denotes the entry-wise product of matrices. Firstly, according
to Definition 2.2, we introduce the ˚-test graph T consisting in a simple cycle with
edges labeled b2, a2, b1, a1 along it, so that we can write lim
NÑ8E
“
1
NTrA1B1A2B2
‰ “
τ
“
T pa,bq‰ “ řpiPPpV q τ0“T pa,bq‰, where V is the set of the four vertices of T .
By Definition 2.11 the asymptotic traffic independence of AN and BN implies that
there are three partitions pi P PpV q that contribute on the limit (the computation is
illustrated in Figure (3)). One has τ
“
T pa,bq‰ “ ř3i“1 τ0“Tipa,bq‰ for the following˚-test graph T1, T2, T3.
‚ The ˚-test graph T1 with one vertex and four loops, labelled a1, a2, b1, b2
respectively. By the factorization property, one has
τ0rT1pa,bqs “ τ0rT 11paqs ˆ τ0rT 11pbqs,
where T 11px, yq is the ˚-test graph with one vertex and two loops, labeled
x and y respectively. Since T 11 has a single vertex, one has τ0rT 11paqs “
τ rT 11paqs. By the second case of Example 2.4, we finally get τ rT 11paqs “
Φra1 ˝ a2s, as well as the similar expression for b.
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‚ The ˚-test graph T2 with two vertices, one loop on each vertex, and one
edge between the two vertices in each direction. Labels are a1 and a2 on
the loops, b1 and b2 on the simple edges, in such a way one can read the
word b2, a2, b1, a1 by following a closed path. The factorization property
yields
τ0rT2pa,bqs “ τ0rT0pa1qs ˆ τ0rT0pa2qs ˆ τ0rT 12pbqs,
where T0paq is the ˚-test graph with one vertex and one loop labeled a
and T 12pbq the ˚-test graph with two vertices and a pair twin edges labeled
b1, b2 and with opposite orientation. Since T0 has a single vertex, one
has τ0rT0paiqs “ τ rT0paiqs “ Φpaiq. Moreover, the relation τ rT 12pbqs “
τ0rT 12pbqs ` τ0rT 11pbqs yields τ0rT 12pbqs “ Φpb1b2q ´ Φpb1 ˝ b2q.
‚ The ˚-test graph T3 obtained similarly with the roles of a and b inter-
changed.
This gives by summing the three contributions
lim
NÑ8E
“ 1
N
TrrA1B1A2B2s
‰ “ Φpa1 ˝ a2q ˆ Φpb1 ˝ b2q
`
”
Φpa21q ´ Φpa1 ˝ a2q
ı
ˆ Φpb1
˘
Φpb2q `
”
Φpb21q ´ Φpb1 ˝ b2q
ı
ˆ Φpa1
˘
Φpa2
˘
.(2.11)
Using this formula for a˝ :“ ai´Φpaiq and
˝
bi “ bi´Φpbiq yields Φpa˝1
˝
b1a˝2
˝
b2q “
Φpa˝1 ˝ a˝2q ˆ Φp
˝
b1 ˝
˝
b2q. If this quantity is not zero then AN and BN are not
asymptotically free independent. Writing Φpa˝1 ˝ a˝2q “ Φpa1 ˝ a2q ´ Φpa1qΦpa2q
yields the following criterion which is useful for applications.
Proposition 2.16 (Criterion of lack of freeness). Let AN and BN be two
asymptotically traffic independent families. Denote ΦN “ E
“
1
NTr ¨
‰
. Define for
any self-adjoint ˚-polynomials P,Q,
K
`
P,Q, pAN qNě1
˘
:“(2.12)
lim
NÑ8
ˆ
ΦN
`
P pAN q ˝QpAN q
˘´ ΦN`P pAN q˘ˆ ΦN`QpAN q˘ ˙
where ˝ denotes the entry-wise product of matrices, and define K`P,Q, pBN qNě1˘
similarly. Assume that K
`
P,Q, pAN qNě1
˘
and K
`
P˜ , Q˜, pBN qNě1
˘
are nonzero for
some P,Q, P˜ , Q˜. Then AN and BN are not asymptotically free independent.
Example 2.17.
‚ Diagonal matrices: Let DN be a family of diagonal matrices. Then
K
`
P,Q, pDN qNě1
˘
is the covariance
lim
NÑ8 ΦN
`
P pDN q ˆQpDN q
˘´ ΦN`P pDN q˘ˆ ΦN`QpDN q˘
of the limiting ˚-distribution. So, by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality, it
is zero for all P and Q if and only if for all matrices DN of DN one has
lim
NÑ8pΦN pD
2
N q ´ ΦN pDN q2q “ 0.
‚ Matrices with independent entries: Let d ą 0 and let AN be a Her-
mitian matrix whose sub-diagonal entries are independent and distributed
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according to the Bernouilli distribution with parameter dN . Then, by in-
dependence of the entries of AN ,
ΦN
`
A2N ˝A2N
˘´ ΦN`A2N˘2
“ E“ 1
N
ÿ
i
`ÿ
j
AN pi, jq2
˘2‰´ E“ 1
N
ÿ
i,j
AN pi, jq2
‰2
“ E“ 1
N
ÿ
i,j
AN pi, jq4
‰` op1q “ 1
N
ÿ
i,j
d
N
“ d ą 0.
This particular model is studied in a more general framework in [21] for
which application of the convergence in traffic distribution is specified.
‚ Adjacency matrices of non regular graphs: Let GN be a random
graph on the set of vertices rN s. Assume that GN is a directed simple
graph (with no loops nor multiple edges). The adjacency matrix AN of
GN is the random matrix with entries in t0, 1u, such that AN pi, jq “ 1 if
and only if there is an edge from j to i, and AN pi, iq “ 0 for all i.
For a vertex v uniformly chosen at random, let us denote dN “řN
j“1AN pv, jq (the number of whose output is v). Then
ΦN pANAN˚ q “ E
” 1
N
Nÿ
i,j“1
AN pi, jq2
ı
“ ErdN s
since AN pi, jq P t0, 1u and
ΦN
`
ANAN˚ ˝ANAN˚
˘ “ E” 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
` Nÿ
j“1
AN pi, jq2
˘2ı “ E“d2N ‰.
Hence Kpxx˚, xx˚, pAN qNě1q is the limit of the variance of dN . So if the
degree of a vertex of GN uniformly chosen does not converge to a constant,
then the adjacency matrix AN of GN satisfies Proposition 2.16.
2.4. Proof of the main theorem
2.4.1. Presentation of the method. In order to compute the limiting traffic
distribution of several random matrices (and to prove Theorem 1.8) we often use the
injective trace τ0N defined in Section 2.1 since it is directly related to the moments
of the entries of the matrices.
Lemma 2.18. Let AN “ pAjqjPJ be a family of random matrices. Let T “
pV,E, γ, εq be a ˚-test graph and let φN is be a random injective map V Ñ rN s,
uniformly distributed, independent of AN . Denote
δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
:“ E
„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘
.
(1) If AN is a permutation invariant family of random matrix, then for any
T “ pV,E, γ, εq, one has
δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ E„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘
for any injective map φ : V Ñ rN s. Hence the function δ0N computes joint
moments in the entries of the matrices of AN .
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(2) For any ˚-test graph T with vertex set V and any family AN of matrices,
one has
τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ 1
N
N !
pN ´ |V |q!δ
0
N
“
T pAN q
‰
.(2.13)
Proof. 1. Let φ : V Ñ rN s be an injective map. Let σN a random permuta-
tion of rN s uniformly distributed and independent of AN . By the proof of Lemma
1.4, since AN is permutation invariant one has
E
” ź
pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘ı “ E” ź
pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
σN ˝ φpwq, σN ˝ φpvq
˘ı
.
But σN ˝ φ is distributed as a uniform injective map φN : V Ñ rN s independent of
AN , hence the result.
2. We get the result by the following interpretation of the sum as an expectation
τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
“ 1
N
ˆ
N !
pN´|V |q!
Card
!
φ:VÑt1,...,Nu
injective
) ÿ
φ:VÑt1,...,Nu
injective
ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘
“ 1
N
N !
pN ´ |V |q!E
„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘
.

Let see an application of this lemma, which is a sort of asymptotic independence
theorem for the entry-wise product of matrices. We will use it later as illustrations
of traffic independence.
Corollary 2.19. Let AN “ pAjqjPJ and BN “ pBjqjPJ be two independent
families of random matrices. Assume the following hypotheses.
(1) The family AN converges in traffic distribution, that is for any
˚-test graph
T the limit τ0rT s :“ lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ N |V |´1`1 ` Op 1N q˘δ0N “T pAN q‰
exists.
(2) For any ˚-test graph T , the limit δ0rT s :“ lim
NÑ8δ
0
N
“
T pBN q
‰
exists.
(3) One of the two families AN , BN is permutation invariant.
Denote CN “ pAj ˝BjqjPJ , where ˝ stands for the entry-wise product of matrices.
Then CN converges in traffic distribution. Moreover, for any
˚-test graph T , one
has
lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
“
T pCN q
‰ “ τ0rT s δ0rT s.
In the proof of the corollary we see an argument that appears also in the proof
of Theorem 1.8.
Example 2.20. Let AN be a random matrix converging in traffic distribution.
Let BN “ pωi,jqi,j“1,...,N be a matrix with i.i.d. entries, possibly up to the Her-
mitian symmetry. Assume that the distribution of the ωi,j ’s is independent of N ,
invariant by complex conjugate, and that Er|ωi,j |Ks ă 8 for each K ě 1. Then
AN ˝BN converges in traffic distribution. See Section 3.2 for applications.
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Proof. Let T “ pV,E, γ, εq be a ˚-test graph and φN a uniform injective map
V Ñ rN s. Then τ0N
“
T pCN q
‰ “ N |V |´1`1 ` o` 1N ˘˘ ˆ δ0N “T pCN q‰. Moreover, one
has
δ0N
“
T pCN q
‰ “ E„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘ˆBεpeqγpeq`φN pwq, φN pvq˘.
Assume that BN is permutation invariant. Let V be a random permutation matrix,
associated to a uniform permutation σN independent of AN . Then
δ0N
“
T pCN q
‰
“ E
„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘ˆBεpeqγpeq`σN ˝ φN pwq, σN ˝ φN pvq˘.
Since σN is uniform and independent of pAN ,BN , φN q, then pAN ,BN , φN , σN ˝
φN q has the same law as pAN ,BN , φN , φ1N q where φ1N is a uniform injection inde-
pendent of pAN ,BN , φN q. Hence, by independence of pAN , φN q and pBN , φ1N q we
obtain
δ0N
“
T pCN q
‰ “ E„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘ˆ E„Bεpeqγpeq`φ1N pwq, φ1N pvq˘
“ δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ˆ δ0N “T pBN q‰.
Note that the role of AN and BN can be interchanged so there is no limitation in
assuming BN permutation invariant. We obtain
δ0N
“
T pCN q
‰ “ N |V |´1´1` o` 1
N
˘¯
δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
δ0N
“
T pBN q
‰
“ τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
δ0N
“
T pBN q
‰` op1q,
as expected. 
An important technical aspect of Lemma 2.18 is that it tells how we have
to renormalized the joint moments the entries of the matrices AN in order to
compute its limiting distribution, and relies directly this normalization to a topo-
logical constant of T . Indeed, τ0N
“
T p ¨ q‰ is multiple of δ0N “T p ¨ q‰ by a constant
equivalent to NV´1. In practice, since the map δ0N
“
T p ¨ q‰ is multilinear with
respect to the edges of T , for several matrix models AN it is possible to write
τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ N |V|´1`|E| ˆ ηN where G “ pV, Eq is a graph depending on T well
chosen and ηN is bounded. Thank to Lemma 2.13, we can classify the graphs T
that contribute in the limit.
2.4.2. Proof. We prove the theorem for two families, denoted in short A1 “
A
p1q
N and A2 “ Ap2qN , assuming A2 permutation invariant. The general case is
obtained by recurrence on the number of families using that the unions of the
families also satisfies the assumptions of the theorem.
2.4.2.1. Two lemmas. In this proof, we call ˚-graph the object formally defined
as a ˚-test graph with the connectedness condition on the graph omitted (a ˚-graph
is a finite disjoint union of ˚-test graphs). The trace and invective trace of a ˚-
graph in matrices are defined as for ˚-test graph. If the connected components of
T are the ˚-test graphs T p1q, . . . , T pKq, one sees immediately that Tr
“
T pAN q
‰ “śK
k“1 Tr
“
T pkqpAN q
‰
.
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Lemma 2.21 (Splitting the contribution due to A1 and A2). Let T be a
˚-
graph in the variables x1 and x2. For i “ 1, 2, we denote by Ti “ pVi, Ei, γi, εiq
the ˚-graph obtained from T by considering only the edges with a label in xi and by
deleting the vertices that are not attached to any edge after this process. Hence Ti
is the union of the colored component labeled xi of T . We have
τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰
“ N ˆ pN ´ |V1|q! pN ´ |V2|q!pN ´ |V |q!N ! τ
0
N
“
T1pA1q
‰ ˆ τ0N “T2pA2q‰.(2.14)
Proof. Denote AN “ A1 YA2 “ pAjqjPJ , as in Lemma 2.18 we denote for
any ˚-graph T “ pV,E, γ, εq,
δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ E„ ź
e“pv,wqPE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘
,
where φN is a uniform injective map V Ñ rN s independent of AN , and we have
τ0N
“
T pAN q
‰ “ 1
N
ˆ N !pN ´ |V |q! ˆ δ
0
N
“
T pAN q
‰
,(2.15)
still valid when T is not connected. Moreover, one has
δ0N
“
T pAN q
‰
“ E
„ ź
e“pv,wqPE1
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘ˆ ź
e“pv,wqPE2
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘
.
Let W be a random permutation matrix, associated to a uniform permutation
σN independent of AN . The family A2 has the same distribution as WA2W
˚, and
denoting φN peq “
`
φN pwq, φN pvq
˘
for any edge e “ pv, wq, then for e P E2 one has
pWAW˚qεpeqγpeq
`
φN peq
˘ “ Aεpeqγpeq`σN ˝φN peq˘. Since σN is uniform and independent of
pAN , φN q, the triplet pAN , φN , σN ˝ φN q has the same law as pAN , φN , φ1N q where
φ1N is a uniform injection independent of pAN , φN q. Hence we get
τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰
“ 1
N
ˆ N !pN ´ |V |q! ˆ E
„ ź
ePE1
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φN peq
˘ˆ E„ ź
ePE2
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φ1N peq
˘
“ 1
N
N !
pN ´ |V |q!δ
0
N
“
T1pA1q
‰
δ0N
“
T2pA2q
‰
.
Using again (2.15) for the graphs T1 and T2 yields (2.14). 
Lemma 2.22 (Decomposition of components). For any j “ 1, 2 and any finite
˚-graph T “ pV,Eq in the variables xj whose connected components are denoted by
T1, . . . , Tn one has
E
„
1
Nn
Tr0
“
T pAjq
‰´ E” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipAjq
‰ı “ O` 1
N
˘
.
Proof. By the relation between the injective and the standard one,
(2.16) Tr0
“
T pAjq
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
µV ppiq Tr
“
TpipAjq
‰
.
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Denote by Kpi the number of components of T
pi. By the factorization property, we
have that E
“
1
NKpi
Tr
“
TpipAjq
‰
converges and so is bounded. Denote by Λ the set of
partitions pi of PpV q such that two vertices of different components never belong
to a same block of pi. For pi P Λ one can decompose pi into partitions pii of Vi,
i “ 1, . . . , n and we denote pi “ pi1\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ pin. We then obtain, since Kpi “ n if and
only if pi P Λ,
E
” 1
Nn
Tr0
“
T pAjq
‰ı
“
ÿ
piiPPpViq
i“1,...,n
µV ppi1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ pinq E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr
“
TpiipAjq
‰ı`O` 1
N
˘
.
By Lemma 2.6 and the formula for µV , one has µV ppi1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ pinq “ µV ppi1q ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ µV ppinq. Hence the result. 
2.4.2.2. Proof of the asymptotic traffic independence. By Lemmas 2.21 and
2.22, for any ˚-test graph T in the variables x1 and x2, one has
τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰ “ N ˆ pN ´ |V1|q! pN ´ |V2|q!pN ´ |V |q! N ! ˆNK1´1 ˆNK2´1looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ΓN
ˆ
ˆ 2ź
i“1
E
” Kiź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
Ti,kpAiq
‰ı`O` 1
N
˘˙
,
where the Ti,k’s are the connected components of T that are labelled by xi, for
i “ 1, 2 and k “ 1, . . . ,Ki, |Vi| is the number of vertices of T attached to some
edges labelled in xi, for i “ 1, 2, and |V | is the number of vertices of T . Remark
that ΓN “ Nη
`
1`Op 1N q
˘
where η “ K1`K2` |V | ´ |V1| ´ |V2| ´ 1. Note that by
the factorization property and Lemma 2.9, one has
E
” Kiź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
Ti,kpAiq
‰ı “ Kiź
k“1
lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
“
Ti,kpAiq
‰` op1q.
So its remains to prove that ΓN ÝÑ
NÑ8 1 if the graph GCCpT q of colored components
of T with respect to x1,x2 is a tree, and ΓN ÝÑ
NÑ8 0 otherwise.
Recall that the set of vertices of GCCpT q is the disjoint union of the set of colored
components Ti,k, i “ 1, 2, k “ 1, . . . ,Ki, and the set δV of vertices of T that belong
both to T1 and T2. For each v in δV there is an edge toward each connected
component of T1 and T2. Hence the graph has |V| :“ |CCpT q|` |δV | vertices, it has
|E | :“ 2δV edges and since K1 ` K2 “ |CCpT q| we get η “ |V| ´ |E | ´ 1. By the
relation between the number of vertices and the number of edges in a graph applied
to GCCpT q (Lemma 2.13), we get that η ď 0 with equality if and only if GCCpT q is
a tree. We then get the expected result: for any ˚-test graph T ,
τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰
“
ˆ
1
`GCCpT q is a tree ˘`O` 1
N
˘˙ˆ ˆ 2ź
i“1
Kiź
k“1
τ0N
“
Ti,kpAiq
‰` op1q˙.
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Remark 2.23. (1) Suppose that A1 and A2 do not satisfy the factor-
ization property, namely assumption (3) of Theorem 1.8. Suppose in-
stead that E
“śK
i“1
1
NTrrTkpAjq
‰
converges for any test graphs T1, . . . , TK ,
j “ 1, 2. Then it remains true that pA1,A2q converges in traffic dis-
tribution. The families of matrices are not asymptotically traffic inde-
pendent. Indeed, we see from Lemma 2.9 that E
“śK
i“1
1
NTr
0rTkpAjq
‰
converges also. It will be clear in the next step that we also get that
E
“śK
i“1
1
NTrrTkpA1,A2q
‰
converges.
(2) Assume that A1 consists in a family of diagonal matrices. Then it is clear
that τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰ “ τ0N “T˜ pA1,A2q‰ where T˜ is obtained by identifying
source and target of each edge of T . Hence, there is a single colored
component of T˜ whose labels correspond to A2. Hence we do not need to
assume the factorization property for A2..
2.4.2.3. Proof of the factorization property.
Lemma 2.24. Let AN be a family of matrices and S be a
˚-graph whose con-
nected components are T1, . . . , TK . Then,
Tr0
“
T1pAN q
‰
. . .Tr0
“
TKpAN q
‰ “ ÿ
piPP˚pV q
Tr0
“
SpipAN q
‰
,
where P˚pV q is the set of partitions of V that contain at most one vertex of each
Sk, k “ 1, . . . ,K.
Proof of Lemma 2.24. We write S “ pV,E, γ, εq and denote by Vk the set
of vertices of Sk, k “ 1, . . . ,K. Then, denoting φpeq “
`
φpwq, φpvq˘ for any edge
e “ pv, wq,
Tr0
“
T1pAN q
‰
. . .Tr0
“
TKpAN q
‰ “ÿ
φ
ź
ePE
A
εpeq
γpeq
`
φpeq˘,
where the sum is over all maps φ : V Ñ t1, . . . , Nu such that φ|V1 , . . . , φ|VK are
injective. The sum over pi in the lemma represents all the possible situations of
overlapping of the images of φ|V1 , . . . , φ|VK . 
Let S, T1, . . . , TK be as in the lemma:
E
” Kź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipA1,A2q
‰ı “ ÿ
piPP˚pV q
1
NK´1
τ0N
“
SpipA1,A2q
‰
.(2.17)
Let pi P P˚pV q and denote by Kpi ď K the number of components of Spi. We
apply Lemmas 2.21 and 2.22 as in the previous step with T “ Spi, with the same
notations:
1
NKpi´1
τ0N
“
T pA1,A2q
‰ “ Γ˜N ˆ ˆ 2ź
i“1
E
” Kiź
k“1
1
N
Tr0
“
Ti,kpAiq
‰ı`O` 1
N
˘˙
where the Ti,k are the colored components of T and now Γ˜N “ N |V|´|E|´Kpi ˆ
`
1`
O
`
1
N
˘˘
. Note that Kpi is also the number of connected components of GCCpT q,
so by Lemma 2.13, we get that Γ˜N ÝÑ
NÑ8 1 if GCCpT q is a forest and it tends to
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zero otherwise. Hence the only partition pi which contributes in (2.17) is the trivial
partition and we get
E
” Kź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipA1,A2q
‰ı ÝÑ
NÑ8
Kź
i“1
lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
“
TipA1,A2q
‰
.
This yields, together with Lemma 2.9, that pA1,A2q satisfies the factorization
property.

CHAPTER 3
Examples and Applications for Classical Large
Matrices
We prove the convergence in traffic distribution of a family of independent
Wigner matrices and give several applications. We also prove the convergence in
traffic distribution of a uniform permutation matrix and of a Haar unitary matrix,
and compare these two models. The last section is devoted to the case of Diagonal
matrices and to a remark on the factorization property.
We denote as usual ΦN : P ÞÑ E
“
1
NTrP
‰
the expectation of the normalized
trace of ˚-polynomials, τN : T ÞÑ E
“
1
NTrT
‰
the expectation of the normalized trace
of ˚-test graphs and τ0N “ E
“
1
NTr
0 ¨ ‰ its injective version.
3.1. Wigner matrices
3.1.1. Limiting distribution of independent matrices.
Proposition 3.1 (The limiting distribution of Wigner matrices). Let XN “
pXjqjPJ be a family of independent Wigner matrices (Definition 0.2), whose entries
have the same law as their complex conjugates. Then XN has a limiting traffic
distribution. Denote the parameter of Xj by pαj , βjq for any j P J . Let T “
pV,E, γq be a test graph in variables x “ pxjqjPJ , with no edge labeled x˚ (we
deduce the general distribution as the matrices are Hermitian).
Say that T is a fat tree whenever it becomes a tree if the multiplicity of the
edges and the orientation are forgotten. It is called a double tree if moreover the
multiplicity of the edges is always two, see Figure 1. Let call twin edges of a double
tree two edges that share the same vertices. We say that T is colored if twin edges
e, e1 of T have the same label γpeq “ γpe1q P J so they correspond to the same matrix
Xγpeq. For a double tree T we denote by `jpT q (respectively kjpT q) the number of
twin edges labeled xj with opposing (respectively similar) orientation.
Then for any test graph T one has
τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 1
`
T is a colored double tree
˘ź
jPJ
α
`jpT q
j β
kjpT q
j .(3.1)
In particular, if the matrices are real Wigner matrices with parameter p1, 1q,
τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰
is asymptotically the indicator that T is a colored double tree, and
if they are complex matrices with parameter p1, 0q, e.g. for a GUE matrix, the
assumptions that twin edges of T have different orientation is required.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Without lose of generality we assume αj “ 1 for any
j P J . Denote Mj “
?
NXj and MN “ pMjqjPJ . Consider a test graph T “
pV,E, γq in variables x. By multi-linearity of Tr0“T p ¨ q‰ with respect to the edges
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Figure 1. Two test graphs. The leftmost contributes for the lim-
iting injective traffic distribution of independent Wigner matrices.
The rightmost contributes when the parameter of the matrices is
of the form pα, 0q
of T and since the family is permutation invariant, one has
τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰ “ N´ |E|2 τ0N “T pMN q‰ “ N |V |´1´ |E|2 δ0N “T pMN qs`1`OpN´1q˘,
where δ0N
“
T pMN qs “ E
“ś
pv,wqPEMγpeq
`
φpwq, φpvq˘‰, as in Formula (2.13), for any
injection φ : V Ñ rN s. The quantity δ0N
“
T pMN qs is bounded and can be computed
since the entries of Mj are independent and independent of N . By centering of the
entries it is zero whenever T has an edge of multiplicity one. Let T such that each
edge has at least of multiplicity two.
We apply Lemma 2.13 to the graph G “ pV, E¯q obtained from G by forgetting
the multiplicity if its edges (and their orientation and labels). Since N |V |´1´|E|{2 “
N |V |´1´|E¯|ˆN |E¯|´|E|{2, we then get that τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰
converges to zero if it T is not
a double tree. Moreover, by independence of the entries, when T is a double tree
then τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰ “ δ0N “T pMN q‰ is the product of terms of the form E“MN pk, `q2‰
or E
“
MN p`, kq2
‰
for k ‰ ` along each twin edges. Hence if the double tree is not
colored then τ0N
“
T pXN q
‰
converges to zero. Otherwise, the independence of the
matrices and their entries give the expected formula. 
3.1.2. Practical computations. The limiting traffic distribution of indepen-
dent Wigner matrices yields the following computations.
(1) Limit of ΦN
`
P pXN q
˘
. Let n ě 1 be an integer and let us first prove
Wigner’s law, namely for α “ 1 the convergence of
mpNqn :“ E
“ 1
N
TrXnN
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 a
n
2
,
where a` is zero if ` is not an integer and is the `-Catalan number
1
``1
`
2`
`
˘
otherwise. This proof is similar to the one in [15].
We know from Example 1.5 that we can write m
pNq
n “ τN
“
TnpXN q
‰
,
where Tn is the simple circle of length n with edges oriented along the
cycle (and all edges have the same label, associated to the matrix XN ).
Now, denoting by Vn the vertex set of Tn, by the relation (2.2) relating
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the trace and the injective trace and by Lemma 3.1 one gets
mpNqn “
ÿ
piPVn
τ0N
“
Tpin pXN q
‰ “ ÿ
piPVn
1pTpin is a double treeq ` op1q.
We then see that the n-th momentm
pNq
n converges to the number of double
trees Tpin we can obtain from the simple cycle Tn. This number is zero if
n is odd. Moreover, choosing a double tree is equivalent to chose the
pairs that form double edges. These pair partitions are the non crossing
partitions [15], for which it is known that the cardinals are the Catalan
numbers [26].
For several independent Wigner matrices, the methods extends to get
from Proposition 3.1 the convergence of XN to a free semicircular system,
see [7].
(2) Limit of ΦN
`
P pXN q ˝ QpXN q
˘
. We can see that for any ˚-polynomials
P,Q, one has ΦN
`
P pXN q ˝ QpXN q
˘ “ ΦN`P pXN q˘ΦN`QpXN q˘ ` op1q.
Indeed, according to the second application of Example 1.5, for any mono-
mials P,Q, one has ΦN
`
P pXN q ˝ QpXN q
˘ “ τN “T pXN q‰ where T is the
˚-test graph consisting in a simple cycle T1 of length the degree of P
and a simple cycle T2 of length the one of Q, both oriented and attached
together by identifying a single vertex of each cycle. Edges are labeled
accordingly to the monomials P and Q following the orientation of the
respective cycle.
The partitions pi of T such that Tpi is a double tree are those for which
the induced subgraphs of T1 and T2 are double trees that have in common
a single vertex, given by two partitions pi1 of T1 and pi2 of T2. Hence we
have
τN
“
T pXN q
‰ “ ÿ
pi1PPpV1q
pi2PPpV2q
τ0N
“
T1pXN q
‰
τ0N
“
T2pXN q
‰` op1q
“ τN
“
T1pXN q
‰
τN
“
T2pXN q
‰` op1q
“ Φ`P pXN q ˝QpXN q˘` op1q.
The result follows by linearity.
3.1.3. First example of asymptotic traffic independent matrices. By
a direct application of Proposition 3.1 (without using Theorem 1.8), we get:
Lemma 3.2. Independent Wigner matrices whose entries have the same law as
their complex conjugates are asymptotically traffic independent.
Proof. Let XN “ pXjqjPJ be such a family. We have seen under the assump-
tions of Lemma 3.1 that XN converges in traffic distribution. Let T “ pV,E, γ, εq
be a ˚-test graph in variables x. We have to prove that T is a colored double tree
if and only if its graph of colored components is a tree and its colored components
are double trees. This fact can be clearly seen in pictures, see Figure 2. We prove
it with the same method as in Lemma 3.1.
If T has an edge of multiplicity one then T is not a double tree and it has a
colored component that is not a double tree. So both the limiting distribution of
Wigner matrices and the product of the marginal limits vanish on such graphs.
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Figure 2. The decomposition in colored components of a colored
double tree.
Assume from now T has no edge of multiplicity one. For each S P CCpT q
colored component of T , denote by ES the set of edges of T and by |E¯S | its number
of edges without multiplicity. By Lemma 2.13 and the proof of Lemma 3.1, for a
graph T with no simple edge, the quantity
ηpT q “
´
|E¯| ´
ÿ
SPCCpT q
|E¯S |
¯
`
´
|E¯| ´ |E|
2
¯
`
´
|V | ´ 1´ |E¯|
¯
is zero if and only if T is a colored double tree. We can rewrite ηpT q in terms of
quantities defined on the graph of colored components of T as follow. First for
each colored component S of T (with respect to the xj , j P J) denote by VS its
set of vertices. Denote also δVS the set of vertices of S that are also contained in
another colored component, i.e δVS “ VS X
` YS1‰S VS1˘. Denote ˝V S “ VSzδVS
and δV “ YSδVS . Note that we have the equalityÿ
S
p|VS | ´ 1q “
ÿ
S
p|δVS | ` |
˝
V S | ´ 1q “ |V | ´ |δV | `
ÿ
S
|δVS | ´
ˇˇCCpT qˇˇ.
Moreover, denoting |V| and |E | the number of vertices and edges of the graph of
colored components of T , one has
p|V| ´ 1´ |E |q “ ˇˇCCpT qˇˇ` |δV | ´ 1´ÿ
S
|δVS |.
Hence summing the two above identities yields an expression for |V | ´ 1 that gives
ηpT q “
´
|E¯| ´ |E|
2
¯
` p|V| ´ 1´ |E |q `
ÿ
S
p|VS | ´ 1´ |E¯S |q.
Since T has no simple edges, the three terms in the r.h.s are nonpositive the above
equation is zero if and only the multiplicity of the edges of T is two, the graph of
colored components of T is a tree and the colored components are double trees. In
particular, we get that for real Wigner matrices the limiting traffic distribution of
XN is indeed the product of the limiting distributions of the Xj ’s.
Let now consider the case of complex Wigner matrices. It is clear that the twin
edges of T are the twin edges of its colored components which yields again that the
distribution of Lemma 3.1 satisfies (2.8). 
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3.1.4. Asymptotic free independence with the transpose.
Lemma 3.3. Let XN “ pXjqjPJ be a family of random matrices. Assume that it
converges in traffic distribution and has the same limiting distribution as a family of
independent complex Wigner matrices with parameter pαj , 0qjPJ . Then the matrices
Xj , X
t
j , j P J , are asymptotically free independent.
Asymptotic free independence with the transposed ensemble is studied for a
larger class of examples in [7, 17].
Proof. We show that pXj , Xtj , j P Jq has the same limiting ˚-distribution as
pYj , Y 1j , j P Jq, where the Yj , Y 1j , j P J are independent and Yj , Y 1j are distributed
as Xj for each j P J . Since the matrices Yj , Y 1j , j P J , are asymptotically ˚-free this
will yield the expected result.
By Lemma 1.6 the limiting ˚-distribution of XN YXtN , j P J is entirely deter-
mined by the traffic distribution of XN . More precisely, let T be a test graph in
the variables py, y1q. When there is a cycle visiting each edge once in the sense of
their orientation, we say that T is cyclic. By Example 1.5 and since the quotient
of cyclic graph is cyclic, the limits of τ0N
“
T pXN ,XtN q
‰
for any cyclic ˚-test graph
characterize the limiting joint ˚-distribution of pXN ,XtN q.
Moreover, we have τ0N
“
T pXN ,XtN q
‰ “ τ0N “T˜ pXN q‰, where the orientation of
the edges labelled y1 has been reversed and labels y1 where replaced by y. Hence,
by the expression of the limiting distribution of XN , τ
0
N
“
T pXN ,XtN q
‰
converges to
one whenever T is a double tree whose twin edges have same label and opposite
orientation or different labels and same orientation, and it converges to zero oth-
erwise. But since T is cyclic, it is not possible in a double tree that twin edges
have same orientation. Hence for these graphs T the quantities τ0N
“
T pXN ,XtN q
‰
and τ0N
“
T pYN ,Y1N q
‰
have the same limit, which concludes the proof. 
3.1.5. Non-asymptotic traffic independent matrices.
Lemma 3.4. A nonzero complex Wigner matrix XN is not asymptotically traffic
independent from its transpose XtN .
Together with Lemma 3.3, this gives an example of asymptotically free inde-
pendent matrices that are not asymptotically traffic independent.
Proof. We have ΦN pX2N q “ ΦN
`
XN pXtN qt
˘ “ τ“¨ XNÐ
XtN
¨s “ τ0“¨ XNÐ
XtN
¨s ` op1q.
Assume that XN and X
t
N are asymptotically traffic independent. The graph of
colored component of the graph p¨ xÐ
xt
¨q with respect to the variables x and xt is
not a tree, so we should have ΦN pX2N q ÝÑ
NÑ8 0. But ΦN pX
2
N q converges to the
variance of
?
NXN pi, jq for i ‰ j which is nonzero since XN is a nonzero Wigner
matrix. 
3.1.6. Factorization property.
Lemma 3.5. A Wigner matrix XN satisfies the factorization property (1.7).
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Figure 3. A graph of colored component of a double tree which
is not a tree.
Proof. Let T1, . . . , Tn be test graphs in one variable, and denote by T the graph
obtained as the disjoint union of T1, . . . , Tn. By Lemma 2.24,
E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipXN q
‰ı “ ÿ
pi
1
Nn
E
”
Tr0
“
TpipXN q
‰ı
“
ÿ
pi
NVpi´
E
2 ´n
´
1`O` 1
N
˘¯
δ0N
“
Tpip?NXN q
‰ı
,
where the sum is over all partitions whose blocks contain at most one vertex of each
Ti and Vpi denotes the vertex set of T
pi. We have by Lemma 2.13 that Vpi´ E2 ´n ď 0
with equality if and only if pi is the trivial partition with only singleton blocks and
the graphs T1, . . . , Tn are double trees. By the independence of the entries of XN ,
we obtain the factorization property
E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipXN q
‰ı
“
nź
i“1
1pTi is a double treeqδ0N
“
Tip
?
NXN q
‰` op1q
ÝÑ
NÑ8
nź
i“1
lim
NÑ8τ
0
N
“
TipXN q
‰
.

3.2. Unitary Haar and uniform permutation matrices
3.2.1. Limits in traffic distribution. Let now compare the limiting traffic
distributions of uniform permutation matrices and unitary Haar matrices.
Proposition 3.6 (The limiting distribution of a uniform permutation matrix).
A uniform permutation matrix VN has a limiting traffic distribution and satisfies the
factorization property. Say that a ˚-test graph is a directed line whenever there is
an integer K ě 1 such that the vertices of T are 1, . . . ,K and its directed edges are
p1, 2q, . . . , pK´1,Kq labelled x and p2, 1q, . . . , pK,K´1q labelled x˚, with arbitrary
multiplicity (see Figure 4). Then, for any ˚-test graph T in one variable,
τ0N
“
T pVN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8
"
1 if T is a directed line
0 otherwise.
(3.2)
Proposition 3.7 (The limiting distribution of a unitary Haar matrix). A uni-
tary Haar matrix UN converges in traffic distribution and satisfies the factorization
property. Let call simple oriented cycle of a ˚-test graph T a subgraph of T con-
sisting in a closed oriented path with no repetition of vertices, as in Example 1.5.
The support of τ0 is the set of ˚-test graphs T such that each edge belongs to a
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Figure 4. A ˚-test graph that contributes for the injective trace
of large uniform permutation matrices
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Figure 5. A ˚-test graph that contributes for the injective trace
of large Haar unitary matrices
unique simple cycle of T , and each simple cycle of T is oriented and of even size
with edges labelled x and x˚ alternately (see Figure 5). For such a graph T , one
has τ0rT s “śLi“1 cki{2´1p´1qki{2´1 where k1, . . . , kL are the length of the L simple
cycles of T and ck “ p2kq!pk`1q!k! is the k-th Catalan number.
Before proving this statement (see Section 3.2.5), we show some applications.
3.2.2. Practical computations.
(1) Limiting ˚-distribution: Let VN be a uniform permutation matrix and UN
be a unitary Haar matrix. For any unitary matrix WN , the
˚-distribution
of WN depends only the limits of E
“
1
NTrW
k
N pWN˚ q`
‰
for any k, `. By [25]
and [34], for both VN and UN this limit is 1pk “ `q. Let prove this result
from the above propositions.
Let WN P tVN , UNu. Let T “ Tk,` be the ˚-test graph in variables
w,w˚ consisting in a simple cycle with k edges labelled w followed by `
edges labeled w˚ in such a way E
“
1
NTrW
k
N pWN˚ q`
‰ “ τN “T pWN q‰: denote
by 1, . . . , k` ` its vertices, by ei “ pi, i` 1q, i “ 1, . . . , k its edges labelled
w and by ek`i “ pk` i, k` i` 1q, i “ 1, . . . , ` its edges labelled w˚ (with
the convention ik```1 “ i1).
There is a partition pi of the vertex set of T such that Tpi is a
line directed if and only if k “ ` and in that case this partition is
necessarily
 t1u, tku, ti, 2k ´ iu, i “ 2, . . . , k ´ 1(. Hence τ0N “T pVN q‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8
1pk “ `q. Moreover, there is a partition pi such that Tpi is a ˚-test
graph that contributes to the limiting traffic distribution of a unitary
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Haar matrix if and only if k “ `, and then pi must be the same parti-
tion. Since all simple cycles of Tpi are of length two, when k “ ` one has
τ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 c
k
0 “ 1. We then obtained τN
“
Tk,`pWN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 1pk “ `q
for WN “ VN , UN .
(2) Limits of entry-wise products: We prove that for WN a uniform permu-
tation or unitary Haar matrix ΦN
`
P pWN q ˝ QpWN q
˘ ´ ΦN`P pWN q˘ ˆ
ΦN
`
QpWN q
˘ “ op1q.
As before we can assume P pwq “ wk1pw˚q`1 and Q “ wk2pw˚q`2 .
Denote by T the ˚-test graph in variables w,w˚ consisting in a bunch of
two simple cycles, one with k1 edges labelled w followed by `1 edges labeled
w˚ and the second defined similarly with pk2, `2q instead of pk1, `2q, in such
a way E
“
1
NTrpW k1N pWN˚ q`1q ˝ pW k2N pWN˚ q`2q
‰ “ τN “T pWN q‰ (see Example
1.5). There is a partition pi of the vertex set of T such that Tpi is a directed
line if and only if k1 “ `1 and k2 “ `2. In that case the partition must be
the one which makes the identification of each circle into a directed line,
and then identifying the vertices of the shortest line into the one of the
longest to create a directed line by starting for the point of identification
of the vertices. Hence τ0N
“
T pVN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 1pk1 “ `1q1pk2 “ `2q. Moreover,
Tpi contributes to the limiting traffic distribution of a unitary Haar matrix
if and only the quotient subgraphs T1 and T2 induced by the circle also
contribute and have in common a single vertex. In that case, since the
limiting injective distribution of unitary Haar matrices is multiplicative
with respect to the simple cycles of Tpi, τ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ “ τ0N “T1pUN q‰ ˆ
τ0N
“
T2pUN q
‰` op1q ÝÑ
NÑ8 1pk1 “ `1q1pk2 “ `2q.
3.2.3. Unitary Haar matrices and their transpose. Let UN “ pUjqjPJ
be a family of independent unitary Haar matrices. By Voiculescu’s theorem (Theo-
rem 1.1), the matrices Uj , j P J are asymptotically free independent (it will also be
a consequence of Proposition 5.7). We also have a similar statement as for complex
Wigner matrices, Lemma 3.3, the matrices Uj , Uj˚ , j P J are asymptotically free in-
dependent. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 3.3, we get that pUN ,UtN q has
the same limiting ˚-distribution as pUN , U˜N q, where U˜N is an independent copy
of UN , replacing twin edges by simple cycles of arbitrary length in the reasoning.
3.2.4. Multiplication of entries by independent weights. We now give
a concrete example of Corollary 2.19.
Proposition 3.8. Let UN be a unitary Haar matrix and let VN be a uniform
permutation matrix. Let W “ pωi,jqi,jě1 be an infinite array of independent iden-
tically distributed complex entries, independent of the parameter N , independent of
pUN , VN q, and such that Er|ωi,j |Ks is finite for any K ě 0. Denote by WN the N
by N matrix pωi,jqi,j“1,...,N . Recall that the symbol ˝ denotes the entry wise product
of matrices.
(1) Denote MN “ UN ˝WN and let MN be a family of independent copies
of MN . If ωi,j is centered, then the matrices of MN are asymptotically
free independent and MN has the same limiting traffic distribution as the
matrix 1?
N
W˜N “ 1?N pω˜i,jqi,j“1,...,N with centered independent complex
Gaussian entries with covariance Er|ω˜i,j |2s “ Er|ωi,j |2s and Erω˜2i,js “ 0.
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(2) Denote MN “ VN ˝WN and let MN be a family of independent copies
of MN . If the modulus of ωi,j is not deterministic, then the matrices of
MN are not asymptotically free independent but are asymptotically traffic
independent.
Proof. The convergence in traffic distribution of MN is consequence of Corol-
lary 2.19 and Theorem 1.8.
1. By Corollary 2.19, we know that for any ˚-test graph T , τ0N
“
T pMN q
‰ “
τ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ˆ δ0N “T pWN q‰. Since the entries of WN are independent and centered,
then δ0N
“
T pWN q
‰ “ 0 if T has an edge of multiplicity one. Moreover, if τ0N “T pUN q‰
does not converges to zero and has no edge of multiplicity one, then T is a double
tree whose twin edges have different label and orientation. For such T with 2k
edges, the quantity δ0N
“
T pWN q
‰
is Er|ωi,j |2sk.
On the other hand let W˜N the matrix with independent Gaussian entries of
the lemma and let us compute its limiting traffic distribution. The arguments are
the same as for Wigner matrices. By Lemma 2.18, one has τ0N
“
T p 1?
N
W˜N q
‰ “
N |V |´1
`
1`o` 1N ˘˘N ´|E|2 δ0N “T pW˜N q‰ where V and E are the vertex and edge sets of
T . This quantity is zero if T has an edge of multiplicity one, and we assume from
now that the edges are of multiplicity at least two. Denote by |E¯| its number of edges
without multiplicity and write |V |´1´ |E|2 “ p|V |´1´|E¯|q`p|E¯|´ |E|2 q. Applying
Lemma 2.13 to the graph obtained from T by forgetting the multiplicity of its edges,
we get that the only ˚-test graphs T for which τ0N
“
T p 1?
N
W˜N q
‰
possibly does not
vanish at infinity are the double trees. By independence of the entries, δ0N
“
T pW˜N q
‰
is multiplicative with respect to the twin edges of T . Since for the considered
complex Gaussian random variable ω˜ one has Erω˜2s “ 0, then the only graphs
that contribute are those for which the twin edges have opposite orientation and
different labels. Hence MN and
1?
N
W˜N have the same limiting traffic distribution.
In particular MN has the same limiting
˚-distribution as independent copies of
1?
N
W˜N . It is known that such matrices are asymptotically free independent (this
is also a consequence of Theorem 5.7). Hence the result.
2. Let now denote MN “ VN ˝ WN and let prove that κN :“ ΦpMNMN˚ ˝
MNMN˚ q ´ ΦpMNMN˚ qΦpMNMN˚ q does not converge to zero. By permutation in-
variance of MN , for each i in rN s one has κN “ Var
`řN
j“1 |MN pi, jq|2
˘
. But
|MN pi, jq|2 “ 0 if j is not the image of i by the permutation associated to σ
and otherwise |MN pi, jq|2 “ |ωi,j |2. But independence of σ and pωi,jqi,j , one has
κN “ Var
`|ωi,j |2˘ for any i, j. We get the result thanks to Proposition 2.16. 
3.2.5. Proof of the convergence and factorization property. We now go
back to the proofs of Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, the convergence in traffic distribution
for uniform permutation and unitary Haar matrices and the factorization property
for these two models.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let VN be a uniform permutation matrix. First,
remark that since the entries of VN are in t0, 1u, then for any ˚-test graph T in one
variable, τ0N
“
T pVN q
‰ “ τ0N “T˜ pVN q‰ where T˜ is obtained by
‚ reversing the orientation of edges labelled x˚ and replacing this label by
x,
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‚ forgetting the multiplicity of each edges (assuming the multiplicity is one).
Hence, we can assume T “ T˜ without loss of generality
Moreover, each row and column of VN has a single nonzero entry. Hence,
1
NTr
0
N
“
T pVN q
‰
is zero as soon as two distinct edges leave (or start from) a same
vertex. Hence, there are only two kinds of test graphs that possibly contribute:
‚ the simple cycles TK of length K ě 1, with vertices 1, . . . ,K and edges
p1, 2q, . . . , pK ´ 1,Kq, pK, 1q,
‚ the simple paths SK of length K ě 1, with vertices 1, . . . ,K and edges
p1, 2q, . . . , pK ´ 1,Kq.
Let σN be the random permutation associated to VN . For a simple cycle, the
quantity τ0N
“
TKpVN q
‰
is the probability that a given integer i in t1, . . . , Nu belongs
to a cycle of σN of length K. This probability is
1
N . Indeed, there are
pN´1q!
pN´Kq! ˆ
pN ´ Kq! permutations such that i is contained in a cycle of length K (the first
term counts the number of ways to chose the cycle of length K containing i, while
the second term accounts for the remaining freedom in the permutation). Then
we get τ0N
“
TKpVN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 0. At the contrary, for a simple path τ
0
N
“
SKpVN q
‰
is the
probability that a given integer i in t1, . . . , Nu belongs to a cycle of σN of length
greater than K. By the above, one has τ0N
“
SKpVN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 1.
Let now prove the factorization property. Let σN be the permutation of
t1, . . . , Nu associated to VN . For any K1, . . . ,Kn, L1, . . . , Lm ě 1, the number
E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TKipVN q
‰ˆ mź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
SLipVN q
‰ı
is the probability that, choosing i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jm uniformly and independently
on t1, . . . , Nu one has
‚ ik belongs to a cycle of length Kk of σN for any k “ 1, . . . , n,
‚ jk belongs to a cycle of length bigger than Lk of σN for any k “ 1, . . . ,m.
By a straightforward computation, this probability tends to zero or one, depending
if n is positive or not respectively. 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Let UN be a unitary Haar matrix. Let T “
pV,E, εq be a ˚-test graph in the variable x. By Formula (2.15), one has
τ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ “ N |V |´1`1`OpN´1q˘δ0N “T pUN q‰.
To compute the asymptotic of this quantity, we use Weingarten calculus (see [26,
Lecture 23] and [9]). Denote by pj1, i1q, . . . , pjk, ikq the edges of T with label x and
pi11, j11q, . . . , pi1k1 , j1k1q the edges with label x˚, where the in, jn, i1n, j1n are integers.
The invariance of UN by conjugation by permutation matrices and Weingarten
formula [26, Lemma 23.5] tell us that
δ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ “ E“UN pi1, j1q . . . UN pik, jkqUN˚ pj11, i11q . . . UN˚ pj1k1 , ik1q‰
is zero if k ‰ k1, and otherwise is equal toÿ
σ,τPSk
δiσp1q,i11 . . . δiσpkq,i1kδjτp1q,j11 . . . δjτpkq,j1kWgpσ ˝ τ´1, Nq,(3.3)
where Sk is the set of permutation of t1, . . . , ku and Wg, known as the Weingarten
function, has asymptotic Wgpσ˝τ´1, Nq “ φpσ˝τ´1qN´|E|`7pσ˝τ´1qˆ`1`OpN´2q˘.
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The number φpσ ˝ τ´1q is śLi“1 c`i´1p´1q`i´1 where `1, . . . , `L are the sizes of the
cycles of σ ˝ τ´1 by [9, Equation (14)], and 7pσ ˝ τ´1q is the number of cycles of
σ ˝ τ´1 (counting cycles of size one).
Choosing σ and τ as in the sum above for which all the indicator functions
are nonzero amount to cover the edges of T by disjoint cycles alternating between
edges labeled x and x˚ as follow. Firstly, we think σ (resp. τ) as the map sending
the edge pi1n, j1nq to pjσpnq, iσpnqq (resp. pjτpnq, iτpnqq). Then with this convention
we denote by pi the permutation of E defined by pipeq “ σpeq if e has label x˚ and
pipeq “ τ´1peq if e has label x. Note that σ˝τ´1 is pi2 restricted to the edges labeled
x˚. In particular, the number of cycles of pi is the one of σ´1 ˝ τ , the lengths of the
cycles of pi is two times those of σ´1 ˝ τ .
We introduce the undirected graph (with possibly multiple edges) G “ pV, Eq,
where V is the union of V and of the set of simple cycles of pi, and E is the multi-set
where for each edge e of E we add in E edges between the goal of e and the cycles
of pi that contain e. Note that assuming that their exist σ and τ such that in
the associated term of (3.3) the indicator function is nonzero and constructing the
partition pi, we get that each edge belong at least to a directed simple cycle of T .
Let us prove that G is connected. Let v and v1 be two vertices of G that
correspond to vertices of V . In T there is a path from v to v1. While looking at
consecutive steps of the path that stay in a same simple cycle ci, the vertices that
are visited are all linked to ci in G. Now when from a step to another we move to a
different cycle ci`1, the vertex between these two steps belong both to the cycles ci
and ci`1. Since each vertex of G that corresponds to a simple cycle of T are linked
to some vertices of T in G, we get that G is connected.
One has |V| “ |V | ` 7ppiq and |E | “ |E|. We then get from the formulas for τ0N ,
δ0N , Wgp¨, Nq above and Lemma 2.13,
τ0N
“
T pUN q
‰ “ÿ
pi
N |V|´1´|E| ˆ φppiq “
ÿ
pi
`
1G is a tree `OpN´1q
˘
φppiq,(3.4)
where φppiq “śLi“1 cki{2´1p´1qki{2´1 for k1, . . . , kL are the sizes of the cycles of pi.
When G is a tree we claim that each edge of T belongs exactly to one simple
cycle which is directed (we then call T a cactus). Indeed, assume that a vertex
pv, wq belongs to two distinct simple cycles c1 and c2. Then there is a link between
w and c1 and a link between w and c2. But v has the same property since it is both
the target of an edge in c1 and an edge in c2, in contradiction with the fact that G
is a tree.
Given that T is a cactus, there is no choice in the partition pi in the sum of
Equation (3.4), its cycles must consist in the simple cycles of T . Indeed, otherwise
there is a cycle of pi with two distinct edges with same target, and then G has an
edge of multiplicity two and G is not a tree. We get the expected formula.
Let now prove the factorization property and let T1 “ pV1, E1q, . . . , Tn “
pVn, Enq be ˚-test graphs in one variable x. We first use Lemma 2.24,
E
” 1
N
Tr0
“
T1pUN q
‰
. . .
1
N
Tr0
“
TnpUN q
‰ı “ ÿ
σ
1
Nn
E
”
Tr0
“
TσpUN q
‰ı
,
where the sum is over the partition σ that possibly identify vertices of different
graphs Ti. Fix σ as in the sum. Computing E
”
1
NTr
0
“
TσpUN q
‰ı
, we reason as in
the proof of Proposition 3.7. The difference is that now Tσ is not connected in
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general. Hence, we now deduce as in (3.4) that
1
Nn
τ0N
“
TσpUN q
‰ “ÿ
pi
`
1G is a forest `OpN´1q
˘
φppiq ˆNnpi´n,
where npi is the number of connected components of T
σ. Hence, this quantity
goes to zero unless the partition σ is trivial. Then, the sum over the choices for a
covering of Tσ by cycles splits into n sums for the coverings of the Tj ’s by cycles.
As the map φppiq is multiplicative with respect to its cycles, we get as expected
E
” nź
`“1
1
N
Tr0
“
T`pUN q
‰ı “ nź
`“1
E
” 1
N
Tr0
“
T`pUN q
‰ı`OpN´1q.

3.3. Diagonal matrices and the factorization property
3.3.1. Diagonal matrices. In the section we first consider diagonal matrices
in the context of Theorem 1.8.
Lemma 3.9. Let DN “ pDjqjPJ be a family of random diagonal matrices. Then
DN converges in traffic distribution whenever it converges in
˚-distribution: for any
˚-test graph T “ pV,E, γ, εq, one has
τN
“
T pDN q
‰ “ ΦN “ź
ePE
D
εpeq
γpeq
‰
, τ0N
“
T pDN q
‰ “ 1p|V | “ 1q ˆ ΦN “ź
ePE
D
εpeq
γpeq
‰
.
It satisfies the factorization property (Assumption B3 of Theorem 1.8) if and only
if for any K ě 2 and any ˚-polynomials P1, . . . , PK one has
Kź
k“1
ΦN
”
PkpDN q
ı
´ E
” Kź
k“1
1
N
TrPkpDN q
ı
ÝÑ
NÑ8 0.
The proof follows immediately from the fact that non diagonal entries of DN
are zero.
Example 3.10. Let DN be a diagonal matrix with independent and identically
distributed diagonal entries, distributed according to a probability distribution µ
on C, whose moments of all orders exist. Then, the traffic distribution of DN does
not depend on N . For any ˚-test graph T “ pV,E, γ, εq in one variable x, one has
τN
“
T pDN q
‰ “ ş znz¯mdµpzq where n and m are respectively the number of edges
labeled x and x˚. Hence DN converges in traffic distribution. It is immediate to
see that it also satisfies the factorization property.
We have now all the ingredients for the proof of Corollary 1.9.
Proof of Corollary 1.9. Let XN ,UN ,VN ,DN be independent families of
matrices as in the Corollary, namely:
(1) XN is a family of independent Wigner matrices whose entries are invari-
ant in law by complex conjugation, for which the convergence in traffic
distribution is proved in Proposition 3.1 and the factorization property is
proved at the end of Section 3.2.
(2) UN and VN are respectively a family of independent unitary Haar and
uniform permutation matrices. Their convergence in traffic distribution
and the factorization property are proved in Section 3.2
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(3) DN “ pDjqjPJ is a family of independent diagonal matrices with inde-
pendent and identically distributed diagonal entries whose moments of all
orders exist. By Lemma 3.9 above and its example, the matrices of DN
also satisfy these assumptions.
The matrices of XN ,UN ,VN ,DN are permutation invariant. Hence by Theorem
1.8, for any family of matrices AN converging in traffic distribution and satisfying
the factorization property, the matrices of XN ,UN ,VN ,DN and the family AN
are asymptotically traffic independent.
The limiting ˚-distribution of XN ,UN ,VN ,DN ,AN depends only of the limit
for each family of normalized trace of ˚-test graphs T such that there exists a
cycle visiting each edge of T is the sense of their orientation. Hence the limiting
˚-distribution is unchanged if the Wigner matrices are replaced by unitarily invari-
ant Gaussian Wigner matrices with parameters of the form pα, 0q. By Theorem
1.1, the matrices of XN YUN are asymptotic free independent and XN YUN is
asymptotically free independent from VN YDN YAN . Hence the corollary. 
3.3.2. On the factorization property. The convergence of the traffic distri-
bution of AN “ Ap1qN Y¨ ¨ ¨YApLqN remains true if we do not assume the factorization
property but instead the convergence of pg1, . . . , gKq ÞÑ E
“ś
k
1
NTrrgkpAp`qN qs. See
Remark 2.23 in the proof of Theorem 1.8. When the factorization property is not
satisfied, the limiting traffic distribution of AN is not the product of the limiting
distribution distributions of the A
p`q
N in the sense of Definition 2.11, but this is the
convention in [12].
Let AN and BN be two independent families of matrices, and assume that the
matrices of AN are diagonal. Assume that AN and BN converges in traffic distri-
bution, that one of the family is permutation invariant, and that only the family
of diagonal matrices AN satisfies the factorization property. Then the conclusion
of Theorem 1.8 is valid for AN ,BN , even if BN does not necessarily satisfies the
factorization property. See Remark 2.23 in the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Let AN be a random matrix which is a uniform permutation matrix with prob-
ability one half and a unitary Haar matrix otherwise. Since independent uniform
permutation and unitary Haar matrices have same limiting ˚-distribution and are
asymptotically free independent, independent copies of AN are asymptotically free
independent. Nevertheless we know from Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 that a uniform
permutation matrix and a unitary Haar matrix do not have the same limiting traffic
distribution. It follows that AN does not satisfies the factorization property (1.7)
(this is a simple exercise left to the reader). So according to the first point of the
remark, independent copies of AN are not asymptotically traffic independent. Let
now consider a random matrix BN of the form of a block matrix
BN “ V˜N
ˆ
UpN 0
0 VN´pN
˙
V˜N˚ ,
where VN´pN , V˜N are independent uniform permutation matrices, independent from
a unitary Haar matrix UpN , and pN a sequence of positive integers such that
pN
N ÝÑNÑ8
1
2 . Then it is easy to see that BN has the same limiting traffic dis-
tribution as AN and it satisfies the factorization property (1.7), so independent
copies of BN are asymptotically traffic independent.

Part 2
Traffics and their Independence

CHAPTER 4
Algebraic Traffic Spaces
In the previous sections we have considered the traffic distributions of matrices
and their point-wise convergence. After a recall on free probability (see [1, 26] for
detailed presentations), we define in this section the abstract traffics which model
the limits of large matrices for this mode of convergence.
4.1. Non commutative probability spaces
Definition 4.1 (Spaces of non commutative random variables). A non com-
mutative probability space (sometimes called algebraic probability space) is a pair
pA,Φq, where
‚ A is a unital algebra over C,
‚ Φ : AÑ C is a unital linear functional. It is called a trace when it satisfies
Φpabq “ Φpbaq for any a, b in A.
A ˚-probability space is a non commutative probability space pA,Φq such that
‚ A is a ˚-algebra, i.e. it is endowed with an anti linear involution ¨ ˚ such
that pabq˚ “ b˚a˚ for any a, b P A,
‚ Φ is a state, that is it satisfies the positivity condition Φpa˚aq ě 0 for any
a P A. It is called faithful if moreover Φpa˚aq “ 0 implies a “ 0 for any
a P A.
Elements of a non commutative probability space are called non commutative
random variables. The non commutative distribution of a family a “ pajqjPJ of
non commutative random variables is the linear map Φa, defined on polynomials
in indeterminates x “ pxjqjPJ , by
Φa : P ÞÑ Φ
`
P paq˘.
To emphasis the role of the linear form we sometimes say that Φa is the distribution
of a w.r.t. Φ. For a in a ˚-probability space, the ˚-distribution of a is the non
commutative distribution of pa,a˚q, or equivalently the map Φa defined as above
but for ˚-polynomials. The convergence of a family aN of non commutative random
variables is the point-wise convergence of their non commutative distribution.
Remark 4.2. In a ˚-probability space pA,Φq, the positivity of Φ yields the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, that is Φpabq2 ď Φpa˚aqΦpb˚bq for any a, b P A and
faithfulness of Φ implies that pa, bq ÞÑ Φpa˚bq is actually a scalar product.
Example 4.3. (1) Classical random variables: Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a
probability space in the usual sense. The algebra L´8pΩ,Cq of mea-
surable maps Ω ÞÑ C with finite moments of all orders is a ˚-probability
space, equipped with the complex conjugate and the expectation E. Its
quotient L´8pΩ,Cq by measurable maps null almost everywhere is a ˚-
probability space with faithful state.
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(2) Random matrices: The space MN pCq of deterministic N by N ma-
trices is a ˚-probability space with trace 1NTr. Let consider an algebra
L´8
`
Ω,MN pCq
˘
of random matrices whose entries, defined in a same
probability space, have finite moments of all orders. It is a ˚-probability
space with faithful trace τN “ E
“
1
NTr
‰
.
In the next section, we define the algebraic traffic spaces, that can be seen as
non commutative probability spaces with more structure. We do not define the
associated notion of positivity in this article, which do not play an important role
in the questions considered here (see [7]).
4.2. Algebraic traffic spaces
4.2.1. Algebras over the operad of graph operations. The main point
in defining algebraic traffic spaces is to formalize the good structure that replaces
the notion of algebra. For that task, we use the notion of symmetric operads. An
operad is a graded set G “ ŤKě0 GK , where an element g of GK is seen as an
operation which takes K objects and gives a single one. Compatibility conditions
are assumed in order to have a canonical notion of algebra over the operad, namely
of vector space for which one can compose the elements according to the operations
of G.
Definition 4.4. An operad is a set G “ ŤKě0 GK of sets endowed with oper-
ations of composition
pg, g1, . . . , gKq P GK ˆ GL1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLK ÞÑ gpg1, . . . , gKq P GL1`¨¨¨`LK
and a fixed element idG in G1, called the identity of the operad, satisfying the
following properties.
‚ The element idG is a unit for composition, namely for any g P G one has
g “ idGpgq “ g
`
idG , . . . , idG
˘
.
‚ The composition is associative: for any g P GK , any gk P GLk and any
gk,` P G, k “ 1, . . . ,K, ` “ 1, . . . , Lk, one has
g
`
g1pg1,1, . . . , g1,L1q, . . . , gKpgK,1, . . . , gK,LK q
˘
“ `gpg1, . . . , gKq˘pg1,1, . . . , g1,L1 , . . . , gK,1, . . . , gK,LK q.
A symmetric operad is an operad G “ ŤKě0 GK endowed with an action pσ, gq ÞÑ gσ
of the symmetric group SK on GK such that
gσpg1, . . . , gKq “ gpgσp1q, . . . , gσpKqq,
g
`pg1qσ1 , . . . , pgKqσK q “ gpg1, . . . , gKqσ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆσK .
To define the traffic spaces we use the following operad.
Definition 4.5 (The operad of graph operations).
‚ A graph operation g of K elements is a finite connected oriented graph
pV,Eq with K edges, with the data of an ordering of the edges and of
two vertices in, out, (possibly equal) called the input and the output. An
ordering of the edges can be thought as a bijection γ : E Ñ rKs. We
denote g “ pT, in, outq and T “ pV,E, γq. We set GK the set of graph
operations of K elements and G “ ŤKě0 GK .
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‚ The graph operation of G1 with exactly two vertices in ‰ out and one
single edge from in to out is denoted by its graph p¨ Ð ¨q, where implicitly
in this picture the input is on the right and the output on the left.
‚ As we have seen before for graph monomials, we define the operation
consisting in the replacement of the edges of a graph operation g of GK by
K graphs g1, . . . , gK of G. The input (respectively the output) vertex of
gk replaces the source (respectively the target) vertex of the k-th edge of
g. The induced order for this new graph is the lexical order, namely the
edges of gi come before edges of gi`1 for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. This produces
an new graph operation gpg1, . . . , gKq in G
‚ For any permutation σ of t1, . . . ,Ku and any g “ pT, in, outq P GK , T “
pV,E, γq, denote gσ the graph operation obtained from g by considering
the i-th edge of g as the σpiq-th one for gσ, namely gσ “ pT˜ , in, outq,
T˜ “ pV,E, σ´1 ˝ γq.
We let the reader verify that G is a symmetric operad with identity idG “ p¨ Ð ¨q.
Definition 4.6 (Algebras over G).
(1) An algebra over the operad G of graph operations (in short a G-algebra)
is a vector space A over C endowed with an action of G as follow.
‚ Linearity: For any K ě 0, Zg : AbK Ñ A is a linear map.
‚ Unity: By convention, for the single graph operation p¨q P G0 with
one vertex and no edge, Zp¨q is a fixed element I of A.
‚ Identity: The identity of the operad idG “ p¨ Ð ¨q is associated to
the identity map, that is ZidG “ idA or equivalently Zp¨Ð¨qpaq “ a
for any a P A.
‚ Equivariance: An action of a graph operation consists in replacing
edges by elements of A, so it depends on the locations of the edges
not on their ordering: for any a1, . . . , aK P A, one has
Zgpi pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aKq “ Zgpapip1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b apipKqq.
‚ Substitution: The action of graph operations on A are compat-
ible with the substitution of graph operations: for any g P GK ,
g1, . . . , gK P G,
Zg
`
Zg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ZgK
˘ “ Zgpg1,...,gKq.
(2) A ˚-algebra over the operad G (in short, a G˚-algebra) is a G-algebra en-
dowed with an antilinear involution a ÞÑ a˚ with the following property.
Given a graph operation g, we call transpose of g and denote gt the graph
operation obtained by reversing the orientation of the edges and intervert-
ing input and output. Then for any graph operation g and any a1, . . . , an
in A, one has `Zgpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq˘˚ “ Zgtpa1˚ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an˚q.
(3) The G-algebra spanned by a subset A Ă A of a G-algebra is the linear
space generated by tZgpa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aKq, g P GK , a1, . . . , aK P Au. The G˚-
algebra spanned a subset A Ă A of a G˚-algebra is defined similarly with
a1, . . . , aK P AYA˚.
Example 4.7. (1) Abelian algebras: Let A be an abelian unital alge-
bra with product pa, bq ÞÑ aˆ b and unit I. There is a trivial structure of
G-algebra on A: for any family a “ pa1, . . . , aKq of elements of A and any
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graph operation g P GK , we set Zgpa1b¨ ¨ ¨baKq “ a1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆaK . This de-
fines well a structure of G-algebra on A. If moreover A is a ˚-algebra with
involution ¨˚ then A is a G˚-algebra. Note that if A is not abelian, then
Zgpa1b ¨ ¨ ¨b aKq can be defined similarly but depends on the ordering of
its edges of g. Hence the equivariance axiom is not verified.
(2) Matrix algebras: The space of N ˆN matrices with complex entries is
a G˚-algebra for the operations given with similar formula as Definition
1.2: for any matrices A1, . . . , AK and any graph operation g “ pT, in, outq
with T “ pV,E, γq and |E| “ K, the entry pi, jq of ZgpA1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAKq is
ZgpA1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bAKqpi, jq “
ÿ
φ:VÑrNs
φpiq“out,φpjq“in
Kź
k“1
Ak
`
φpwkq, φpvkq
˘
,
where the k-th edge is denoted pvk, wkq.
4.2.2. Polynomials and graph polynomials. In a G-algebra, we define a
product ˆ as the bilinear map pa, bq ÞÑ Zp¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨qpab bq, where the graph operation
consists in two consecutive edges e1 “ pv, outq and e2 “ pin, vq with out, v, in pair-
wise distinct. The product is associative since by the axiom of substitution one has
pa ˆ bq ˆ c “ Zp¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨ 3Ð¨qpa, b, cq “ a ˆ pb ˆ cq. This defines a structure of algebra
on G-algebras for which I “ Zp¨q is the unit and we simply denote ab “ a ˆ b.
Moreover, in a G˚-algebras, we have by definition pabq˚ “ Zp¨ 1Ð¨ 2Ð¨qtpa˚ b b˚q “
Zp¨ 2Ð¨ 1Ð¨qpa˚ b b˚q “ b˚a˚. Hence a G˚-algebra is in particular a ˚-algebra.
Recall that a graph monomial is a finite connected directed graph whose edges
are labeled by formal variables with an input and an output, and that CGxxy denotes
their linear space. Note that contrary to graph operations, in a graph monomial
g “ pV,E, γq we do not consider an ordering of the edges but a labeling γ : E Ñ J ,
and a same label can appear on several edges. The space of graph polynomials in
some variables is a G-algebra: for g a graph operation with K-edges and g1, . . . , gK
graph monomials, the graph Zgpg1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gKq is given by substitution of edges as
usual.
Let a “ pajqjPJ be a family of elements of a G-algebra A and let g be a
graph monomial in the variables x “ pxjqjPJ with K edges. Choosing an arbitrary
ordering of its edges gives a graph operation that we denote g˜ and allows us to
consider the element Zg˜paj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ajK q of A, where jk P J is the label of the
k-th edge of g˜. By the equivariance axiom for the action of operads, this element
depends only on g and a, not on the ordering of the edges. It is denoted gpaq and
this definition is extended by linearity for g P CGxxy.
By definition of the product and thanks to the axiom of substitution on G-
algebras, the subspace of CGxxy generated by simple directed lines p ¨
out
xj1Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ xjnÐ
¨
in
q, jk P J , can be identified with the space of non commutative polynomials Cxxy.
Similarly, recall that a ˚-graph monomial in variables x is a graph monomial
with edges labeled by variables x and x˚. With same notations we define gpaq “
Zg˜paε1j1b¨ ¨ ¨baεKjK q where εk is 1 or ˚ depending if the k-edge is labeled by a variable
in x or x˚ respectively.
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The axioms for the action of graph operations implies similar properties for
graph polynomials.
(1) The substitution axiom implies that for any g, hj , j P J , elements of
Gxxy and any a P AJ , the element g`hjpaq, j P J˘ is equal to `gphjqjPJ˘paq
where gphjqjPJ is obtained from g by replacing each edge labeled xj by
the graph hj .
(2) The linearity of the Zg’s implies that a graph monomial is multi-linear
with respect to its edges, in the following sense. Let g be a graph
monomial in variables x and y, let a P AJ , b1, b2 P A and λ P C. Denote
by Ey the set of edges of g labeled y. Then one has gpa, λbq “ λ|Ey |gpa, bq
and
gpa, b1 ` b2q “
ÿ
γ:EyÑt1,2u
gγpa, b1, b2q,
where gγ is obtained from g by declaring that an edge e P Ey has label
associated to bγpeq.
For elements a, b of a G-algebra, we define at, ∆paq, degpaq and a ˝ b with the
same graph monomials as for matrices in Example 1.3. In any G-algebras, there
are infinitely many relations between the operations. For instance, the relation
∆
`
aˆ degpbq˘ “ deg`∆paq ˆ b˘,(4.1)
valid for any a, b P A, was obtained in Figure 3 in Chapter 1.
4.2.3. Algebraic traffic spaces. Defining the traffic distribution of a family
of matrices AN , we have firstly considered the map Φ¯AN : CGxx,x˚y Ñ C in Defi-
nition 1.2 which generalizes the notion of ˚-distribution. Then we have introduced
the equivalent data given by the combinatorial distribution τAN : CT xx,x˚y Ñ C in
Definition 2.2, from which is defined the injective distribution τ0AN . In the definition
of abstract traffics below (Definition 4.9), we consider the data of the combinatorial
distribution to be the intrinsic one. For this reason, the G-algebras considered to
introduce the traffic spaces come together with the following space of observables.
Definition 4.8. Let A be an arbitrary set. A test graph labeled in A is a
triplet T “ pV,E, γq where pV,Eq is a finite connected graph, endowed with a map
γ : E Ñ A. We define by T xAy the set of test graphs labeled in A and by CT xAy
its linear space.
A test graph T in variables x “ pxjqjPJ and a family a “ pajqjPJ of elements
of A defines obviously an element T paq P T xAy.
Definition 4.9. [Algebraic traffic spaces] An algebraic traffic space is a pair
pA, τq, where A is a G-algebra and τ : CT xAy Ñ C is a linear form satisfying the
following properties.
(1) Unity: τ sends the graph with no edges to one.
(2) Substitution: For any T P T xAy having an edge e0 labeled hpaq for a
graph monomial h, then τ
“
T
‰ “ τ“Th‰ where Th is obtained from T by
replacing the edge e0 by the graph h, with labels as in the evaluation hpaq.
(3) Multi-linearity w.r.t. the edges: For any T P T xAy having an edge e0
labeled a`λb, we have τ rT s “ τ rTas`λτ rTbs where Ta and Tb are obtained
from T by declaring that the label of e0 is now a and b respectively.
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Elements of A are called traffics and τ is called the combinatorial trace on A.
The traffic distribution of a family a “ pajqjPJ of elements of A is the data of the
map
τa : T P CT xxy ÞÑ τ
“
T paq‰ P C.
As we will see equivalent formulation of the traffic distribution, we name specifically
τa the combinatorial distribution of the family a. Let aN “ paN,jqjPJ , for each
N ě 1, and a “ pajqjPJ be families of traffics, possibly in different spaces for
different N . We say that aN converges to a in traffic distribution as N goes to
infinity whenever τaN converges point-wise to τa.
A motivation for using the term traffics is because of the algebraic structure of
G-algebra which allows to compose them not only by multiplication, but thanks to
schemes given by graph monomials. The term traffic space means space of traffics
as for the term vector space.
Example 4.10. Example 4.3 continued.
‚ Let pA,Φq be an abelian non commutative probability space. We endow
A with its trivial structure of G-algebra structure. Moreover we define
τ : CT xAy Ñ C by τ rT s ÞÑ Φ“śe ae‰ where the product is over the edges
e of T and ae denotes the label of e. Hence τ is simply the expectation of
the product of the labels of T . Then pA, τq is an algebraic traffic space.
‚ The G-algebra of N by N matrices is an algebraic traffic space when
endowed with the combinatorial trace of test graphs in matrices defined
in the first part of the article. Note yet that the traffic distribution of
a family of matrices AN as defined in the first part (defined on
˚-test
graphs) corresponds to the traffic distribution of pAN ,AN˚ q in the sense
of algebraic traffic spaces.
Lemma 4.11. For each N ě 1, let aN “ paN,jqjPJ be a family of traffics in
some space pAN , τN q. Assume that τaN converges point-wise. Then there exists
a family a “ pajqjPJ in some space pA, τq such that aN converges to a in traffic
distribution.
In particular, for a family of matrices pAN,jqjPJ converging in traffic distribution
in the sense of the first part of the article, the family pAN,j , AN˚,jqjPJ converges to
a family paj , aj˚ qjPJ in an algebraic traffic space.
Proof. Let τ : CGxxy Ñ C be the limiting distribution of aN , where x “
pxjqjPJ . The G-algebra A :“ CGxxy of graph polynomials in variables x endowed
with τ is a traffic space and a :“ `p¨ xjÐ ¨q˘
jPJ is limit in traffic distribution of
aN . 
Similarly if aN is a family of traffics in a G˚-algebra and τaN ,a˚N converges point-
wise, then paN ,aN˚ q has a limit in traffic distribution pa,a˚q in some algebraic traffic
space which is a G˚-algebra.
4.2.4. Trace, anti-trace and injective trace. A traffic can be seen as a
non commutative random variable, but with two different points of view to do so,
as the following proposition shows.
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Proposition 4.12. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space. We define two
functions Φ and Ψ from A to C by
Φpaq “ τ raös, Ψpaq “ τ“¨ aÐ ¨‰, @a P A,
namely the combinatorial trace of a self-loop and a simple edge respectively. Then
Φ and Ψ are unital linear forms on A, defining two structures of non commutative
probability space. The form Φ is tracial and is called the trace associated to τ . The
linear form Ψ is called the anti-trace associated to τ (it is not a trace in general).
Proof. We have ΦpIq “ τ rIös and by convention, I “ Zp¨q is associated to the
graph monomial with no edges, so the substitution axiom implies τ rIös “ τ r ¨ s. By
the unity axiom for τ , Φ is unital. Moreover, Φ is linear since Φpa`λbq “ τ ra`λbö
s “ τ raös ` λτ rbös by the linearity of τ with respect to the edges of graphs. The
same reasoning implies that Ψ is linear. It remains to prove that Φ is tracial. But
we have Φpabq “ τ rabös “ τ“¨ aÔ
b
¨‰ by the substitution axiom. The expression is
symmetric in a and b, which yields Φpabq “ Φpbaq as expected. Concrete examples
where Ψ is not a trace appear for instance in Section 5.4.2 below. 
Let us first consider the trace Φ and find a characterization of this map in
pA, τq.
Lemma 4.13. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space. The trace Φ associated
to τ satisfies the following properties.
(1) Diagonality: Recalling that ∆ is the graph monomial with a single vertex
and a single self-loop, one has Φ “ Φ`∆p ¨ q˘.
(2) Input-independence: For any graph monomial g “ pT, in, inq with
same input and output and for any family a of elements of A, Φ`gpaq˘
does not depend on the place of input in gpaq but only on the test graph
T paq labeled in A.
Reciprocally, in a G-algebra A, assume that Φ is a unital linear map satisfying the
two above properties. We define the linear form τ : CT xAy Ñ C by τ“T paq‰ “
Φ
`
gpaq˘ for any g “ pT, in, inq. Then pA, τq is an algebraic traffic space for which
Φ is the associated trace.
Proof. For any a P A, we have Φ`∆paq˘ “ τ r∆paqös. Using the substitution
axiom for τ means replacing a self-loop by a self-loop, which yields Φ
`
∆paq˘ “ τ raö
s “ Φpaq. Hence Φ is diagonal. Let g “ pT, in, inq be a graph monomial with same
input and output. Then Φ
`
gpaq˘ “ τ rgpaqös “ τ“T paq‰ by substitution axiom,
which then depends only on the labeled graph T paq.
Let now Φ be a unital linear form on a G-algebra satisfying the two properties
of the lemma, namely the diagonality and input-independence, and let τ as defined
therein. Since Φ is unital and by definition of the action of the graph g0 with
no edges, we have 1 “ ΦpIq “ Φpg0q “ τ r ¨ s. Hence τ satisfies the unity axiom.
Let now T be a test graph labeled in A and write τ rT s “ Φ`gpaq˘ for a graph
polynomial obtained from T by choosing an arbitrary vertex as common value of
input and output. Assume that T has an edge labeled hpa˜q for a graph monomial
h. By the substitution property for graph monomials stated in the previous section,
gpaq “ ghpa˜,aq, where gh is obtained from g by replacing the edge evaluated in hpa˜q
by the graph h. And then we get τ rT s “ τ rThs as expected in the Substitution
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axiom. The property of multi-linearity w.r.t. the edges of τ follows similarly from
the same property for graph monomials stated in Definition 4.9. 
We now consider the anti-trace. We omit the proof of the lemma below that
follows with same arguments as in proof of the analogue statement for Φ.
Lemma 4.14. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space. The anti-trace Ψ as-
sociated to τ satisfies the following input/output-independence property. For
any graph monomial g “ pT, in, outq (with arbitrary input and output) and for any
family a of elements of A, Ψ`gpaq˘ does not depend on the place of the input and
the output but only on the test graph T paq labeled in A.
Reciprocally, in a G-algebra A, assume that Ψ is a unital linear map satisfying
the above input/output-independence property. Then the linear form τ : CT xAy Ñ
C defined by τ
“
T paq‰ “ Φ`gpaq˘ for any g “ pT, in, outq defines on A a structure
of algebraic traffic space, for which Ψpaq “ τ r¨ aÐ ¨s.
We can also relate directly Φ and Ψ as follow. Recall that deg denotes the
graph monomial with two distinct vertices in “ out and v and an edge from v to
in “ out.
Lemma 4.15. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space with Φ and Ψ defined as
above. Then we have Ψpaq “ Φ`degpaq˘ and Φpaq “ Ψ`∆paq˘.
Proof. We have Φ
`
degpaq˘ “ τ rdegpaqös. Using the substitution axiom for τ
means replacing the self-loop labeled degpaq by a simple edge, identifying the vertex
of the loop with the vertex in “ out of the graph of deg. Hence Φ`degpaq˘ “ τ r¨ aÐ
¨s “ Ψpaq. On the other hand, Ψ`∆paq˘ “ τ r¨ ∆paqÐ ¨s “ τ raös “ Φpaq. 
Lemma 4.16. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space with trace Φ. Assume
moreover that A is a G˚-algebra and that Φ is a state, that is Φpa˚aq ě 0 for any
a P A. Then Ψ is a state. Moreover, for a test graph T P T xAy, denote T˚ the
test graph in same variables obtained by exchanging the orientations of each edge
and replacing each label a by its adjoint a˚. Then for any T P T xAy, one has
τ rT˚s “ τ rT s.
Proof. If Φ is a state, then Ψ is a state since
Ψpa˚aq “ τ r¨ a˚aÐ ¨s “ τ r¨ a˚Ð ¨ a˚Ð ¨s “ Φ“degpaq˚degpaq‰ ě 0.
Moreover, if Φ is a state recall that Φpa˚q “ Φpaq [26, Remarks 1.2]. Hence,
given τ
“
T paq‰ “ Φ`gpaq˘, one verifies that τ“T˚paq‰ “ Φ`gpaq˚˘ which is equal to
Φ
`
gpaq˘ “ τ“T paq‰. 
We can then define two equivalent formulations for the distribution τa : T P
CT xxy ÞÑ τ“T paq‰ of a family a of traffics: they are given by the linear forms Φ
and Ψ on the space CGxxy of graphs polynomials, namely
‚ the map Φ¯a : g P CGxxy ÞÑ Φ
`
gpaq˘,
‚ and the map Ψ¯a : g P CGxxy ÞÑ Ψ
`
gpaq˘.
The traffic distribution is generic term for the three maps τa, Φ¯a, Ψ¯a. The restric-
tions Φa of Φ¯a and Ψa of Ψ¯a on Cxxy are the non commutative distributions of a
with respect to Φ and Ψ respectively.
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Moreover, from Chapter 2, we can also characterize the traffic distribution of a
thanks to the injective version τ0a of τa. The same definition is valid to define from
τ : T xAy Ñ C the linear map τ0 : T xAy Ñ C, namely for any test graph T P T xAy
with vertex set V , one has τ rT s “ řpiPPpV q τ0“Tpi‰, where Tpi is the graph obtained
by identifying vertices of T in a same block of pi.
Lemma 4.17. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space. The injective version τ0
of τ satisfies the following property.
(1) It sends the graph with no edges to one.
(2) It is multi-linear with respect to the edges of the graphs in the sense of
Definition 4.9.
(3) It satisfies the following property. For any T P T xAy having an edge e0
labeled hpaq for a graph monomial h, denote Th P T xAy the graph obtained
from T by replacing the edge e0 by the graph hpaq and denote by Vh its
vertex set. Then one has
τ0
“
T
‰ “ ÿ
p˜iPPpVhq
s.t.p˜i|V “0V
τ0
“
T p˜ih
‰
,
where the notation p˜i|V “ 0V (introduced in Lemma 2.15) means that the
sum is over the partitions p˜i of Vh such that any couple of vertices v and
w in T , when seen in Th after insertion of h, belong to two distinct blocks
of p˜i.
Reciprocally, in a G-algebra A, assume that τ0 : CT xAy Ñ C is a linear map
satisfying the three above properties. Then τ0 is the injective version of a map τ
which defines a structure of algebraic traffic space on A.
Proof. We have τ r¨s “ τ0r¨s so the unity axioms coincides for both maps.
Likewise, since τ and τ0 are related each other by linear combinations, the multi-
linearity of the maps are also equivalent.
Let τ0 be the injective version of a linear form τ on CT xAy. Let T, e0, hpaq
and Th be as in the statement. Assuming that τ satisfies the substitution axiom,
we already proved that τ0 satisfies the expected formula in Proposition 2.14.
So we assume now that τ0 satisfies the formula of the lemma and prove that
τ rT s “ τ rThs. On the one hand, we have τ rT s “ řpiPPpV q τ0rTpis. Let us denote
by pTpiqh the graph obtained from Tpi by replacing the edge e0 by h and by Vpi,h
its vertex set. Then the formula for τ0 tells that
τ rT s “
ÿ
piPPpV q
ÿ
σPPpVpi,hq
s.t. σ|Vpi“0Vpi
τ0
”`pTpiqh˘σı “ ÿ
p˜iPPpVhq
τ0rT p˜ih s.
Using again the definition of τ0 yields τ rT s “ τ“Th‰. 
Lemma 4.18. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space. For any test graph T ,
one has τ
“
T pI, ¨ q‰ “ τ“T˜ p ¨ q‰ where T˜ is obtained from T by identifying source
and target of each edge labelled I, and removing these edges. Moreover, with same
notations, τ0
“
T pI, ¨ q‰ “ τ0“T˜ p ¨ q‰ if all the edges of T labelled I are self loops and
it vanishes otherwise.
Proof. We have ∆pIq “ I, where ∆ denotes as usual the graph monomial
consisting in a single loop. So by definition of I and by the substitution axiom,
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τ
“
T pI, ¨ q‰ is not modified if we identify source and target of edges labeled I and
removing them. Similarly, let T be a test graph with an edge e0 “ pv, wq labeled
I which is not a self loop. Replacing the edge by its label as in Lemma 4.17, the
resulting graph Th is obtained by identifying v and w. Hence τ
0
“
T
‰ “ 0, since in
the sum of the formula for τ0 in the lemma, there is no partition that separates
v and w. Let now T be a test graph such that all edges labeled I are self loops.
By the explicit definition of τ0, one has τ0
“
T pI, ¨q‰ “ řpiPPpV q µV ppiqτ“TpipI, ¨q‰
where V is the vertex set of T . Denoting by T˜pi the graph obtained from Tpi by
erasing self loops labeled I, by the above we have τ
“
TpipI, ¨q‰ “ τ“T˜pip¨q‰, and then
τ0
“
T pI, ¨q‰ “ řpiPPpV q µV ppiqτ“T˜pip ¨ q‰ “ τ0“T˜ p ¨ q‰ 
Remark 4.19. The reasoning shows actually that τ0
“
T p∆paq, ¨ q‰ “ 0 for any
traffic a and any T such that there is at least one edge labeled ∆paq which is not a
self-loop.
CHAPTER 5
Traffic Independence and the Three Classical
Notions
The product of traffic distributions, discovered in the first part for large ma-
trices, is considered in the context of algebraic traffic spaces, for which it defines
the notion of traffic independence. It is shown to unify the three classical notions
of non commutative independence.
5.1. Definition and statement
For convenience we recall here the classical notions of non commutative inde-
pendence.
Definition 5.1 (Non commutative notions of independence).
(1) The unital subalgebrasA1, . . . ,AL of a non commutative probability space
pA,Φq are said to be freely independent if and only if for any n ě 1, any
aj P A`j , j “ 1, . . . , n, such that Φpajq “ 0 and `j ‰ `j`1, `j P t1, . . . , Lu,
one has Φpa1 . . . anq “ 0.
(2) The subalgebras A1, . . . ,AL (non necessarily unital) of an algebra A are
said to be Boolean independent with respect to a linear form Ψ on A if
and only if for any n ě 1, any aj P A`j , j “ 1, . . . , n, such that `j ‰ `j`1,
one has Ψpa1 . . . anq “ Ψpa1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΨpanq.
(3) The unital subalgebrasA1, . . . ,AL of a non commutative probability space
pA,Φq are said to be tensor independent if and only if they commute (i.e.
ab “ ba, @a P A`, b P Am, ` ‰ m) and for any a` P A`, ` “ 1, . . . , L, one
has Φpa1 . . . aLq “ Φpa1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ΦpaLq.
Definition 5.2 (Traffic independence). Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space
and let A1, . . . ,AL be unital G-subalgebras of A. We say that A1, . . . ,AL are
independent (or traffic independent if necessary to avoid confusion) whenever the
restriction of τ on the G-algebra spanned by A1, . . . ,AL is the product of τ1, . . . , τL
in the sense of Definition 2.11: for every family a` of A`, ` “ 1, . . . , L, for any test
graph T in variables x1, . . . ,xL,
τ0
“
T pa1, . . . ,aLq
‰ “ 1`GCCpT q is a tree˘ ź
SPCCpT q
τ0
“
S
‰
,(5.1)
where GCCpT q (respectively CCpT q) is the graph (respectively the set) of colored
components of T with respect to x1, . . . ,xL (see Definition 2.10).
Subsets of A or families of elements of A are said to be (traffic) independent
whenever the G-subalgebra they spanned are independent. Let pAN , τN qNě1 be
a sequence of algebraic traffic spaces. A sequence of families a
pNq
1 , . . . ,a
pNq
L of
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element of AN is said to be asymptotically independent whenever it converges
toward independent families.
The map τ on the G-subalgebra spanned by independent G-subalgebras is com-
pletely determined by the restriction of τ on each G-subalgebras: for any test graph
T with vertex set V and any a1, . . . ,aL
τ
“
T pa1, . . . ,aLq
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
s.t. GCCpTpiq is a tree
ź
SPCCpTpiq
τ0
“
Spa1, . . . ,aLq
‰
.
Lemma 5.3. Independence of traffics subspaces is symmetric and associative,
in the sense stated in Proposition 2.12. Moreover, if the traffic distribution of
a1, . . . ,aL is the product of the traffic distributions of the a`’s (Formula (5.1) is
true for a1, . . . ,aL given and for all T ), then a1, . . . ,aL are independent (Formula
(5.1) is true for any graph polynomials gpa`q).
The first part of the Lemma is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.12. The
second part follows thanks to Proposition 2.14, valid with no modification of the
proof. Hence families of matrices A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically traffic inde-
pendent in the sense of the first part of the article if and only if the families
A
p1q
N YAp1q˚N , . . . ,ApLqN YApLq˚N are asymptotically traffic independent in the sense
of the above definition.
Lemma 5.4. If a and b are independent traffics then Φpabq “ ΦpaqΦpbq and
Ψpabq “ ΨpaqΨpbq.
The proof is left as an exercice for the reader (see the computations in Section
2.3).
We can distinguish three particular kinds of traffics, for which traffic indepen-
dence can be interpreted in terms of the different notions of independence.
Theorem 5.5 (Unification of the notions). Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic
space, with trace Φ : a ÞÑ τ röas and anti-trace Ψ : a ÞÑ τ r¨ aÑ ¨s. Let a1, . . . ,aL be
independent families of elements of A.
(1) Say that a “ pajqjPJ is ”unitarily invariant” in pA, τq if and only if it
has the same traffic distribution as uau˚ “ puaju˚qjPJ where pu, u˚q is
independent from a, satisfies uu˚ “ u˚u “ I, and is the limit in traffic
distribution of pUN , UN˚ q for UN a large unitary Haar matrix. If a` is uni-
tarily invariant for each ` “ 1, . . . , L (except possibly one), then a1, . . . ,aL
are free independent in the non commutative probability space pA,Φq.
(2) Say that a “ pajqjPJ is ”of Boolean type“ in pA, τq if and only if its
combinatorial distribution is supported on trees. If a` is of Boolean type
for each ` “ 1, . . . , L, then a1, . . . ,aL are Boolean independent with respect
to Ψ.
(3) Say that an element of a G-algebra A is ”diagonal” whenever a “ ∆paq
for ∆ the graph operation with a single vertex and a single self loop. If
the traffics of a` are diagonal for each ` “ 1, . . . , L, then a1, . . . ,aL are
tensor independent, both in the non commutative probability spaces pA,Φq
and pA,Ψq. Reciprocally the tensor independence of diagonal families of
traffics in the non commutative probability space pA,Φq (resp. pA,Ψq)
characterizes their traffic independence.
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The theorem is proved in the three following sections. In the case of Boolean
independence, we exhibit examples of random matrices whose limits are of Boolean
type.
Given traffic spaces A1, . . . ,AL, it is natural to ask if there exists a traffic
space A containing the A` as independent spaces. This fact is true and is proved
in [7]. This implies the existence, for any traffic a, of a space containing a sequence
panqně1 of independent traffics distributed as a. In this article, we always assume
for granted the existence of such sequences.
5.2. Link with free independence
In order to prove the first point of Theorem 5.5, it suffices to prove the following.
Lemma 5.6. Let a,b be two arbitrary families of traffics.
(1) Assume that pa,bq is traffic independent from pu, u˚q, satisfying uu˚ “
u˚u “ I, and limit in traffic distribution of pUN , UN˚ q for a Haar unitary
matrix UN . Then a and u bu
˚ are free independent.
(2) Assume that a,b are traffic independent and unitary invariant. Then the
joint family aY b is unitary invariant.
Indeed, let ap1q, . . . ,apLq be as in Proposition 5.7. Assume that ap2q, . . . ,apLq
are unitarily invariant and denote b “ ap2q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y apLq. Let pu, u˚q be traffic
independent from pap1q, . . . ,apLqq and limit of pUN , UN˚ q as in the lemma. Then the
first point of the above lemma implies that ap1q and ubu˚ are free independent.
On the other hand, the associativity of traffic independence implies that ap1q
and b are traffic independent, then that ap1q and ubu˚ are traffic independent.
Their joint traffic distribution depends only on the marginal distributions. But
thanks to the second part of the lemma, ubu˚ has the same traffic distribution
as b which is unitarily invariant. Hence pap1q, ubu˚q has the same traffic distribu-
tion as pap1q,bq. Hence they have the same ˚-distribution and so ap1q and b are
free independent. We get the proposition by induction on L and thanks to the
associativity of free independence [26].
This implies a useful criterion of asymptotic free independence in the context
of the asymptotic traffic independence theorem.
Corollary 5.7. Let A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N be as in Theorem 1.8. Assume more-
over that each family A
p`q
N has the same limiting traffic distribution as UNA
p`q
N UN˚
for any unitary matrix UN , except possibly for one index ` P t1, . . . , Lu. Then
A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically free independent.
Note that the additional assumption in Proposition 5.7 is much weaker than
assuming the unitary invariance of the A
p`q
N (that is A
p`q
N
L“ UNANUN˚ for each
N and any unitary matrix UN ). For instance, independent Wigner matrices with
parameter of the form pα, 0q satisfy this proposition. This result is applied for a class
of large random graphs with large degree in [5]. A much detailed analysis of the
relation between traffic independence, free independence and unitarily invariance
is made in [7], with an explicit description of the limiting traffic distribution of
unitary invariant traffics.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. We first prove the first part of the lemma. Let n ě 1
be an integer and P1, . . . , Pn, Q1, . . . , Qn be non commutative polynomials and
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denote yi “ Pipaq, zi “ Qipbq, y “ pyiqi“1,...,n and z “ pziqi“1,...,n. Note that
uyiu
˚ “ Pipuau˚q for any i “ 1, . . . , n since uu˚ “ u˚u “ I. We assume Φpyiq “ 0,
Φpziq “ 0. Proving for any i “ 1, . . . , n that Φpy1z1 . . . ynznq vanishes we will get
the free independence of uau˚ and b.
One has Φpy1z1 . . . ynznq “ Φpuy1u˚z1 . . . uynu˚znq. Let T “ pV,E, γ, εq be
the test graph in variables u, u˚, y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn such that
Φpuy1u˚z1 . . . uynu˚znq “ τ rT s,
namely
‚ the set of vertices is V “ t1, 2, . . . , 4nu,
‚ the edges are p1, 4nq, p4n, 4n´ 1q, p4n´ 1, 4n´ 2q, . . . , p3, 2q, p2, 1q,
‚ with notation of indices modulo 2n, the edges p4i` 2, 4i` 1q are labelled
u, the edges p4i ` 3, 4i ` 2q are labelled yi, the edges p4i ` 4, 4i ` 3q are
labelled u˚, and the edge p4i` 5, 4i` 4, q are labelled zi.
By the relation between the combinatorial trace and its injective version (For-
mula (2.2)), one has τ rT s “ řpiPPpV q τ0rT s. Moreover, since pu, u˚q and pa,bq are
traffic independent, then pu, u˚q and pyi, ziqi“1,...,n are traffic independent. Hence
by definition of traffic independence, we get
τ0rTpis “ 1`GCCpTpiq is a tree˘ ź
SPCCpTpiq
τ0rSs,
where GCCpTpiq (respectively CCpTpiq) is the graph (the set) of colored components
of Tpi with respect to the variables pu, u˚q and py, zq.
Recall that the injective distribution of u is supported on cacti (Proposition
3.7), namely graphs such that each edge belongs exactly to one simple cycle. More-
over, the edges of a same cycle must be oriented in a same direction and labels
must alternate between u and u˚.
Given pi as in the sum, denote by SpTpiq the ˚-test graph obtained from Tpi
by identifying the vertices attached to a same connected component labelled in y
or z, and forgetting the edges labelled in y, z. To ensure that pi contributes, each
connected component of Tpi labeled in tx, x˚u must be a cactus. When GCCpTpiq is
a tree, the graph SpTpiq itself must be a cactus.
Denote by Spnq the set of cacti with 2n edges. Then one has
τ rT s “
ÿ
S0PSpnq
ÿ
piPPpV q
s.t. SpTpiq“S0
1
`GCCpTpiq is a tree˘ ź
SPCCpTpiq
τ0N rSs.(5.2)
For any S0 P Spnq and any pi in PpV q such that SpTpiq “ S0, there is a
colored component S P CCpTpiq labeled in y or z consisting in a loop. Indeed,
there is a vertex of SpTpiq which belong to a single cycle (each cycle has length
at least two). So since the variables u, yi, u
˚, zi in T alternates there is such a
loop in Tpi corresponding to this vertex. This implies that τ0rTpis is zero since the
combinatorial trace of a loop is the trace of the variable.
It remains to prove the second part of the lemma. Let a,b be traffic indepen-
dent and unitary invariant. Let u, v, w be traffics, limits of Haar unitary matrices
(as long with their adjoint), such that a,b, u, v, w are independent. We prove
that puau˚, ubu˚q has the same traffic distribution as pa,bq. By unitary invari-
ance and associativity of independence, puau˚, ubu˚q has the same distribution
as puvav˚u˚, uwbw˚u˚q. But puv, uwq and pa, bq are independent and the matrix
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approximation (Theorem 1.8 for independent Haar unitary matrices) shows that
puv, uwq has the same traffic distribution as pv, wq. Hence puau˚, ubu˚q has the
same distribution as pvav˚, wbw˚q, and so the same distribution as pa,bq. 
5.3. Link with tensor independence
Lemma 5.8. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space with trace Φ and anti-trace
Ψ. The space ∆pAq “ t∆paq, a P Au of diagonal elements is a commutative G-
subalgebra of A. Moreover, for any family a of diagonal traffics and for any test
graph T “ pV,E, γq, one has
τ
“
T paq‰ “ Φ“ź
ePE
aγpeq
‰ “ Ψ“ź
ePE
aγpeq
‰
, τ0
“
T paq‰ “ 1p|V | “ 1q ˆ τ“T paq‰.
Proof. Let a be a family of elements of ∆pAq and g “ pT, in, outq, T “
pV,E, γq, a graph monomial. Since ∆paq “ a and by the associativity of the
composition of graph monomials, gpaq “ g˜paq where g˜ is obtained from g by iden-
tifying source and goal of each edge. So g˜ is a bunch of self-loops, independently
of the geometry of the initial graph g. Hence, we have g˜paq “ śePE aγpeq and
gpaq is diagonal. Since ∆ is linear, we get that ∆pAq is a G-sublagebra. Moreover
∆paq ˆ ∆pbq “ Zgpa, bq “ ∆pbq ˆ ∆paq, where g is the graph operation with two
self-loops attached to a single edge. Hence the chain of equality comes from the
associativity of composition and the equivariance axiom.
The formula for τ
“
T paq‰ follows from the previous paragraph since we can write
τ
“
T paq‰ “ Φ`gpaq˘ “ Ψ`hpaq˘ for some graph monomials g, h. It remains to prove
the formula for τ0. Let T “ pV,E, γq be a test graph. Denote by 1V “ tV u the
partition of V with a single block. By the previous point we have τ
“
T s “ τ“T 1V ‰.
One the other hand,
τ
“
T
‰ “ ÿ
piPPpV q
τ0
“
Tpi
‰
, τ
“
T 1V
‰ “ τ0“T 1V ‰.
Hence we get that
ř
piPPpV qzt1V u τ
0
“
Tpi
‰
, τ
“
T 1Ppvq
‰ “ 0, which gives that τ0“T s for
|V | ě 2 by a induction on |V |. 
Proof of the third item of Theorem 5.5. Assume that the families of
traffics ap1q, . . . ,apLq are independent and diagonal. For each ` “ 1, . . . , L, let P`
be a commutative monomial. We can write Φ
“śL
`“1 P`pap`qq
‰ “ τ“T paq‰ where T
is the graph with a single vertex and one self-loop for each variable appearing in
the monomials.
Since T has a single vertex, τ
“
T paq‰ “ τ0“T paq‰, and by traffic independence,
τ0
“
T paq‰ “ śL`“1 τ“T`paq‰, where T` is the subgraph of T whose edges labels cor-
respond to ap`q. But for each `, by the same reasoning, one has
τ0
“
T`paq
‰ “ τ“T`paq‰ “ Φ“P`pap`qq‰.
Hence Φ
“śL
`“1 P`pap`qq
‰ “śL`“1 Φ“P`pap`qq‰ so the families of matrices are tensor
independent with respect to Φ. Moreover, Φ and Ψ are equal for diagonal traffics
so the families are also tensor independent with respect to Ψ.
Reciprocally, we now assume the tensor independence of diagonal elements
ap1q, . . . ,apLq. Let T be a test graph. If T has more than a single vertex, then there
is a colored component T 1 of T which has the same property and so τ0
“
T paq‰ “ 0
and τ0
“
T 1paq‰ “ 0. Hence the rule of traffic independence is satisfied for these
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graphs. If now T has a single vertex, we have τ0
“
T paq‰ “ śL`“1 τ0“T`paq‰ by the
above reasoning. Hence we get the traffic independence of the families. 
5.4. Link with Boolean independence
Note that from the illustration of Theorem 1.8 given at the very end of Section
1.3, the link between traffic independence and tensor and free independence is not
a surprise. Nevertheless, these two notions are not sufficient if we want to explain
the central limit theorem for the sum of independent traffics presented in the last
section. This was the original motivation to find the second item of Theorem 5.5.
5.4.1. Generalities and proof.
Lemma 5.9. Let a be a family of elements in an algebraic traffic space pA, τq
with associated trace Φ.
(1) If a is of Boolean type, then the ˚-distribution of a with respect to Φ is
the distribution of the null element.
(2) a is of Boolean type if and only if the injective combinatorial distribution
of a is supported on trees, in which case for any ˚-test graph T one has
τ
“
T paq‰ “ τ0“T paq‰.
(3) If a1, . . . ,aL are traffic independent and of Boolean type, then a1Y¨ ¨ ¨YaL
is of Boolean type.
Proof. (1) Let a be of Boolean type. For any ˚-monomials M ‰ I, Φ`Mpaq˘
is equal to
τ
“
ö
`
Mpaq˘‰ “ τ“ ö pMqpaq‰ “ 0,
since the graph ö pMq is not a tree (but a simple cycle).
(2) Recall that for any test graph T , we have τ rT s “ řpiPPpV q τ0rTpis and
τ0rT s “ řpiPPpV q µV ppiqτ rTpis. But Tpi is a tree if and only if T is a tree and pi
is the partition 0V consisting in singletons. Hence if a is of Boolean type then
necessarily τ0rT s “ τ rT 0V s “ τ rT s for any T . If τ0 is supported on trees, similarly
τ rT s “ µV p0V qτ0rT s “ τ0rT s.
(3) Let now a1, . . . ,aL be of Boolean type and traffic independent. For any
test graph T , one has τ0rT s “ 1`GCCpT q is a tree˘śSPCCpT q τ0rSs. If T is a not
a tree then either GCCpT q is not a tree or a colored component of T is not a tree.
Hence τ0rT s “ 0. 
Proof of the second item of Theorem 5.5. Let a1, . . . ,aL be traffic in-
dependent and such that the combinatorial distribution of each a` is supported on
trees. Let M1, . . . ,Mn be non constant monomials. Let us prove that
Ψ
`
M1pai1q . . .Mnpajnq
˘ “ nź
j“1
Ψ
`
Mjpaij q
˘
for any i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ in.
Let us denote M “ M1 . . .Mn. Then, by the substitution axiom, we have
Ψ
`
Mpa1, . . . ,aLq
˘ “ τ rTM s where TM consists in a simple line, namely TM “
p¨ x1Ð ¨ . . . xQÐ ¨q whenever M “ x1 . . . xQ. By the above lemma, we have τ rTM s “
τ0rTM s “ śSPCCpT q τ0rSs. But the colored components of T are the graphs
TM1 , . . . , TMn constructed as TM for M replaced by M1, . . . ,Mn. Hence τ rTM s “śn
j“1 τ0rTMj s “
śn
j“1 τ rTMj s “
śn
j“1 Ψ
`
Mjpaij q
˘
. 
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5.4.2. Application to random matrices. Recall that degpAN q denotes the
diagonal matrix diag
`řN
j“1AN pi, jq
˘
i“1,...,N .
Corollary 5.10. The anti-trace ΨN of the algebraic traffic space of matrices
is given by
ΨN rAN s “ E
” 1
N
Tr degAN
ı
“ E
” 1
N
Nÿ
i,j“1
AN pi, jq
ı
“ xeN , ANeN y,
where x ¨ , ¨ y denotes the usual scalar product in CN and eN the column vector
whose all entries are 1?
N
. If AN converges in traffic distribution, then it has a
limiting distribution with respect to ΨN , that is ΨN
“
P pAN q
‰
converges for any non
commutative polynomial P . If A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically traffic indepen-
dent families of matrices whose limiting combinatorial distributions are supported
on simple trees, then the families A
p1q
N , . . . ,A
pLq
N are asymptotically Boolean inde-
pendent with respect to ΨN .
Let us now give examples of such matrices. The matrix JN , whose all entries
are 1N , converges to a traffic of Boolean type: for any
˚-test graph T , by Lemmas
2.18 and 2.13,
τN
“
T pJN q
‰ “ N |V |´1´|E|´1`O` 1
N
˘¯ “ 1pT is a treeq ` op1q.
Note that one has ΨN pAN q “ E
“
TrpANJN q
‰
and JN “ eNeN˚ where eN is as
in Proposition 5.10. Furthermore, JN is a deterministic permutation invariant
matrix, and any permutation invariant deterministic matrix AN is of the form
ΦN pAN qIN `
`
ΨN pAN q ´ ΦN pAN q
˘
JN , where ΦN pAN q “ E
“
1
NTrAN
‰
and IN is
the identity matrix. It is also a projection matrix, namely J2N “ JN .
The limiting distribution of JN with respect to ΨN is the distribution of a
variable constant to one. Indeed, one has degpJN q “ IN so for any monomial
K ě 1, one has ΨN
“
JKN
‰ “ E“ 1NTr IN ‰ “ 1 and so for any polynomial P one has
ΨN
“
P pJN q
‰ “ P p1q.
Let see now a non constant example.
Lemma 5.11. Let X1, . . . , XN be independent and identically distributed com-
plex random variables. Assume all the moments of the Xi’s are finite and do not de-
pend on N . We denote the permutation invariant matrix MN “
`Xi`Xj
N
˘
i,j“1,...,N .
Then MN has a limiting traffic distribution supported on trees and it satisfies the
factorization property (Assumption B3 of Theorem 1.8): denoting α`,k “ ErX`iXiks,
for any test graph T “ pV,Eq, one has
τ0N
“
T pMN q
‰ ÝÑ
NÑ8 1
`
T is a tree
˘ ÿ
piPPpE|V q
ź
BvPpi
α`Bv ,kBvlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
αpT q
,(5.3)
where PpE|V q is the set of partitions pi “ tBv, v P V u of edges of T into blocks Bv
having in common a same vertex v P V , and `Bv (respectively kBv) is the number
of edges of Bv for which v is the source (respectively the target). Moreover, if the
Xj are centered then the limiting distribution of MN with respect to ΨN is the
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Rademacher distribution
δ´α1,1`δα1,1
2 , (α1,1 “ Er|Xj |2s), namely for any K ě 1,
ΨN rMKN s ÝÑ
NÑ8 α
K
2
1,11pK evenq.
In particular, if the variables Xj are real Gaussian random variables centered
with variance one, then αpT q is the number of partitions of edges of T whose blocks
consist in two edges having a vertex in common. If the Xj are complex Gaussian
random variables such that ErXjs “ ErX2j s “ 0 and Er|Xj |2s “ 1, then αpT q is the
number of partitions of edges of T whose blocks consist in two edges having a vertex
in common, which is the source for one edge and the target of the other one.
The former lemma, Theorem 1.8 and Proposition 5.10 yield the following ex-
ample of asymptotic Boolean independent matrices.
Corollary 5.12. Let MN be a family of independent matrices as in Lemma
5.11 and let JN be the matrix whose all entries are 1N . Then the matrices of
MN and JN are asymptotically traffic independent and are asymptotically Boolean
independent with respect to ΨN . Moreover, if the variables Xi defining MN are
complex Gaussian variables such that ErXis “ ErX2i s “ 0 and Er|Xi|2s “ 1, then
the matrices of MN and their transpose are asymptotically Boolean independent.
Proof of Lemma 5.11. For any ˚-test graph T “ pV,E, γq in one variable,
one has (Lemma 2.18)
τ0N
“
T pMN q
‰ “ NV´1δ0N “T pMN q‰ˆ ´1`O` 1N ˘¯
“ N |V |´1´|E|δ0N
“
T pNMN q
‰ˆ ´1`O` 1
N
˘¯
,
where δ0N
“
T pNMN q
‰ “ E“śtv,wuPEpXφpvq`Xφpwqq‰ for any injection φ : V Ñ rN s.
It does not depend on φ and N . Hence by Lemma 2.13, τ0N
“
T pMN q
‰
converges
and its limit is zero if T is not a tree. Let T be a tree and denote αN pT q :“
δ0N
“
T pNMN q
‰
. To compute the limit of αN pT q we expand the product over E and
the sums in its definition, which amounts for each edge e “ pv, wq to keep either
the variable attached to its source Xφpvq or to its target Xφpwq. Since the variables
X1, . . . , XN are independent, this yields Formula (5.3).
The proof of the factorization property is the same as for Wigner matrices. Let
T1, . . . , Tn be test graphs in one variable, and denote by T the graph obtained as
the disjoint union of T1, . . . , Tn. By Lemma 2.24,
E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipMN q
‰ı “ ÿ
pi
1
Nn
E
”
Tr0
“
TpipMN q
‰ı
,
“
ÿ
pi
NVpi´Epi´n
´
1`O` 1
N
˘¯
δ0N
“
TpipNMN q
‰
,
where the sum is over partitions that do not identify two vertices of a same Ti
and Vpi, Epi denote the vertex and edge sets of T
pi. We have by Lemma 2.13 that
Vpi ´ Epi ´ n ď 0 with equality if and only if pi is the trivial partition with only
singleton blocks and the graphs T1, . . . , Tn are trees. Moreover, the matrix entries in
δ0N
“
TpipNMN q
‰
associated to edges of different components of Tpi are independent.
Hence we obtain the factorization property
E
” nź
i“1
1
N
Tr0
“
TipMN q
‰ı “ nź
i“1
1pTi is a treeqδ0N
“
TipNMN q
‰` op1q.
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Let compute now the limiting distribution of MN with respect to ΨN , assuming
the Xi defining MN centered. If T is a directed line of odd length 2n ` 1, then it
is not possible to find a term which is not zero (the partitions pi of PpE|V q possess
a block of size one), and so ΨN rM2n`1N s ÝÑ
NÑ8 0. If T has an even length 2n, then
there is a unique way to get a non zero term in the expansion of αN pT q, which
gives αN pT q “ Er|Xi|2sn. This proves the convergence of MN with respect to ΨN
to the expected limit.
The formulas for αpT q when the Xi are Gaussian follows from Wick formula:
for a Gaussian random variable X, in the real case ErXks is equal to the number of
pair partitions of t1, . . . , ku and in the Gaussian case (with ErX2 “ 0s) ErXkX`s
is the number of bijections t1, . . . , ku Ñ t1, . . . , `u. This is a direct consequence of
the stability of the Gaussian distribution. 
Proof of Corollary 5.12. The first part of Corollary 5.12 is consequence
of Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 5.10. Let us prove that when the variables defin-
ing MN are complex Gaussian random variables Xj such that ErX2j s “ 0, the
matrices of MN are asymptotically Boolean independent along with the trans-
posed matrices. The proof is the same as for the analogue statement (Lemma
3.3) for Wigner matrices. Let P be a monomial in MN and M
t
N . We can write
ΨN
“
P pMN ,MtN q
‰ “ τN “T pMN q‰ where the test graph T is a simple line, with
edges corresponding to MN in one direction and those corresponding to M
t
N in the
other direction. But in (5.3), the partitions must pair edges with same orientation.
Hence the couple pMN ,MtN q has the same limiting distribution with respect to ΨN
as pMN , M˜N q where M˜N is an independent copy of MN . Hence their asymptotic
Boolean independence. 
Corollary 5.13. Let MN “
`Xj`Xj
N
˘
i,j
as in Lemma 5.11 where ErXjs “
α ‰ 0 and Er|Xj ´ α|2s “ 1. Then the limiting distribution of MN with respect to
ΨN is
1
2
˜
1` <pαqa<pαq2 ` 1
¸
δ<pαq`
?
<pαq2`1`
1
2
˜
1´ <pαqa<pαq2 ` 1
¸
δ´
`?
<pαq2`1´<pαq
˘.
Note that we have MN “ M˜N ` 2<pαqJN where M˜N “
` pXj´αq`pXj´α¯q
N
˘
i,j
so
the limiting distribution of MN with respect to ΨN is the Boolean convolution of
δ´1`δ1
2 with δα.
Proof. Note that ΨN pANJNBN q “ ΨN pAN q ˆ ΨN pBN q for any matrices
AN , BN . Hence with the above notation we have
ΨN pMK`2N q “ ΨN pM˜2NMKN q ` 2<pαqΨN pM˜N qΨN pMKN q ` 2<pαqΨN pMK`1N q.
By the expression of the limiting distribution of M˜N , we have ΨN pM˜2NMKN q “
ΨN pMKN q`op1q and ΨN pM˜N q “ op1q. Hence the sequence of moments pmKqKě0 of
the limiting distribution of MN with respect to ΨN satisfies the recurrence relation
mK`2 “ βmK`1 `mK , m0 “ 1 and m1 “ β, where β “ 2<pαq. We get that for
any K ě 0,
mK “ 1
2
´
1` β
γ
¯´β ` γ
2
¯K ` 1
2
´
1´ β
γ
¯´β ´ γ
2
¯K
, β “ 2<pαq, γ “aβ2 ` 4.
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Hence the distribution has two Dirac mass, it is characterized by its moments, and
we get the result after simplification. 
CHAPTER 6
Limit theorems for independent traffics
We state the law of large number and the central limit theorem in the context
of traffic independence. We see in both cases that the situation is much richer than
for the classical notions of independence.
6.1. Constant traffics and law of large numbers
In a non commutative probability space, a constant non commutative random
variable is an element distributed as a multiple of the identity, or equivalently an
element freely independent with itself.
Recall that JN denotes the matrix whose entries are 1N . We have seen in Section
5.4 that JN converges in traffic distribution. Denote by J a traffic distributed as the
limit of JN . Recall that degp¨q is the graph monomial with two vertices in “ out
and v and one edge from in to v.
Proposition 6.1. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space, let Φ denote the
trace associated to τ and set Ψ “ Φ ˝ deg.
(1) An element a of A is traffic independent from itself if and only if it has
the same distribution as ΦpaqI` `Ψpaq ´ Φpaq˘J.
(2) Law of large numbers: Let panqně1 be a sequence of identically distributed
independent traffics in A and let a be distributed as the an’s. For each
n ě 1, denote mn :“ a1`¨¨¨`ann . Then, as n goes to infinity, mn converges
to ΦpaqI` `Ψpaq ´ Φpaq˘J in traffic distribution.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. 1. Assume that a is traffic independent from
itself. Let T be a test graph in one variable x and let e1, . . . , eK be an enumeration
of its edges. Let T˜ be the test graph in K variables x1, . . . , xK obtained from T
by replacing label x of the k-th edge of T by xk. Let a1, . . . , aK be independent
copies of a. By associativity of traffic independence, pa1, . . . , aKq has the same dis-
tribution as pa, . . . , aq and so τ0“T paq‰ “ τ0“T˜ pa1, . . . , aKq‰. By definition of traffic
independence, this quantity is nonzero only if the graph of colored components of
T˜ with respect to x1, . . . , xK is a tree. Since the labels of the edges are pairwise
distinct, this means that one obtains a tree when removing the self loops of T . For
such a graph T , denote by ` its number of self loops and by m its number of simple
edges (edges that are not loops). Then we get by definition of traffic independence
τ0
“
T paq‰ “ τ0“ öa ‰`τ0“¨ aÐ ¨‰m.
But τ0
“
öa
‰ “ τ“ öa ‰ “ Φpaq and τ0“¨ aÐ ¨‰ “ τ“¨ aÐ ¨‰ ´ τ“ öa ‰ “
Ψpaq ´ Φpaq “ Ψ`a´∆paq˘, where we used (4.1) in the last equality. Hence
τ0
“
T paq‰ “ Φpaq`Ψ`a´∆paq˘m.
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Let now prove that a has the same distribution as b “ ΦpaqI`Ψ`a´∆paq˘J.
Let T be a test graph in one variable with K edges e1, . . . , eK . Denoting rKs “
t1, . . . ,Ku, for any map γ : rKs Ñ t1, 2u, let Tγ be the test graph in two variables
i and j (for I and J respectively) obtained from T by putting label i for edges ek
with γpkq “ 1 and label j otherwise. Denote by `γ (resp. mγ) the number of edges
labeled i (resp. j) in Tγ . Then, the multi-linearity of τ
0 w.r.t. the edges of the
graphes implies that
τ0
“
T pbq‰ “ ÿ
γ:rKsÑt1,2u
Φpaq`γΨ`a´∆paq˘mγ τ0“TγpI, Jq‰.
Denoting by T˜γ the graph obtained from Tγ by erasing self-loops labeled I, by
Lemma 4.18 we get τ0
“
TγpI, Jq
‰ “ τ0“T˜γpJq‰ if all edges labeled i are simple loops
and zero otherwise. Finally, recall from Section 5.4.2 that the injective distribution
of J is the indicator of simple trees. Hence τ0
“
T pbq‰ vanishes if T is not a graph
consisting in a tree decorated with simple loops. Otherwise, τ0
“
TγpI, Jq
‰
is non
zero only for the map γ0 sending self-loops to 1 and simple edge to 2, for which
τ0
“
TγpI, Jq
‰
is one. Hence τ0
“
T pbq‰ “ Φpaq`Ψ`a ´ ∆paq˘m, with ` “ `γ0 and
m “ mγ0 , so we get as expected that a is distributed as b.
It remains to prove that b “ ΦpaqI`Ψ`a´∆paq˘J is traffic independent from
itself. Let T be a test graph in two variables x and y. One the one hand we know
that τ0
“
T pb, bq‰ “ 0 if T is not a simple tree decorated with loops. This is equiva-
lent to say that the graph of colored component of T with respect to x and y is a
tree and the colored components are trees decorated with loops. Therefore, we get
τ0
“
T pb, bq‰ “ Φpaq`Ψ`a ´ ∆paq˘m with the same notation as above, and for each
colored components S of T we have τ0
“
Spbq‰ “ Φpaq`SΨ`a´∆paq˘mS with similar
notations. Since ` “ řS `S and m “ řSmS , we get the result.
2. We now prove the law of large numbers. For any test graph T in a single
variable x with edge set E and any map γ : E Ñ rns :“ t1, . . . , nu, denote by Tγ
the test graph in n variables x1, . . . , xn obtained from T by putting the label xγpeq
on edge e. Then by multi-linearity w.r.t. the edges for τ0, we get
τ0
”
T
´a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an
n
¯ı
“
ÿ
γ:EÑrns
n´|E|τ0
“
Tγpa1, . . . , anq
‰
.
For any γ let piγ be the partition of E such that two edges belong to the same
block whenever they have same label. Since the ai are identically distributed and
independent, τ0
“
Tγpa1, . . . , anq
‰
depends only on piγ and we denote by ηppiγq this
quantity. Denote by PpEq the set of partitions of E and by |pi| the number of blocks
of an element pi of PpEq. We then get
τ0
”
T
´a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an
n
¯ı
“
ÿ
piPPpEq
npn´ 1q . . . pn´ |pi| ` 1q ˆ n´|E|ηppiq
“
ÿ
piPPpEq
n|pi|´|E|
`
1` op1q˘ηppiq.
The only partition that contributes is the partitions consisting in singletons. Hence
τ0
”
T
´
a1`¨¨¨`an
n
¯ı
“ τ0“T˜ pa1, . . . , a|E|q‰ ` op1q where T˜ is obtained by putting
different labels for its edges. The ai are independent and identically distributed
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so we have seen in the proof of the previous point that τ0
“
T˜ pa1, . . . , a|E|q
‰ “
τ0
“
T
`
ΦpaqI`Ψ`a´∆paq˘J˘‰. 
6.2. Central limit theorem
We recall the classical CLTs and then state the ”traffic“ version.
Theorem 6.2 (The non commutative central limit theorems). Let consider
the three situations (1,2,3), of a non-commutative ˚-probability space pA,Φq for
(1) and (3) and of a ˚-algebra A endowed with a state Φ for (2). Consider a
sequence panqně1 of identically distributed, self adjoint elements of A, either free
(1), Boolean (2) or tensor (3) independent. Assume that Φpanq “ 0 and Φpa2nq “ 1.
Then mn “ a1`¨¨¨`an?n converges in distribution to
(1) a semicircular variable x, i.e. Φpxkq “ 12pi
ş
tk
?
4´ t2`dt,
(2) a Rademacher variable y (also called a Bernouilli symmetric variable),
i.e. Φpykq “ 1pk is evenq.
(3) a Gaussian variable z, i.e. Φpzkq “ 1?
2pi
ş
tke´ t
2
2 dt,
The limit in CLT for traffics will be written as a sum of three terms that
represent each of these variables.
Definition 6.3 (Central traffics). Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space with
associated trace Φ and anti-trace Ψ such that A is a G˚-algebra. We say that an
element a P A is self-adjoint if a˚ “ a and off-diagonal whenever ∆paq “ 0.
(1) A centered semicircular traffic x with parameter
pα, βq “ `Φpx2q,Φpxxtq˘, |β| ď α,
is a self-adjoint off-diagonal traffic with distribution given as follow: for
any test graph T
τ0
“
T pxq‰ “ 1`T is a double tree˘α`pT qβkpT q,(6.1)
where `pT q (respectively kpT q) is the number of double edges with oppos-
ing (respectively similar) orientation (see Proposition 3.1).
(2) A centered simple Boolean traffic y with parameter given by a symmetric
non-negative matrix`
α`,k
˘
`,kě0 “
´
Φ
`
degpyq`degtpyqk˘˘
`,kě0,
is a self-adjoint off-diagonal traffic with distribution given as follow: for
any test graph T
τ0
“
T pyq‰ “ 1`T is a tree˘ ÿ
piPPpE|V q
ź
BvPpi
α`pvq,kpvq,(6.2)
where PpE|V q is the set of partitions of edges of T into blocks Bv of edges
having in common a same vertex v P V , and `pvq (respectively kpvq) is the
number of edges of Bv for which v is the source (respectively the target),
see Lemma 5.11.
A centered Gaussian Boolean traffic y with parameter
pα, βq “ `Ψpy2q,Ψpyytq˘, |β| ď α,
is a centered simple Boolean traffic with parameter pErY `Y¯ ksqk,`ě0 for a
complex Gaussian random variable Y .
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(3) A real centered Gaussian diagonal traffic z with parameter α “ Φpz2q is
a self-adjoint diagonal traffic whose distribution with respect to Φ is the
centered real Gaussian law with variance α.
A semicircular traffic x is limit of a Wigner matrix by Lemma 3.1. A centered
Gaussian Boolean traffic y is limit of a matrix of the form
`Xi`Xj
N
˘
as in Lemma
5.11. A real centered Gaussian diagonal traffic z is the limit of a diagonal matrix
with real Gaussian entries by Lemma 3.9. The non commutative distributions
of x and z with respect to Φ are respectively the semicircular and the Gaussian
distributions, the non commutative distribution of y with respect to the Ψ is the
Rademacher distribution.
Theorem 6.4 (Traffic central limit theorem 1/2). Let pA, τq be an algebraic
traffic space with associated trace Φ and anti-trace Ψ which is a G˚-algebra. Let
panqně1 be a sequence of self-adjoint, independent and identically distributed traffics
in A and let a be distributed as the an’s. Assume that Φpaq “ Ψpaq “ 0. Then
mn “ a1`¨¨¨`an?n converges to a traffic m. If Φ is a state, then m “ x ` y ` z is
the sum of a semicircular traffic x, a Gaussian Boolean traffic y and a Gaussian
diagonal traffic z which in general are not traffic independent.
Nevertheless, x and z are traffic independent. Hence, seen as a non commuta-
tive random variable in pA,Φq, x and z are free independent (y has the null distri-
bution w.r.t. Φ). Denoting ρ “ Φ`∆paq∆paq˘ “ Φ`a ˝ a˘ and assuming Φpa2q “ 1,
then the distribution of m “ x` z w.r.t. Φ is the free convolution of the Gaussian
law with mean zero and variance ρ and the semicircular law with mean zero and
variance 1´ ρ.
Remark 6.5. ‚ Since we assume that Φ is a state, ρ ě 0 and so the
free convolution is well defined. It is the limit in distribution w.r.t. Φ of?
ρDN ` ?1´ ρXN , where DN is a diagonal matrix with i.i.d. Gauss-
ian entries independent from a Wigner matrix XN (by Corollary 1.9 and
Proposition 5.7). We give below in Proposition 6.9 a matrix model for the
sum m “ x` y ` z.
‚ One must be careful with the statement that x, y and z are not inde-
pendent, since there is no unicity in the decomposition of m as a sum of
semicircular, Gaussian Boolean and Gaussian diagonal traffics, as we will
see later. The are situations where the variables given by the theorem are
not independent but m can be written as a sum of independent variables,
see Example 6.11.
Example 6.6. Let us state an application which is due to Au in [2], from
a preliminary version of Theorem 6.4 which contains only the second part of the
theorem. We present his result and reasoning which is an interesting use of the
traffic CLT in order to find a new proof of a result on Wigner matrices. Let m
be a limit in traffic distribution as N goes to infinity of MN “ pXN ` q degpXN q,
where p, q P R and XN is a real Wigner matrix. The traffic m is also the limit of
M 1N “ pX 1N ` q degpX 1N q for a real Gaussian Wigner matrix X 1N . By stability of
Gaussian variables, for each n we can write X 1N as a normalized sum
1?
n
řn
i“1X 1N
piq
of i.i.d. real Gaussian Wigner matrices. Hence m has the distribution of a limit as
in Theorem 6.4 and so it distribution w.r.t. Φ is a free convolution of a semicircular
distribution and a Gaussian distribution.
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Let m be the limit in traffic distribution of mn “ a1`¨¨¨`an?n in Theorem 6.4.
We still denote pA, τq the algebraic traffic space where m lives. The good formal
setting to describe the decomposition m “ x` y ` z is given when there exists an
element J in A as in the law of large numbers (Proposition 6.1).
Definition 6.7. In an algebraic traffic space pA, τq with trace Φ and anti-trace
Ψ, when it exists we denote by J P A a distinguished element independent from all
A and such that ΦpJq “ 0, ΨpJq “ 1.
Remark that in such a space A, one has a “ ΦpaqI` `Ψpaq ´Φpaq˘J` b where
Φpbq “ 0 and Ψpbq “ 0. The independence of J with everyone and the formula for
its traffic distribution implies the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. In the setting of the previous definition, for any traffics b1, b2, one
has Φpb1Jq “ 0 and Ψpb1Jb2q “ Ψpb1qΨpb2q.
We can now gives an explicit description of the limit in traffic distribution of
the central limit theorem.
Proposition 6.9 (Traffic central limit theorem 2/2). Let a, mn “ a1`¨¨¨`an?n
and m be as in Theorem 6.4 and denote a˜ “ a ´∆paq. Assume that in the traffic
space generated by a, the trace Φ is a state. We now consider three independent
centered variables in some space containing J as in Definition 6.7:
(1) a semicircular traffic x1 with parameter
pα1, β1q “
`
Φpa˜2q,Φpa˜a˜tq˘,
(2) a Gaussian Boolean traffic y1 with parameter
pα2, β2q “
`
Ψpa˜2q,Ψpa˜a˜tq˘,
(3) a Gaussian diagonal traffic z1 with parameter
α3 “ Φ
“
∆paq2‰´ γΨ“∆paq a˜` a˜t?
2
‰
,
where γ “ Ψ
“
∆paq a˜`a˜t?
2
‰
α2`<pβ2q (γ “ 0 if α2 ` <pβ2q “ 0).
We denote
qpx1q “ x1J` Jx1 and rpy1q “ degpy
1q ` degtpy1q?
2
.
Then m has the same distribution as
m1 “ `x1 ´ qpx1q˘` y1 ` `γrpy1q ` z1˘.
The centered traffics x “ x1, y “ ´qpx1q ` y1 and z “ γrpy1q ` z1 are respectively
semicircular, Gaussian Boolean and Gaussian diagonal traffics.
Remark 6.10. ‚ Since Φ is a state, the variables are well defined. In-
deed, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality |Φpabq|2 ď Φpaa˚qΦpbb˚q implies
that α1 ě |β1| and x1 is well defined. As well, since Ψpabq “ Φrdegpabqs “
Φrdegtpaqdegpbqs for any a, b, one has α2 ě |β2| and y1 is well defined. To
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see that α3 is non-negative, note that Ψp∆paqbq “ Φra degpbqs for any a, b
and so
γΨ
”
∆paq a˜` a˜
t
?
2
ı
“ 1
α2 ` <pβ2qΦ
“
∆paqrpa˜q‰2 ď 1
α2 ` <pβ2qΦ
“
∆paq2‰Φ“rpa˜q2‰.
But since Ψpabq “ Φpdegpaqdegtpbqq then
Φ
“
rpa˜q2‰ “ Ψ“a˜a˜˚‰` Φ”degpa˜q2 ` degtpa˜q2
2
ı
.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.16 one has
Φ
“
degtpa˜q2‰ “ Φ“pdegtpa˜q2q˚‰ “ Φ“pdegpa˜˚q2q‰,
and since a˜˚ “ a˜ we get Φ“rpa˜q2‰ “ α2 ` <pβ2q and then α3 ě 0.
‚ Let X 1N be a Wigner matrix with parameter pα1, β1q, Y 1N be a matrix as in
Lemma 5.11 with parameter pα2, β2q, Z 1N be a diagonal matrix with i.i.d.
real centered Gaussian entries with variance α3, and JN be the matrix
whose all entries are 1N , the random matrices being independent. By
Theorem 1.8, the matrices are asymptotically traffic independent and m1
is distributed as the limit of MN “ X 1N ´ qN pX 1N q ` Y 1N ` γrpY 1N q ` Z 1N ,
where qN pX 1N q “ X 1NJN ` JNX 1N and rpY 1N q “ degpY
1
N q`degtpY 1N q?
2
. In
particular there exists a traffic space as in the proposition.
Example 6.11. (1) Let mn be the normalized sum
1?
n
řn
i“1 xi of inde-
pendent semicircular traffics with parameter p1, ηq. Since pxiqiě1 is the
limit of a family of independent Gaussian Wigner matrices, mn and its
limit m as n goes to infinity are also semicircular traffics with same pa-
rameter. Yet, the answer given by the above proposition looks more com-
plicated. Using Definition 6.3, we compute the parameters in order to
apply Proposition 6.9 is as follow. Let x be distributed as the xi.
‚ Φpxq “ 0 by extra-diagonality of x (that is ∆pxq “ 0) by noting that
Φpxq “ Φ`∆pxq˘.
‚ Ψpxq “ τ“¨ xÑ ¨s “ τ0“¨ xÑ ¨s ` τ0“ öxs “ 0.
‚ Φpx2q “ 1 and Φpxxtq “ η by definition of the parameters.
‚ Ψpx2q “ τ“¨ xÐ ¨ xÐ ¨‰. The only quotient of the latter graph that is
a double tree (a graph which becomes a tree when the multiplicity of
edges is forgotten) is p¨ xÔ
x
¨q, and so Ψpx2q “ τ0“p¨ xÔ
x
¨q‰ “ 1.
‚ Ψpxxtq “ τ“¨ xÐ ¨ xtÐ ¨‰ “ τ“¨ xÐ ¨ xÑ ¨‰. Similarly we have Ψpxxtq “
τ0
“p¨ xÐ
x
¨q‰ “ η.
‚ Φp∆pxq2q “ Φp∆pxqrpxqq “ 0 by extra-diagonality of x.
Hence m has the distribution of
`
x1 ´ qpx1q˘` y1, where x1 and y1 are
independent, semicircular and Gaussian Boolean respectively, with same
parameter as the xi.
Corollary 6.12. Let x1, y1 be independent traffics, semicircular and
Gaussian Boolean respectively, with same parameter. Then x “ x1 ´
qpx1q ` y1 is a semicircular traffic with same parameter.
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Although m as the same distribution as x1, the proposition invites us
to first remover a part of x1 with the term ´qpx1q, and then to sample it
again by adding y1. The reason of this approach will be clear with the third
example below. Note that when the xi are nonzero, then the semicircular
part x1 and the Gaussian Boolean part ´qpx1q ` y1 are not independent.
Indeed by Lemmas 5.4 and 6.8 one can see that Ψ
`
x1p´qpx1q ` y1q˘ “
´Ψ`x1qpx1q˘ “ ´Φ`px1q2˘ ă 0, which should vanish if they were indepen-
dent.
(2) Let mn be the limit as N goes to infinity of the normalized sum
1?
2n
nÿ
i“1
pU piqN ` U piq˚N q
of independent Haar unitary matrices and their adjoint. By Theorem
1.8 and Proposition 3.7, mn is the normalized sum of i.i.d. self-adjoint
centered traffics. Then the central limit theorem implies that the limit m
of mn is a semicircular traffic with parameter p1, 0q, thanks to the same
detour as in the previous example.
Indeed, let us compute the parameters we need in the central limit the-
orem, using the limiting distribution of a Haar unitary matrix pUN , UN˚ q
given in Proposition 3.7. We denote the traffics pu, u˚q “ lim
NÑ8
`
UN , UN˚
˘
and a “ u ` u˚. Note that a has the distribution of an extra-diagonal
traffic since for a test graph T labeled in pu, u˚q, τ0rT s “ 0 if it has a
single loop. In particular a has the same distribution as a˜ “ a´∆paq.
‚ Φpaq “ 0 by extra-diagonality.
‚ Ψpaq “ 2<Ψpuq “ 2< τ“¨ uÑ ¨s “ 2< `τ0“¨ uÑ ¨s ` τ0“ öus˘ “ 0 by
Lemma 4.16.
‚ Φpa2q “ 2<Φpu2q ` 2. But Φpu2q “ τ“¨ uÔ
u
¨‰ “ 0 since τ0rT s ‰ 0
only if T has the same number of edges labeled u and u˚ and that
the quotient of a graph has the same number of edges labeled u and
u˚.
‚ Φpaatq “ Φpuut ` uu˚t ` u˚ut ` u˚u˚tq “ 0 since
Φpuutq “ τ“¨ uÔ
ut
¨‰ “ τ“¨ uÐ
u
¨‰ “ τ0“¨ uÐ
u
¨‰` τ0“ u œ ¨ öu ‰ “ 0
and Φpu˚u˚tq “ 0 with the same computation, and the two other
terms vanishes as the number of edges labeled u and u˚ are not
equal.
‚ Ψpa2q “ 2<Ψpu2q ` 2 “ 2 for the same reason as before.
‚ Ψpaatq “ Ψpuut ` uu˚t ` u˚ut ` u˚u˚tq “ 0 since as before
Ψpuutq “ Ψpu˚u˚tq “ 0
and
Ψpuu˚tq “ τ“¨ uÐ ¨ pu˚qtÐ ¨‰ “ τ“¨ uÐ ¨ u˚Ñ ¨‰ “ τ0“¨ uÐ ¨ u˚Ñ ¨‰` τ0“ u œ ¨ u˚Ñ ¨‰
`τ0“¨ uÐ ¨ öu˚ ‰` τ0“¨ u˚Ð
u
¨‰` τ0“ u œ ¨ öu˚ ‰ “ 0
and the same computation yields Ψpu˚utq “ 0
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‚ Φp∆paq2q “ Φp∆paqrpaqq “ 0 since a has the distribution of an extra-
diagonal traffic.
Hence by Proposition 6.9 and Corollary 6.12, m is a semicircular traffic
with parameter p1, 0q.
(3) In the previous examples, one can wonder why we do not chose the Gauss-
ian Boolean part y1 in such a way Ψpy12q “ pΨ ´ Φqpa˜2q, in order to not
remove a part that is sampled again. The reason is that the quantity in
the r.h.s. term is possible negative, as in the following example.
Let mn be the limit as N goes to infinity of the standardized sum
1?
2n
řn
i“1pV piqN `V piq
t
N ´2JN q of independent uniform permutation matrices
V
piq
N and their transpose, where JN denotes the matrix whose all entries
are 1N . By Theorem 1.8, Proposition 3.6 and the convergence of JN , mn
is the normalized sum of i.i.d. traffics. Then the central limit theorem
implies that the limit m of mn has the distribution of x
1 ´ qpx1q where x1
is a semicircular traffic with parameter p1, 1q.
Indeed, let us denote v “ lim
NÑ8V
piq
N and a “ v ` vt ´ 2J. As in the
previous case, a has the distribution of an extra-diagonal traffic.
‚ Φpaq “ 0 by extra-diagonality.
‚ Ψpvq “ τ“¨ vÑ ¨s “ τ0“¨ vÑ ¨s ` τ0“ övs “ 1` 0 and so Ψpaq “ 0.
‚ By Lemma 6.8, ΨpvεJq “ ΨpJvεq “ 0 for ε P t1, tu, so one has
Φpa2q “ Φ`pv ` vtq2˘ “ 2` 2Φpv2q “ 2 since
Φpv2q “ τ“¨ vÔ
v
¨‰ “ τ0“¨ vÔ
v
¨‰` τ0“ v œ ¨ öv ‰ “ 0
‚ Since at “ a we have Φpaatq “ Φpa2q “ 2.
‚ We can anticipate that Ψpa2q “ 0. Indeed, the matrix V piqN ` V piqtN is
the adjacency matrix of a random graph (the graph of cycles of the
associated permutation). The degree of each vertex of the graph (the
number of neighbors) is two, and Ψ
`pV piqN ` V piqtN ´ 2JN q˘ is nothing
else than the variance of the degree of a vertices uniformly chosen at
random. More generally, we have the following fact.
Lemma 6.13. Let pA, τq be an algebraic traffic space with anti-trace
Ψ, such that J P A as in Definition 6.7 exists. Let a P A having the
same distribution as b´pbJ` Jbq for some b P A such that Ψpbq “ 0.
Then one has Ψpa2q “ 0.
Proof. Recall that Ψpb1Jb2q “ Ψpb1qΨpb2q for any b1, b2 P A by
Lemma 6.8. Hence we get
Ψpa2q “ Ψpb2q ´Ψ`bpbJ` Jbq ` pbJ` Jbqb˘`Ψ`pbJ` Jbq2˘
“ Ψpb2q ´ 2Ψpb2q `Ψpb2q “ 0

For the matrix AN “ V piqN ` V piqtN ´ 2JN , one has ΨpAN q “ 0 andpANJN ` JNAN q “ 0. Hence the limit a of AN satisfies the assump-
tion of the lemma.
‚ Ψpaatq “ Ψpa2q “ 0.
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‚ Φp∆paq2q “ Φp∆paqrpaqq “ 0 since a has the distribution of an extra-
diagonal traffic.
Hence the expected result: the limit m in the central limit theorem has
the distribution of x1 ´ qpx1q for a semicircular traffic with parameter
p1, 1q. The traffics x1 and ´qpx1q are not independent since Ψ`x1qpx1q˘ “
Ψpx12q “ 1, and there is no known way to decompose x1 ´ qpx1q as a sum
of independent semicircular and Gaussian Boolean variables.
We first prove in Theorem 6.4 the convergence in traffic distribution of pmnqně1,
giving an expression for the distribution of its limit m in formula (6.3) below. Then
we compute the distribution w.r.t. Φ to prove that it is a convolution of a Gaussian
and of a semicircular distribution. The rest of the proof is dedicated to Proposition
6.9
Proof of the convergence in Theorem 6.4. Let T “ pV,Eq be a test
graph in one variable. With the same computation as for the law of large numbers,
the multilinearity of τ0 with respect to the edges gives
τ0
”
T
`a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an?
n
˘ı “ ÿ
piPPpEq
n|pi|´
|E|
2
`
1` op1q˘ηppiq.
Here ηppiq equals τ0“Tγpa1, . . . , a|pi|q‰, where γ : E Ñ t1, . . . , |pi|u is such that e „pi f
if and only if γpeq “ γpfq, and Tγ is obtained from T by putting for each edge e
the label corresponding to aγpeq. Assume that pi has a block of size one. Then,
either GCCpTγq is not a tree and ηppiq “ 0, or by the factorization property of traffic
independence, one can factorize in ηppiq the term τ0“T paq‰ where T has a single
edge. If T “ö is a simple loop, then τ0“ ö paq‰ “ τ“ ö paq‰ “ Φpaq “ 0. If T is
a simple edge, since τ0
“
T paq‰ ` τ0“ ö paq‰ “ τ“T paq‰ “ Φ`degpaq˘ “ 0 we get as
well τ0
“
T paq‰ “ 0. Hence the only partitions that contribute are those for which pi
is a pair partition. This proves the convergence of mN in traffic distribution.
Moreover, by definition of traffic independence, the partitions pi that contribute
are those for which the graph of colored components of Tγ is a tree. Since Φpaq “
Φ
`
degpaq˘ “ 0 and by the factorization property, the partitions must pair adjacent
edges (that share at least one vertex).
Hence, the only test graphs T for which τ0
“
T pmnq
‰
does not vanish at infinity
are graphs that become trees if we forget the multiplicity of the edges and delete
the loops, such that the multiplicity of simple edges (that are not self loops) is one
or two. Denote by T0 the set of such graphs. Denote by P0pT q the set of pair
partitions pi of adjacent edges of T such that te1, e2u P pi for any twin edges e1, e2
of T . For pi P P0pT q, let us identify S P pi with the subgraph of T consisting in the
edges of S. We then get
τ0
“
T pmnq
‰ ÝÑ
nÑ8 1pT P T0q
ÿ
piPP0pT q
ź
SPpi
τ0rSs.(6.3)

Limiting distribution w.r.t. Φ. Let now compute the distribution w.r.t.
Φ of m. Let T consisting in a cycle of length k. Denoting by V its vertex set, we
have Φpmkq “ τ“T pmq‰ “ řσPPpV q τ0“Tσpmq‰. For any partition σ of V , the graph
Tσ has no cutting edge (edge whose removal disconnect the graph). Hence, a graph
Tσ in T0 for some σ in PpV q consists in a double tree T0 for which at each vertex
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v P V is attached an ensemble of self-loops Fv. Computing τ0
“
Tσpmq‰ with the
above formula, the pair partitions pi P P0pTσq in the sum must gather twin edges
of T0 and pair of loops attached at a same vertex. Hence |Fv| must be even for
this term to not vanish. In this case, denote by 2`v the number of loops attached
to a vertex v P V . By Lemma 2.13 that gives the relation between the number of
vertices and edges in a tree, the number of edges of T0 is 2p|V | ´ 1q.
We get, computing for the graph S consisting in a double edge τ0rSpaqs “
Φpa2q ´ Φp∆paq2q “ 1´ ρ,
τ0
“
T˜ pmq‰ “ p1´ ρq|V |´1 ź
vPV
ρ`vCard P2p2mvq,
where P2p2mq denotes the set of pair partitions of 2m elements. But
Card P2p2mq “ p2m´ 1q ˆ p2m´ 3q . . . 5ˆ 3ˆ 1 “ ErX2ms
where X is a random variable distributed according to the gaussian measure cen-
tered of unit variance (by a basic enumeration and by integration by part respec-
tively).
Now, let x be a centered semicircular traffic with parameter p1, 0q, traffic inde-
pendent from z a centered Gaussian diagonal traffic with parameter p1q. Let prove
that m has the same distribution w.r.t. Φ as m¯ “ ?ρz`?1´ ρx. Let T consisting
in a cycle of length k and for any partition σ of its vertex set,
τ0
“
Tσpm¯q‰ “ ÿ
γ:EÑt1,2u
τ0
“
Tσγ p?ρz,
a
1´ ρxq‰,
where in Tσγ an edge e has label γpeq. By the definition of traffic independence,
the support of the injective distribution of pz, xq consists in double trees T0 with
a bunch of self loops Fv attached at each vertex v. If T
σ is such a test graph,
the only map γ which makes τ0
“
T˜ p?ρz,?1´ ρxq‰ possibly non zero consists in
labeling the edge of T0 with labels 1 (for x) and the self-loops by label 2 (for z).
By multi-linearity for τ we get
τ0
“
T p?ρz `a1´ ρxq‰ “ p1´ ρq|V |´1 ź
vPV
ρmkErX2mv s,
as expected. By the first case in Theorem 5.5, since x is unitarily invariant and x
and z are traffic independent, they are free independent. 
Proof of Proposition 6.9. In order to prove that m and m1 are equal in
distribution, we can compute directly the distribution of m1 “ `x1 ´ qpx1q˘ ` y1 ``
γrpy1q`z1˘ using the distributions of x1, y1, z1 and their traffic independence. But it
is much simpler to use Au’s argument [2]. The variable m1 is the limit of the matrix
model MN “ X 1N ´ qpX 1N q ` Y 1N ` γrpY 1N q `Z 1N as in the above remark where the
matrices X 1N , Y 1N , Z 1N have Gaussian entries. Since MN is linear in these matrices, it
is also Gaussian and so it is stable: it can be written MN “MN,n “ 1?n
řn
i“1M
pnq
N
where the M pnq are independent copies of MN . By Theorem 1.8 of asymptotic
traffic independence, the limit m1 of MN is distributed as a limit of the central
limit theorem (Theorem 6.4).
To prove that the variables m “ lim
nÑ8
a1`¨¨¨`an?
n
and m1 “ `x1 ´ qpx1q˘ ` y1 ``
γrpy1q ` z1˘ of Proposition 6.9 have the same distribution, by Formula (6.3) it
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remains to show that for any test graph T with two edges, τ0
“
T pm1q‰ “ τ0“T pmq‰.
Note that from (6.3) we have τ0
“
T pmq‰ “ τ0“T paq‰ for test graphs with two edges,
where we recall that a is distributed as a1, . . . , an. Moreover, it is sufficient to prove
the equality τ
“
T pm1q‰ “ τ“T paq‰ for these graphs (the number of edges of a test
graph is unchanged when identifying vertices). There is a total of eight connected
directed graphs with two edges, but since the variables are self-adjoint two pairs of
quantities are related each other: by Lemma 4.16, we have
τ r¨ Ñ ¨ Ð ¨s “ τ“p¨ Ð ¨ Ñ ¨q˚‰ “ τ“¨ Ð ¨ Ñ ¨‰,
and
τ r¨ Ð ¨ ös “ τ“p¨ Ñ ¨ öq˚‰ “ τ rp¨ Ñ ¨ ös.
Equivalently, it is then sufficient to prove that the six quantities
Φ
`
m˜1pm˜1qε˘,Ψ`m˜1pm˜1qε˘,Ψ´∆pm1qm˜1 ` pm˜1qt?
2
¯
,Φ
`
∆pm1q2˘,(6.4)
where m˜1 :“ m1 ´∆pm1q and ε P t1, tu, are equal to the same quantities where m1
is replaced by a.
Note that by Lemma 6.8, for any traffics b1, b2 one has Φpb1qpb2qq “ 0 and
Ψpb1qpb2qq “ Ψpb1b2q ` Ψpb1qΨpb2q. Recall form Lemma 5.4 that if b1 and b2 are
independent then Φpb1b2q “ Φpb1qΦpb2q and Ψpb1b2q “ Ψpb1qΨpb2q. Hence, using
the fact that Φ
`
y1py1qt˘ “ 0 since it is of Boolean type and that the variables are
centered, we get for ε P t1, tu
Φpm˜1pm˜1qεq “ Φ
´`
x1 ´ qpx1q˘`x1 ´ qpx1q˘ε¯` Φ`y1py1qt˘
“ Φ`x1px1qε˘ “ Φpa˜a˜εq,
Ψpm˜1pm˜1qεq “ Ψ
´`
x1 ´ qpx1q˘`x1 ´ qpx1q˘ε¯`Ψ`y1py1qt˘
“ Ψ`y1py1qt˘ “ Ψpa˜a˜εq.
Moreover, we have
Ψ
`
∆pm1qm˜
1 ` pm˜1qt?
2
˘ “ Ψ`γrpy1qy1 ` py1qt?
2
˘ “ Ψ`rpaq a˜` a˜t?
2
˘ η
α2 ` <pβ2q ,
where, using the definition of deg in terms of graph operations and Lemma 4.16,
we have
η “ 1
2
Ψ
`
degpy1qy1 ` degpy1qpy1qt ` degtpy1qy1 ` degtpy1qpy1qt˘
“ 1
2
Ψ
`py1qty1 ` py1qtpy1qt ` y1y1 ` y1py1qt˘ “ α2 ` <pβ2q.
At last, we have
Φ
`
∆pm1q2˘ “ γ2Φ`rpy1q2˘` Φ`pz1q2˘
“ γ Ψ
`
∆paq a˜`a˜t?
2
˘`
Ψpa˜2q ` <Ψpa˜a˜tq˘`Ψpa˜2q ` <Ψpa˜a˜tq˘
`Φ`∆paq2˘´ γΨ`∆paq a˜` a˜t?
2
˘
“ Φ`∆paq2˘.
This finishes the proof that m is distributed as m1.
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It remains to proof the last statement of the proposition, telling that ´qpx1q`y1
is a Gaussian Boolean traffic and that γrpy1q` z1 is a Gaussian diagonal traffic. By
the model of large random matrices, the sum of two independent Gaussian Boolean
(respectively Gaussian diagonal) traffics are Gaussian Boolean (respectively Gauss-
ian diagonal). So the following lemma concludes the proof. 
Lemma 6.14. (1) If x is a centered semicircular traffic with parameter
pα, βq then qpxq “ xJ` Jx is Gaussian Boolean with parameter pα, βq.
(2) If y is a centered Gaussian Boolean with parameter pα, βq, then
rpyq “ degpyq ` deg
tpyq?
2
is centered Gaussian diagonal random variable with parameter pα`<pβqq.
Proof. 1. Let XN “
´
xi,j?
N
¯
i,j
be a Wigner matrix with centered Gaussian
entries such that Er|xi,j |2s “ α and Erx2i,js “ β. Then qN pXN q :“ XNJN `
JNXN “
´
Yi`Y¯j
N
¯
i,j
where Yi “ řj xi,j?N is a Gaussian variable such that Er|Yi|2s “
α and ErY 2i s “ β. Then XN converges to the semicircular variable x and qN pXN q
converges to a centered Gaussian Boolean traffic y. Hence qpxq “ y in distribution.
2. Firstly, rpyq is diagonal since degpyq and degtpyq are diagonal. Moreover
degpyq˚ “ degtpyq since y is self-adjoint and so rpyq is self-adjoint. It remains to
prove that Φ
`
rpyqK˘ “ ErZKs for a real centered Gaussian variable Z such that
ErZ2s “ pα ` <pβqq, for any K ě 1. But, with Y denoting a centered Gaussian
random variable such that Er|Y |2s “ α, E“Y 2‰ “ β, one has
Φ
`
rpyqK˘ “ Φˆdegpyq ` degtpyq?
2
˙
“ 2´ k2
Kÿ
k“0
ˆ
K
k
˙
Φ
`
degpyqkdegtpyqK´k˘
“ Φ
ˆ
degpyq ` degtpyq?
2
˙
“ 2´ k2
Kÿ
k“0
ˆ
K
k
˙
ErY kY¯ K´ks
“ E
”`Y ` Y¯?
2
˘Kı “ ErZKs.

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